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Traditionally, two-valued classical logics are widely used as the fundamental of 
knowledge representation many systems. However, its features cannot handle 
inconsistent and contradictory knowledge. Though some non-monotonic rea-
soning systems [Luk90] and multiple t ru th value system [Bel77, Gin86] have 
given some solutions on handling incomplete and contradicting information, 
they st i l l bring up problems in the consistency issues. On the other hand, 
A G M logic [AGM85，Gar88] provides a concept of dynamic revision of beliefs, 
which can remove contradicting belief rationally. Another successful example is 
NLBN [Low93, LF94a, LF94b], a finite acyclical directed network representing 
propositional knowledge mainly. Nevertheless, the two formalisms are in the 
prepositional level while most of the real world knowledge are in first order. 
In this thesis, we present a predicate inference network (PIN) designed for 
handling typical first order real world knowledge, which are incomplete, incon-
sistent and contradictory. Knowledge in the inference network wi l l be assigned 
wi th a four-valued t ru th value. The t ru th value wi l l be propagated thorough 
the network by the computation functions during inferences. Queries about 
knowledge in the network can be made wi th special predicates. Inferences pro-
cedures enable the network to give the complete set of answers to the queries. 
The special hierarchical structure of the network also enables us to handle the 
usual quantification such as V and 3. The knowledge stored in the network is 
dynamic and can be revised through the operation set, while the knowledge in 
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"In a republican nation, whose citizens are to be led by reason and 
persuasion and not by fore, the art of reasoning becomes of the first 
importance. ” 
—THOMAS JEFFERSON 
Nearly every human activi ty involves reasoning. We use knowledge to deduce 
further information in helping our every day work — and that is reasoning. 
In this chapter, we wi l l have a brief glance on the major methodologies on 
nonmonotonic reasoning and the recent development on the related fields. We 
wi l l also have a brief introduction on our automatic commonsense reasoning 
system 一 Predicate Inference Network (PIN) which is aimed to be a four-
valued first-order automated reasoning system for commonsense reasoning w i th 
dynamic updating operation. 
1 
CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 2 
1.1 The Beginning Story 
To begin the thesis, let us first th ink about how we organize our knowledge. 
A t the beginning, when we need to represent our knowledge in a system-
atic way, we may just wri te down the knowledge we have as a list of simple 
statements. We may also include some rules w i th independent conditions and 
conclusions. Reasoning on these statements and rules are somehow similar to 
the classical prepositional logic. The statements are either believed or disbe-
lieved. Symbolic representation may be used to simpli fy the representation. 
The preliminary representation of the knowledge was then done. 
Classical logic has been an important tool and basis of computational rea-
soning. However, i t is obvious that human do not always reason in the sense of 
classical logic. In the real life, human generally refer a statements as "normally, 
i t is believed to be true" or "there is no good reason for me to believe i t " . Such 
representation may also be applied in reasoning the statements. The robustness 
enable us to alter and revise the conclusions — the knowledge becomes non-
monotonic, and thus the reasoning system is now a nonmonotonic reasoning 
system, or alternatively, s commonsense reasoning system. To further simulate 
the human reasoning, degree of belief can also be added in describing the belief. 
On the other hand, prepositional form of representation also has a very 
l imited ontology. Only simple facts and non-reusable rules can be introduced in 
a prepositional representation, which made i t diff icult to represent even some 
very simple situations in the real world when rules are used. A more useful 
knowledge representation and reasoning methodology, the first order approach, 
is thus used in most knowledge representation schema (including PIN presented 
in this thesis). The first-ordered world consists of different objects; each has its 
own properties represented by uniary predicates, for example, fly is a property of 
an ordinary bird, we may thus represent the statement as f l y (bird) where f l y is 
the predicate name and bird is the object name. The relations among different 
objects are represented by n-ary predicates, (e.g. father (John, Mary) shows 
a binary predicate father representing the relation between the two objects 
John and Mary, where John is the father of Mary.) Using the first order 
representation w i th the predicates, we may then introduce reusable rules. A 
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rule consists of a condition statement and a conclusion statement. Using rules 
containing variables gives a knowledge representation more expressive power 
and also reasoning capability. The variables in the rule can be instantiated to 
different object values while necessary in reasoning. 
After introducing the rules, we may find that the statements, including those 
independent ones and those in the rules, are in a mess in the list of statements. 
We may somehow want to group the related statements together so that we can 
search them in a more efficient and effective way. The process is done through 
using prototypical nodes in our PIN. 
Besides the statements, we may also like to group the objects appeared in 
the statements into different categories. Usually, the uniary predicates shows 
the properties and thus the categories in which the object belongs to. Making 
use of this idea, we can typed the objects in the knowledge base into different 
categories. 
To further improve the expressiveness, we can make the knowledge represen-
tat ion schema capable to represent the ideas like "there exists" and "all objects 
in the given category"，and include the concept of quantifications. 
W i t h all of the above, addit ional to the capability of knowledge querying, 
the list of statements is now becoming an automated commonsense reasoning 
system. This is the predicated inference network (PIN) studied in this thesis. 
1.2 Background 
"Nothing is certain, but death and taxes. ” 
— B E N J A M I N FRANKLIN, 1789. 
1.2.1 H is to ry of Nonmonoton ic Reasoning 
Franklin stated the fact that v i r tual ly all conclusions are uncertain, in the sense 
of all of them may change and become defeasible. However, logicians have con-
tended that reasoning, as performed by humans, is amenable to analysis using 
classical logic for a long period of t ime. Unt i l 1958, McCarthy discussed the 
need for the automation of commonsense reasoning in [McC58]，the idea of non-
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monotonic reasoning had never formally defined. After the ini t ia l formalizations 
of commonsense reasoning for artificial intelligence were proposed by McCarthy 
and Hayes [MH69] in 1969, the field got into a rudiment for the first time. Pro-
gramming languages also began to include a l i t t le nonmonotonic component for 
artificial intelligence in these years — they were PLANNER developed by He-
wi t t [Hew69] which was for robots, and Prolog developed by Colmerauer and et 
al [CKPR73], which is sti l l very common in programming in the field of artificial 
intelligence. The not operator in Prolog and THNOT capability in PLANNER in 
the languages work default rules. 
To conclude this early stage of nonmonotonic reasoning, we have here quoted 
Minsky's Criticism of the Logistic Approach (the appendix in [Min74]), which 
had clearly explain the reason why nonmonotonic reasoning was needed to sub-
stitute classical logics in analyzing human's reasoning. 
1. "Logical" reasoning is not flexible enough to serve as a basis 
for thinking; I prefer to think of i t as a collection of heuris-
tic methods, effective only when applied to starkly simplified 
plans. The Consistency that Logic absolutely demands is not 
otherwise usually available — and probably not even desirable! 
一 because consistent systems are likely to be too "weak". 
2. I doubt the feasibility of representing ordinary knowledge effec-
tively in the form of many small, independently "true" propo-
sitions. 
3. The strategy of complete separation of specific knowledge from 
general rules of inference is much too radical. We need more 
direct ways for l inking fragments of knowledge to advice about 
how they are to be used. 
4. I t was long believed that i t was crucial to make all knowledge 
accessible to deduction in the form of declarative statements; 
but this seems less urgent as we learn ways to manipulate struc-
tural and procedural descriptions. 
Minsky further evaluated his view, especially on consistency and provability 
issues, in 1991 [Min91b]: 
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. . . T h i s focus on well-defined problems produced many successful 
applications, no matter that the underlying systems were too in-
flexible to function well outside the domains for which they were de-
signed. (It seems to me that this occurred because of the researcher's 
excessive concern wi th consistency and provability. Ult imately this 
concern would be a proper one but not in the subject's current state 
of immaturity.) 
We are in fact considering the ultimate goal on concerning flexibility while 
keeping consistent and provable in developing our inference network PIN. 
Formalizations and Approaches 
Papers on formalizing nonmonotonic reasoning started appear in late 1970's. 
Two rules of negation gave the outset of the formalizations. The first rule is 
Reiter's closed world assumption (CWA) [Rei78b], which stated that in Horn 
logic, i f we cannot prove an atom p, we can then assume its negation — 
The other one is Clark's observation that negated atoms can be proven through 
if-and-only-if (iff) statements using a theorem prover [Cla78]. Meanwhile, other 
presently well-established theories and systems also rose 一 like McCarthy's 
circumscription in 1977 and 1980 [McC77, McC80], Doyle's t ru th maintenance 
system in 1979 [Doy79] and Reiter's default reasoning in 1978 [Rei78a . 
At this moment, the approaches to nonmonotonic reasoning can be classified 
into two different categories according to Bobrow in his Editor's Preface to 
Artif icial Intelligence Journal in 1980. The first approach extends the logic 
system in different ways. The well-known examples of this type are McCarthy's 
circumscription [McC77, McC80], Reiter's default reasoning [Rei78a, ReiSO] and 
McDermott and Doyle's modal logic [MD80]. We wil l explore these topics in 
details in the upcoming subsections. The second approach view logic as objects 
and extends the reasoning system with meta-devices. Examples are the work 
done by Weyrauch [WeySO] and Winograd [WinSO], but we wi l l not go any 
deeper on this approach. 
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1.2.2 Formal izat ions of Nonmonoton ic Reasoning 
Circumscription 
Circumscription is one of the main focused fields in the nonmonotonic reasoning 
area. I t was first introduced by McCarty in [McC77] as a brief idea. McCarty 
later wrote [McC80] in 1980 and gave the formalization on the in i t ia l form 
of circumscription known as predicate circumscription. Circumscription deals 
w i th the minimizat ion of predicate subject to a min imal i ty condition expressed 
by predicate formulas. The process of predicate circumscription proceeds in 
two steps. First, we add a sentence schema which expresses the fact that the 
only tuples that satisfy a given predicate P are those that have to assuming the 
sentence A. Thus the circumscription of P in A{P) is expressed as a sentence 
schema as follows: 
A V无(<!>(无）〕P(x))]〕Vx(P(x) D 
where P{x) represents the predicate symbol P{xi,... , x^) , $ is a predicate 
variable and represent the result of replacing all occurrences of P in ^ by 
Next step we substitutes a suitable value for the predicate variable $ so that 
the above sentence schema derives default conclusions. The nonmonotonic form 
of inference called circumscriptive inference is denoted by 卜 / T h u s 乂 卜 g 
denotes that the sentence q can be obtained by deduction from the result of 
circumscribing P in A. 
Consider the following example, i f we have the belief Fly [Bird) A Fly [Bat), 
circumscribing Fly gives the schema: 
免(Bird) A ^(Bat) AVx.(^(x) D Fly(x) D Vx.(Fly(x) D ^(x)) 
i f we substitute 
少(rr) = (x = Bird y x = Bat) 
into the above schema, we wi l l have the left hand side of the schema seen to be 
true, i.e. 
\/x.{Fly{x)〕（rr = Bird V rr = Bat), 
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which means the only flying objects are birds and bats in our present knowledge. 
McCarthy had claimed that this preliminary version of circumscription has 
the following characteristic: 
• Circumscription is not a 'non-monotonic logic'. I t is a form of non-
monotonic reasoning augmenting ordinary first order logic. 
• The default case reasoning provided in many systems is less general than 
circumscription. — Circumscription is capable of handling quantified de-
fault rules. Statements such as "a block is considered to be on another 
block only i f i t is explicitly stated" can be reasoned as "no block is on a 
specific block i f i t cannot be shown that something is really on top on i t " . 
• Irrelevant facts taken into account do not harm the results of circumscrip-
tion. 
• Circumscription can be used in other formalisms than first order logic. 
• The results of circumscription depend on the set of predicates used to 
express the facts. Thus, the choice of representation has epistemological 
consequences i f circumscription is admitted as a rule of conjecture. 
After the predicate circumscription, McCarthy modified the formalism of 
circumscription and introduced a more powerful form of circumscription for-
mula circumscription [McC86]. Rather than minimizing a particular predicate 
p, the extent of minimization was extended to other predicates or even an ar-
bitrary formula. Abnormality predicate ab was also introduced to make the 
representation of facts for normality more rational. The circumscription theory 
was also tried out in a second-order interactive theorem prover this time. 
Circumscription involves second order quantifiers, which made i t difficult to 
be handle in computing. Lifschitz made use of meta-mathematical results to 
replace some cases of circumscription by equivalent first-order formula [Lif85 . 
The paper also presented the idea of prioritized circumscription where Lifs-
chitz introduced an ordering on the tuples of predicate satisfying an axiom. 
This idea was agreed by McCarthy who thought i t would turn out to be the 
most natural and powerful variant of circumscription [McC86]. Lifschitz further 
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modified circumscription in [Lif86, Lif87] so that, instead of being a single min-
imality condition, i t becomes an "infinite conjunction" of "local" minimality 
conditions; each condition expresses the impossibility of changing the value of a 
predicate from true to false at one point. The approach is referred as pointwise 
circumscription. The modification made circumscription conceptually simpler 
and, at the same time, added flexibility in applying the theory of commonsense 
reasoning in applications. 
Soundness of circumscription had been discussed briefly in McCarthy's orig-
inal paper on circumscription [McC80], but the completeness theorem was left 
out t i l l the work of Pedis and Minker [PM86]. The consistency of circumscrip-
tion has also been a hot topic. Etherington, Mercer and Reiter [EMR85] stated 
out that predicate circumscription cannot account for the standard kinds of de-
fault reasoning, while they also criticized on the lack of information about the 
equality predicate in predicate circumscription. In [Per86], Perlis showed cir-
cumscription may give inconsistent answer in "Socratic-recollective" problems, 
while also suffers from a problem that the intuitively correct default conclu-
sions do not come out in the case of "counterexamples" to default, though the 
l imitation is applied to all main kinds of nonmonotonic reasoning formalisms. 
Apart from the above criticisms about the consistency issue of circumscrip-
tion, another major drawback of circumscription is that one has to know the 
answers before hand. One has to guess the correct value for the predicate vari-
able 少 in order to obtain the desired result. This makes circumscription not 
practical to be a general automatic commonsense reasoning system, though it is 
stil l useful in verifying default conclusion once the answers have been obtained 
from other sources and means. 
Default Reasoning 
Default reasoning, introduced by Reiter preliminarily in 1978 [Rei78a] and for-
mally in 1980 [ReiSO], is one of the most extensively studied formalisms of 
nonmonotonic reasoning. Default reasoning derives conclusions based upon 
patterns of inference of the form "in the absence of any information to the 
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contrary, assume . . . ” . A default is expressed as a rule in the following form: 
a{x) : ^Mpmjx) 
7 ⑷ 
where a (x ) , P i (x) , . . . ， (无 ) a n d j ( x ) are well formed formulas whose free 
variables are among those of x = Xi,... ,Xn- a (x ) is called the prerequisite of 
the default while j ( x ) is called the consequent. The above default rule can be 
read as " i f a(x) is true and i t is consistent to assume that ft(无)is true for all i 
(1 < 2 < m) , then conclude j { x ) is true. Thus the default rule "Birds in general 
flies can be represented as follows: 
Bird{x) : M f l y { x ) 
7W) 
Having the default rules, Reiter defined a default theory, which is a pair 
(D, W) where D is a set of default rules and T^ is a set of first order well 
formed formulas. By using the intui t ive idea that a set of defaults D inducing 
an extension of some underlying incomplete set of first order well formed for-
mulas W, Reiter defines an extension E for a default theory which satisfied the 
following three conditions: 
1. I t should contain W,W (ZE\ 
2. I t should be deductively closed; and 
3. Suppose a.地？M‘ is a default rule, li a e E and - . ^ i , . . . , ， 知 • E, 
then ^ e E. 
A fix-point construction of an extension was also introduced in [ReiSO . 
Given a fix-point operator r , E is an extension of the default theory (D, W) i f f 
r (五 ) = E , i.e. i f f 丑 is a fixed point of the operator F. 
A theory consisting of general default rules does not always have an ex-
tension. However, normal default rules, in the form of ^ ^ always has an 
extension. Reiter had made use of normal defaults to develop a complete proof 
theory and showed how i t interfaced w i th a top-down resolution theorem prover. 
In 1981，Reiter and Criscuolo showed that though most commonly occur-
r ing default rules are normal when viewed in isolation, they can interact w i th 
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each other in ways that lead to the derivation of anomalous default assump-
tions [RC81]. Reiter and Criscuolo has stated a number of cases where default 
rules interact and form counterintuit ive results: 
1. Typical defaults treated transitively, which is not a must, for example, 
typical A，s are B's and typical B,s are C's are normal defaults. Default 
logic w i l l then admits that typical A's are C's which may not be true. 
The transi t iv i ty of typical defaults should be blocked. 
2. Interactions between "all" and "typical" 一 similar to the previous case, 
when all A，s are B,s and typical B,s are C's, the t ransi t iv i ty are to be 
blocked as typical B's need not to include ^ ' s . 
3. Defaults w i th contradictory consequents but common instances of prereq-
uisites lead to problems in making default conclusion. For example, 
A{x) : M - i C ( x ) B{x) : MCjx) 
^ — ^ 
I f a is a common instance for both A and B, we w i l l not be able to 
determine whether C{a) or - iC(a) should be assumed, or neither. 
In order to deal w i th such anomalies, i t is necessary to re-represent these 
rules by introducing non-normal defaults. Non-normal defaults can solve all the 
above cases shown in [RC81]. Non-normal defaults are considerably more com-
plex than normal default theories, for example, they may not have extensions. 
Difficulties in using default theory [ReiSO, RC81] in the presence of disjunc-
tive information was stated out in Poole's example in [Poo89]. Poole stated 
the default that one's left arms are usable except those w i th a broken left arm. 
Similar default is also applied for right arms. i 
：Ih-usable 八，Ih-broken ^ ^ : rh-usable A -^rhJbroken 
Ih-usable rh-usable 
^Ih and rh stand for leftJiand and rightJiand respectively in the defaults. 
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I f we have the conjunctive belief that one of John's arm is broken only, 
lh—broken{John)\/rh—broken{John), however, generate an unexpected default 
conclusion: both lhjasable{John) and rhjusable{John). 
In order to solve the above deficiency, Gelfond and et al [GLPT91] gener-
alized Reiter's default logic [ReiSO] to the disjunctive default logic by adding 
capabilities of handling disjunctive information. A disjunctive default is an 
expression of the form 
a : / 3 i ，…爪 
7 i | - - - l 7 n 
where a, P i . . .Pm and 71 • . .7n ( m , n > 0) are quantifier free formulas, a is 
the prerequisite of the default rule, P i . . . Prn are the justif ications and 71 • . . 7n, 
disjoined, are the consequents. 
A disjunctive default theory (ddt) is a set of disjunctive defaults. [GLPT91 
also showed that the behavior of disjunctive cannot be simulated in standard 
default logic. 
Default reasoning has also been shown applicable in reasoning on inheritance 
hierarchies w i th exceptions [ER83], providing precise semantics and provably 
correct inference algori thm for the acyclic networks. The acyclic network are 
guaranteed to have extensions and a provably correct parallel inference algo-
r i thm is also obtainable. However, the main problems w i th default logic are 
the lack of a suitable model theory and the absence of a general and efficient 
mechanism of checking for consistency [Rao89]. As a result the problems of 
default logic in the more general case are not even semi-decidable. 
Modal Theory 
In 1980，McDermott and Doyle presented "one non-monotonic logic" for beliefs 
modeling of active processes which acts in the presence of incomplete informa-
t ion [MD80]. The formalism was obtained from extending classical logics w i th 
a modali ty — a modal operator denoted by M. I f p is a first-order formula, 
Mp means "p is consistent w i th everything believed". The model and proof 
theories, a proof procedure and applications of the modal i ty were also provided 
in [MD80；. 
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However, the formalism was too weak to be of much use (Page 110 in [Gin85]). 
McDermot t attempted to get i t patched [McD82] but could only get the notions 
formalized but the theory fell into a monotonicity [Moo85 . 
In 1985，Moore reconstructed the nonmonotonic logics of McDermott and 
Doyle [MD80, McD82] and formed a model of an ideally rat ional agent's rea-
soning his own beliefs called autoepistemic logic [Moo85]. The semantics of the 
autoepistemic logic was also shown sound and complete. Moore's autoepistemic 
logic based on the notion of beliefs. A new modal operator L was introduced 
based on M , where Mp is equivalent to ~^L，p. The intui t ive meaning of Lp is 
“p is believed". In another words, where M is a "possibly" modal operator, L 
represents a "necessarily" modal i ty [Min91a]. A n autoepistemic belief system 
finds its beliefs both f rom the external world and the formula in the system 
itself so that conclusion can be made even when information is not enough. 
Given a set of formulas T in an autoepistemic belief system, T should satisfy 
the following conditions: 
1. I f T is closed under logical consequence; 
2. P G T i f f L P G T ; and 
3. P ^ T i f f ， L P e T. 
Given a set of premises A, stable expansions A' are the possible sets of beliefs 
that a rational agent might hold: 
A'= AU {LP\P G T } U {^LP\P • T } 
Al though the motivation and formal character of default logic and autoepis-
temic logic are different, Konolige showed that they share a common t ra i t [Kon88 • 
Konolige gave a translation of default logic into autoepistemic logic and thus 
showed that default theories can also be embedded into autoepistemic logic. 
Moreover, the reverse translation was shown possible — every set of sentences 
in autoepistemic logic can be rewrit ten as a default theory effectively. Marek 
and Truszczynski extended Konolige's work in [MT89 . 
Autoepistemic logic is one of the important contributions in the area of non-
monotonic reasoning. I t is much better and clearer than earlier McDermott and 
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Doyle's development. However, autoepistemic logic is based on the following 
two assumptions [Luk90]: 
1. A l l the beliefs of an agent are true (soundness); and 
2. The set of beliefs contains every proposition that the agent is semantically 
justif ied to infer (completeness). 
The problem is that not every set of premises gives rise to a belief set satisfying 
the above assumptions and that is the reason why there are theories wi thout 
extensions. 
Need of a Hybrid System 
As we can see, though the three main stream of nonmonotonic formalism have 
their important positions in the field of nonmonotonic reasoning, an automatic 
reasoning system needs to have more functionalities and capabilities. Thus， 
apart f rom the basic nonmonotonic formalism, on which an automated reasoning 
system is based, we need to have other theories to be added in. One of these is 
on belief revision. 
1.2.3 Bel ief Revis ion 
"To attain knowledge, add things every day. 
To attain wisdom, remove things every day. ” 
——Lao Tzy, Tao-te Ching, Chapter 48. 
Belief revision is necessary when a new belief is added or removed from the 
current set of beliefs in an automatic reasoning system. For example, init ial ly, 
we have a, b and a b in our belief set. I f we add a belief -<a, i t w i l l cause a 
contradiction in agent's set of beliefs and a suitable revision is needed. A belief 
revision is thus required to revise the set of beliefs to restore consistency. Two 
different approaches exists in belief revision systems — the foundational theories 
of belief revision (FTBR) based systems remove the unjustified belief b f rom the 
revised set of beliefs, while coherence theories of belief revision (CTBR) based 
systems allow the unjustified belief b to remain in the revised set of beliefs. 
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As a background study, we have chosen one belief revision system from both 
approaches as examples. Doyle's Truth Maintenance Systems (TMS) [Doy79], 
a pioneer of paper on the area of belief revision is our example on FTBR system 
and A G M approach [AGM85, Gar88] which greatly influences the consistency 
maintenance procedure in PIN, shows the example on CTBR system. 
Truth Maintenance System 
Truth maintenance System [Doy79] is a problem solver subsystem for performing 
these functions by recording and maintaining the reasons for program beliefs. 
TMS draws conclusions in a non-monotonic way and revise the existing set of 
beliefs after additions or deletions of belief. There are two basic data structures 
for TMS: nodes and justifications. The nodes represent beliefs and the justifi-
cations are the reasons for the beliefs where a single node may be justified by 
multiple justifications. A justification is in the form of (SL stands for support 
list): 
(SL ( inlist ) ( outlist )) 
The inlist is a set of nodes which is believed (m) and outlist is a set of nodes 
which is not believed (out). Besides, three fundamental actions is available: 
add a node, add or retract a justification for a node, and mark a node as 
contradiction. Let us see an example, i f we have the following beliefs and rules, 
• Birds normally can fly. 
• Tweety is a bird. 
• Penguins are birds. 
參 Penguins cannot fly. 
we can put them into a TMS as follows, 
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N1 bird{Tweety) SL(( ) { )) in 
SL((N2) ( )) out 
N2 penguin{Tweety) out 
N3 fly{Tweety) SL((N1) (N4)) in 
N4 -^fly{Tweety) SL((N2) (N3)) out 
Justifications w i th nonempty inlists but empty outlists represent normal 
deduction, (e.g. second just i f icat ion for N l ) , while those w i t h both inlists and 
outlists empty represent premises (e.g. first just i f icat ion for N l ) . Another type 
of justif ications is assumption, which has non-empty out list (e.g. just i f ication 
for N3). T ru th maintenance process assigns in and our values to the nodes and 
adds or deletes the justif ication. The contradiction nodes must be kept out to 
maintain consistency. I f the TMS has made a contradiction node in, i t needs 
to invoke a dependency-directed backtracking to find and remove at least one 
of the current assumptions in order to make the contradiction node out. 
The main drawback of T M S is the lack of a semantic theory, while the 
efficiency is also worse than ATMS [dK85], which was constructed based on 
TMS. 
A G M Approach 
A G M logic was studied by Alchourron, Gardenfors and Makinson in 1985 [AGM85 . 
The coherence theory of belief revision was explained in depth in Gardenfors's 
book [Gar88]. The belief revision of A G M works on belief sets. A belief set is a 
set of prepositional sentences which is believed to be true. The sentences in the 
belief sets should be consistent and the logical consequences of the sentences 
should be wi th in the sentences in the belief sets. Given a consistent belief set 
K, any sentence A can be classified into three different epistemic attitudes: 
• A e K: A is accepted; 
• e K: A is rejected; or 
• A ^ K and -^A ^ K: A is indetermined. 
Based on the change of the epistemic attitudes, three basic types of change 
of belief are included in A G M logic: 
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• Expansion, K ^ — when a sentence changed its epistemic at t i tude from 
indetermined to either accepted or rejected, a new belief is is being added 
to the belief set. Constructively, according to the representation theorem 
for expansion [Gar88], expansion is defined as the follows, 
(Def -\-)K+ = Cn{K U A) 
where Cn{T) stands for the logical closure of T . 
• Contraction, K '^ — when a sentence changed its epistemic att i tude from 
either accepted or rejected to indetermined, a belief is being given up from 
the belief set. Contraction is defined in using the definitions of expansion 
and revision through Harper's identi ty [Gar88]: 
(Def = iT n i ^ A 
• Revision, K\ — when a sentence changed its epistemic at t i tude from 
accepted to rejected or vice versa, a belief originally in the belief set is 
being revised. Revision is defined through Levi's identi ty [Gar88] using 
definitions of expansion and contraction: 
(Def = { K - ^ ^ a 
The concept of epistemic entrenchment was also presented in [Gar88 . 
Propositions accepted in a belief set should have different epistemic entrench-
ments —some propositions may be more useful in others. A degree of epistemic 
entrenchment is thus given to each proposition in the belief set so that, 
• I t is possible to determine the relative epistemic entrenchment of the sen-
tences in a belief set K independently of what happens to K in contrac-
tions and revisions. 
• When a belief set K is contracted or revised, the sentences in K that are 
given up are those w i th the lowest epistemic entrenchment. 
We define the order of epistemic entrenchment by looking at K ;仏.U n l e s s 
both A and B are logically valid, at least one of these sentences are to be given 
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up in K^^g. I f B is given up in K ; t h i s is clear that A is epistemologically 
at least as entrenched as B. i.e., 
(C 
While giving up the beliefs, a smaller change in the belief set is always more 
desirable. 
The main drawback of the A G M theory is that i t is restricted to preposi-
tional level and cannot jump to the conclusions as other nonmonotonic reasoning 
mechanism. 
Belief Revision in PIN 
Similar to A G M Logic, PINis also a coherence theories of belief revision (CTBR) 
system. Unless a user request on a removal of a belief, conflicting beliefs need 
not to be removed, i.e., different degrees of agreeing and disagreeing beliefs can 
be co-exist in a PIN. The stronger belief wi l l override the other beliefs temporar-
ily. After the stronger belief has been removed on user's request, the weaker 
belief, which was previously suppressed, wi l l be retrieved again as the conclu-
sion. The advantage of PIN above A G M Logic is that PIN is a predicate level 
non-monotonic automatic reasoning system wi th dynamic belief revision and 
consistent maintenance capability. The details of the belief revision algorithms 
are given in Chapter 4. 
1.2.4 Ne twork Representat ion of Knowledge 
Another area of artificial intelligence greatly related to our reasoning system is 
knowledge representation. Before we can start the inference, we must have a 
scheme to represent our knowledge to be inference first. Network representation 
of knowledge is chosen as it provides the advantage of an order independent 
advantage and the computation and reasoning can be carried out through the 
network by appropriate functions, which are intuitive and clear. In this area, 
we have reviewed the formalism of semantic network and Petri-net. We have 
also added NLBN [LF94a, Low93], on which our inference network is based, as 
another example of network representation of knowledge. 
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Semantic Networks 
The concept of semantic network was introduced by Quil l ian in 1968 [Qui68 . 
Since then, different kinds of semantic networks have reflected their importance 
in the field of knowledge representation. Semantic networks express knowledge 
in terms of concepts, their properties and the hierarchical structure of the con-
cepts. Each concept is represented by a node and the relation between two 
concepts is, on the other hand, represented by IS-A and INSTANCE-OF links. 
The properties of a concept are also represented by nodes, which is attached to 
the concept nodes through a labeled link. Normally, i f a property is attached 
to a concept node, the property is assumed to be applied on all nodes under 
such a concept node in the hierarchy. 
Apart from knowledge representation, semantic networks often leads to the 
following two kinds of inferences — inheritance and recognition. Inheritance is 
the form of reasoning that is brought along by the hierarchical structure. The 
properties of the lower classes or instances wi l l inherit the properties of the 
higher classes in the hierarchy. Recognition seek a concept that best matches a 
given description consisting of a set of properties through a pattern matching 
technique. The properties may be needed to be determined through inheri-
tance. After the introduction of semantic network by Quill ian in 1968，several 
formalisms on semantic networks have been proposed to handle the inheritance 
and recognition [Sha88 . 
Cercone and Schubert attempted to introduce a semantic network based on 
first-order predicate calculus in 1975 [CS75]. They used graphical notations to 
represent all of first-order predicate calculus. Direct translating semantic net-
works into first order predicate calculus, though simple, brings up the following 
problems [Sha88 . 
• We lost the control of IS-A links as they are treated as other normal 
implications in the knowledge base. 
• First-order predicate calculus does not deal wi th the issues of exceptions, 
multiple hierarchies and conflicting data. 
• Recognition problems may become not applicable in first-order predicate 
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calculus. 
Applying default theories [ReiSO] brings the capability of handling problems 
wi th exception and multiple inheritance; however, such default characterization 
like [ER83] sti l l has the following drawbacks [Sha88 . 
• The formalization does not show the implicit ordering imposed by the 
IS-A hierarchy. Exception needs to be defined explicitly. 
• I t treats all cases of multiple inheritance as i f they were all ambiguous. 
Touretzky's work on inheritance [Tou86] provides an improvement over its 
origin, NETL [Fah79], and also Etherington and Reiter's inheritance hierar-
chies [ER83]. I t provides a precise specification of conclusion should be drawn 
by an inheritance hierarchy involving exceptions while making use of informa-
tion implicit ly expressed in the concept hierarchy. The principal of inferential 
distance ordering also gives problems of exceptions more rational solutions, 
though all multiple inheritance situations are sti l l treated as ambiguity in de-
fault. 
Petri Net 
Petri nets are usually used as a tool for system modeling. Analysis of the Petri 
net enables us to find out the structure and dynamic behavior of the modeled 
system. Such representation for a system may interpret as a representation 
of the real world knowledge, and the execution of rules in a Petri net may be 
considered as the knowledge inference. 
Petri net was first introduced in 1962 by Petri in his doctoral disserta-
tion [Pet62]. He developed the theoretic basic concepts in his dissertation and 
the theories, notations and representations were then further developed by Holt 
et al [HSSW68] under the Information System Theory Project. 
A Petri net is a graph containing places represented by nodes and transitions 
represented by bars. Directed arcs connect places to transitions and transitions 
to places. Tokens represented by small dots in the nodes are assigned to the 
places. The number and location of these tokens change in the execution of a 
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Petri Net. The execution is triggered by firing transitions, which is controlled by 
the enabling tokens, the tokens which is at the inputt ing node of the transition. 
The execution stops when there is no enabling tokens left. There are also 
extensions such as [Jen79, Zer77] which use colored tokens and such formalism 
is called Colored Petri Net. One of the functions of colored tokens is to associate 
information wi th tokens. 
The two particular aspect Petri net concentrates on are events and condi-
tions. They provide the capability of Petri net to be used for logical reasoning. 
An event is an action which may occur in the system. A condition is a predicate 
or logical description of the state of the system, which can be either hold or not 
hold. Each event in the system has its own preconditions and postconditions. 
Fir ing of rules can determine the ultimate states of the system, comparing to 
the conclusions of a knowledge base after inference. 
Some Petri net problems, namely the subset problem and the equality prob-
lem, are not solvable as described in [Pet77]. Since Petri net was not init ial ly 
designed for automated reasoning, i t shows many deficiencies like the lack of 
semantic definition, lack of first order capability and etc. In spite of the insuf-
ficiency, there are extensions of Petri net applied on knowledge representation 
and reasoning. One example extends Petri net to represent fuzzy production 
rules of a rule based system in [CKC90], which included an efficient algorithm 
to perform automatic fuzzy reasoning. 
Neural Logic Belief Network (NLBN) 
Neural-Logic Belief Network (NLBN) is a hybrid symbolic-neural network for 
representing and reasoning about commonsense beliefs introduced by Low and 
Foo [LF94a, Low93]. The belief network uses a four-valued prepositional rep-
resentation. Concepts are represented by nodes assigned wi th different node 
values and degrees of belief and relations amongst the concepts are represented 
by directed links form one node to another. Classical logical relations can also 
be modeled by the network by applying different link weights for different type 
of logical relations. NLBN has its flexibility further enhanced by allowing the 
declaration of human biased relation. The rule links represented in NLBN have 
a special characteristic — i t is unidirectional. Unlike material implications in 
I 
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other logic systems, a 6 does not imply -ib -ia. This gives a more rational 
and natural interpretation of rules in commonsense reasoning. Different types 
of rule links are differentiated by the l ink weights and the degrees of the links 
express the possible defeasiblity of the rule. A set of network operators for be-
lief revision allow knowledge to be dynamically updated. Conflicting beliefs are 
sorted out by their relative degree of belief and the strongest one can suppress 
the weaker ones to maintain the consistency for knowledge reasoning [LF93a . 
The suppressed beliefs can be retained so that no information lost is due to the 
consistency reasoning purpose. 
In [Low93], Low has also proposed a three-layer Neural-Logic Belief Net-
works based on the original NLBN [LF94a]. However, the structure and com-
putation were only given in a brief and the system does not guarantee any 
knowledge retrieval wi l l have a sound, complete and consistent result. 
PIN's Network Characteristic 
PIN is developed under the foundation of NLBN. On one hand, i t resembled 
many characteristics of NLBN — the node and link structure, four t ruth value, 
the computation functions and etc.; on the other hand, i t has been modified 
to a multi-layer structure so that different abstract level of data can be repre-
sented in different layer. Other new features such as quantification and external 
program call have also been added into PIN to enhance the capability of the 
nonmonotonic reasoning inference system. The detail of the network structure 
of PIN wi l l be given in Chapter 2. 
1.2.5 Reference f r om Logic P rog ramming 
PIN, as an automated reasoning system, is closely related to logic programming 
languages. One of the most commonly used artificial intelligence programming 
language is Prolog [Bra90, SS94]. Prolog is a goal-oriented, implicative program-
ming language based on predicate logic. I t executes programs in an inferential or 
implicative way. The 'not' predicate provided in Prolog, applying the concepts 
of "Closed World Assumption [Rei78b]" and "negation as failure [Cla78]，，gives 
us a way to solve non-monotonic reasoning problems using Prolog. However, 
I 
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Prolog may not be a good solution to handle all of the soundness, completeness 
and consistency issues. Detail review on Prolog wi l l be given in Chapter 8. 
PIN and Logic Programming 
Though PIN is not designed to be a logic programming language, we compare 
our inference system wi th Prolog, a commonly used logic programming artificial 
intelligence language because the two methodology share a lot of similarities in 
the ways of finding the solution for a query. Taking logic programming concepts 
into our account in designing the PIN helps us in making our queries to give a 
complete and correct set of answers. A brief comparison of Prolog wi th PIN wi l l 
be given in Chapter 8 in this thesis. 
1.2.6 Recent W o r k on Ne twork - t ype A u t o m a t i c Reason-
ing Systems 
One big project in using connectionist systems for knowledge representation is 
SHRUTI by Shastri and Ajjanagadde [SA93]. SHRUTI attempts to demon-
strate how a connectionist network can encode a large body of semantic and 
episodic facts, systematic rule-like mappings, knowledge about entities and 
types. Work have been done on the issues of negation and inconsistency pG95， 
SG96] and temporal reasoning [Sha96]. Using simple neuron-like elements stor-
ing knowledges and rules, the system claims to reason wi th high efficiency. 
However, the activiation and firing steps have not been proven complete and 
the uniqueness of the query result is not guaranteed. Comparatively, PINhas 
put the effort on working out a sound and complete inference procedure, rather 
on the speed and efficiency of the system. 
Works done by Coupey and Fouquee [CF97] and Preller, Mugnier and Chein 
PMC98] extend the semantic networks. Nested Graphs [PMC98] uses concep-
tual graphs as their basis and makes use of coloring to represent anaphoras. 
The system is proven to be complete. [CF97] shows how a default can be a 
part of a concept whereas classical inheritance relation is only viewed as weak 
implication. Authors showed the combination of these definitional implication 
and inheritance levels considerably improves the capability of classification pro-
I 
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cesses. KL-ONE [Bra78] is used to represent the knowledge. However, the whole 
concept works mainly on predicate level inheritance. Other characteristics of 
first order logic are not their focus. PINhas done less on the inheritance side, 
but has implemented other characteristics which may be useful in commonsense 
reasoning. 
LC98] extends the logical inference of Horn clauses in Petri net model to 
cover a large class of non-Horn clauses based on four-valued logic and the 
conflict transition concept. The inference is carried out by the T-invariant 
method [LCWM93, PM89] or the fix-point of markings. Both forward and 
backward inference can be used in this model. Similar as SHRUTI, the theory 
has not been proven to be complete nor wi th finite results. 
1.3 A Novel Inference Network Approach 
This thesis studies an inference network formalism called Predicate Inference 
Network (PIN), which retain many desired properties of the above mentioned 
system. 
PIN is developed on the basis of NLBN. PIN's maintains its nonmonotonicity 
through the special selection function (the computation functions for alternative 
links, please see Section 3.1.2 for details) which wi l l give out the most believed 
knowledge. Default rules are represented using the concept of v i r tual objects. 
PINalso adapts the belief revision technique used in A G M logic and NLBN. The 
consistency maintenance procedure in Section 4.7 suppressed the contradicting 
knowledge in order to keep the knowledge wi th in the inference network sound 
and consistent while not retracting any information from the network. Simple 
inheritance can be done by the rule links, wi th the degree of links to handle 
problems brought by exceptions and multiple inheritance. 
1.4 Objectives 
The Predicate Inference Network (PIN) is aimed to be a sound and complete 
automated commonsense reasoning system which provides a nonmonotonic rea-
soning environment wi th multiple t ru th values. A measure for the degree of 
I 
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belief w i l l be added to the t ru th values to reflect how the different knowledge 
is believed to a different extend. The knowledge should be kept in a predicate 
level so that variables can be used to represent different instantiation in an ex-
pression. The knowledge represented in the system is nonmonotonic and can be 
dynamically updated. The dynamic updating operators wi l l accept contradict-
ing knowledge going into the knowledge base and in the same time maintain 
the consistency of the knowledge wi th in the base. Flexible representation are 
used to simulate the real world knowledge wi th different types of relations and 
functions. Knowledge must be able to be queried wi th unique and consistent 
answer at any moment. 
1.5 Organization of the Thesis 
After making a brief background review and stating the objectives of the thesis 
in this chapter, we wi l l explore the basic structure of the Predicate Inference 
Network (PIN) in Chapter 2. Then, we wi l l present the basic computation for 
PIN in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 of the thesis wi l l focus on the dynamic updating 
operators of PIN, which are used to construct the inference network. Then, 
after we have learned how to construct a PIN and work out the computation 
i 
for i t , we wi l l introduce the available knowledge queries in Chapter 5 so that 
i 
we can retrieve the necessary information from the knowledge base constructed ‘ 
by the updating operators based on the computation functions. These queries ‘ 
wi l l be proven in Chapter 6 that they are sound and complete and always 
give unique answers. After introducing and proving the capability of the query 
functions, we wi l l provide further examples by doing some worked out examples 
of Lischitz's benchmark problems for formal nonmonotonic reasoning [Lif89 . 
These examples wi l l clearly show the capability of PIN to be a nonmonotonic 
automatic reasoning systems and provide a good evaluation for our inference 
network formalism. Then, we wi l l give a comparison between PIN and the well-
known artificial intelligence programming language Prolog in Chapter 8. To 
end this thesis, chapter 9 wi l l sum up the whole thesis in a short chapter and 
give suggestions on further extensions of the system. 
I 
Chapter 2 
The Predicate Inference 
Network P IN 
Predicate Inference Network (PIN) is an acyclic symbolic-neural network sys-
tem for representing and reasoning about commonsense knowledges. I t is devel-
oped under the basis of the prepositional Neural Logic Belief Network (NLBN) 
LF94a] but has included some first order features such as predicates, variables 
and quantifiers. i 
PIN consists of three inference network layers, from the bottom to the top, j 
I 
are the object layer, predicate layer and variable layer. The object layer stores 丨 
different object instances of the variable slots in the predicates. The predicate ‘ 
layer stores the predicate nodes which hold the knowledge using the nodes and ‘ 
links. The variable layer stores the variable nodes used for network evaluation. 
To cope wi th the inter-node links in the predicate layer and the inter-layer 
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2.1 Preliminary Terms 
PIN does not differentiate between knowledge and belief. A l l fundamental 
knowledge or beliefs are expressed as predicates and rules, which are repre-
sented as nodes and links in a predicate inference network. We need to first 
define these prel iminary atoms before we bui lding up the whole predicate infer-
ence network. 
Definition 2 .1 .1 A node represents a concept or a variable and a link is a 
directed arc connecting f rom a node to another. • 
The following figure shows an example of two nodes connected by a l ink: 
o — o 
Definition 2.1.2 A n object is an individual entity. • 
A n object itself cannot take a t r u th value. Thus, i t w i l l not stand by its own. 
Instead, i t is associated w i th a predicate to form a proposition which can take 
a t r u th value. For example, given a relation called Father .of {John, Mary), 
which represents "John is the father of Mary"， “John” and ''Mary" are the 丨 
objects in the relation. ! 
Definition 2.1.3 A predicate is a class membership identification (when only 
one object is involved) or a relation among objects. • 
Using the example just mentioned, “Father—of” is a predicate relating 
two objects, here instantiated as “John” and ''Mary'". Another example, 
Bird{Tweety), which means "Tweety is a Bird" shows how the predicate “BircT 
is used as a membership identification. 
Definition 2.1.4 A n IF-THEN rule, or simply rule consists of two parts, the 
condition and the conclusion. A rule: IF a THEN b is expressed as a i—^  h. 口 
I 
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Continuing the previous example, we can say that " I f an object is a bird, i t 
can f ly" . The sentence can be expressed as ''Bird{X) h-)- F l y { X y \ where X is 
a variable for an object 
Definition 2.1.5 A sentence is a complete meaningful predicated fact w i th or 
wi thout using variables. A sentence having unknown variables is called open 
clauses. • 
Definition 2.1.6 Two types of quantification, there exists (3) and for all (V)， 
are allowed in PIN. Each quantif ication w i l l have the respective domain, which 
is denoted by a predicate in PIN called domain predicate. • 
Definition 2.1.7 A proposition is a simple sentence w i th al l variables instan-
tiated, either by real objects or v i r tua l objects or combination of the two kinds, 
which can be represented in a predicated form and the t ru th value of such a < 
sentence can be found. • | 
Open clauses such as P(x) cannot stand alone in PIN unless i t is bounded ！ 
by a quantification like Vx.P(x) or exists as the condition or conclusion part of 丨 
a rule (e.g. P{x) i-> Q{x)). Sentences can be combined using relational con- i 




2.2 Overall Structure 
The Predicate Inference Network (PIN) is a hybrid symbolic-neural network 
system for commonsense reasoning w i th variables. I t is a three-layer acyclic 
network that based on a four-truth-value interpretation (true, false, contradic-
tory and undefined) w i th degree-of-belief value. The knowledge is segregated 
into objects, predicates and variables. Knowledge and concepts are represented 
by the nodes and links in the three different layer — variable layer, predicate 
layer and object layer — wi th the necessary inter-layer l ink. These inter-layer 
links are used to relate objects w i th their respective predicate and the instan-
tiations of rules and other relations during reasoning. The main knowledge 
is kept in the predicate layer. The node values of the predicate nodes in the 
— i 
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predicate layer w i l l propagate through the network by applying a set of compu-
tat ion functions. Besides, an operation set is used for dynamically updat ing the 
knowledge in the network. The three layer structure is visualized in Figure 2.1. 
The following definit ion outlines the structure of PIN. 
Definition 2.2.1 The acyclic inference network PIN consists of six tuple 
屯，r，E, n), where 
• $ is the object layer of PIN, which is a three tuple (0$ , N^, storing 
the different objects which w i l l be used to instantiate the predicate nodes 
in the predicate layer. I 
• ^ is the predicate layer of PIN, which is a five t u p l e 〈 O 审 ， A ^ ) i 
representing the predicate knowledge w i th their variables. ； 
• is the variable layer of PIN. I t is used for storing the different instances ‘ 
of the variables while the network is performing evaluation function. 
• r is two sets of inter-layer links F ^ } representing the linkage be- ‘ 
tween the adjacent layers. The two kinds of inter-layer links are the object 
links, j^i ，linking from the object layer to the predicate layer, and 、 
‘ j I 
the variable links, l inking from the predicate layer to the variable { 
i j 
layer. I 
• E is a finite set of computation functions for the network's node value 丨 
propagation. These functions take the inputs from all l inks to any node 
in the predicate layer Oi (0 < i < n) and map them into the output node 
values (toi, foi). The inference procedures wi l l make use of the computa-
t ion functions to evaluate the node values and instantiate the network. 
• n is the set of operations on the network for belief change. After an 
operation TT G 11 w i th respect to a sentence b, either nodes, links or both, 
is carried out on a PIN Q, F, E, n ) , the network is changed to a new 
network〈$',屯‘， ]^'，厂，S，n〉i. 
iThe operations set 11 and the set of computational functions E will not be changed after 
i 
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• 
Q v , Q v a _ e N 。 d e 
\ \ / \ / \ 、 \ / ^ Variable Layer 
Prototypical Z \ / \ variable link • 
N o d e . " f 
i ^ ^ ^ T I , i ) \ ， 『 / ^ i J Predicate Node '' 
/ ！�b_k i： 
j 、 Combinative Link j | 
j \ j Predicate Layer 
/ • ‘ ‘ 
^ ^ Object Node ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
Object Layer 
I 
Figure 2.1: The Three Layer Structure of PIN (some links and names are omit- j! 
ted for less complexity) | 
t 
2.3 Object Layer 
Object layer stores different kinds of objects which instantiate the knowledge 
in the inference network. For example, "John" and "Mary" are the objects in 
the expression “Father-Of (John, Maryy, and "Tweety" is the object in the 
expression ''Bird{Tweety)". Each object in this layer wi l l be represented by 
the operation is done. 
i 
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an object node wi th a unique name. There wi l l be no l ink amongst the objects 
wi th in the object layer. 
Definition 2.3.1 The object layer,少，consists of a three tuple (0$, N^, 
where 
• 0 $ is a finite set of n (n > 0) nodes, {0$i，0$2, • •. , O^n}, where these 
nodes are called object nodes. They represent all objects occurred in the 
network. 
• is a finite set of m (m > 0) linguistically expressed object names, \ 
\ 
{p$i,p$2，... These names represent the fundamental entities in , 
\ 
the network, such as “Mar^y” and “Tweety”. ( 
f, 
• is an association function. I t maps the nodes to object names: , _ f 




Definition 2.3.2 (Uniqueness of Object Name) The association function ^ 
gives all the object nodes an uniqueness of name by the following prop- ！^ 
erty: \ 
f 
Vz, j where 0 < z, j < n, 
Hi ^ j and G $ ( 
then 三 + 三 
Each object node o职 thus can be named by the respective object names 
directly without ambiguity. • 
Interpretation 
Each object node in PIN in fact represents an object in the real world. For 
example, object node labeled "Mary" represents a lady called Mary in the 
modeled world. 
i 
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2.3.1 V i r t u a l Ob jec t 
Quantifications such as exists (3) and for al l (V) often exist in the knowledge 
in our real world. Taking an example, the sentence, "A l l birds can fly" can 
be expressed w i th the V notat ion as 'NxxeBird'Bird{x) /Zy(rr)，，； and the 
sentence, "Everyone should have a mother and a father" can be expressed w i th 
the 3 sign as "Vrr 工 e/mman]?/, Zy ^ zehuman-mother {y, x)八 father、z, x ) ” • In order to 
handle these kinds of quantifications, PIN provides two special kinds of objects 
called virtual objects. These objects do not really exist in the real world. They 
are used to represent the objects satisfying the quantifier in a sentence. ‘ 
Corresponding to 3 and V, we have two types of v i r tua l objects, and are f 
defined below. | 
,1 
丨  
Definition 2.3.3 (Existential Virtual Object) s represents an existential \ 
I. 
virtual object in a sentence. The sentence 3x.P{x) is declared as P{e) in PIN us- ‘ 
ing the existential v i r tua l object. The s represents an arbi trary instance at the 
respective variable slot in the given predicate. I f there is no other ful ly instan-
t iated predicate node matching the existential v i r tua l object, this declaration j 
gives a "yes" answer when there is a query on the existence of such a knowledge. j 
J； 
Definition 2.3.4 (Universal Virtual Object) jn represents an universal vir- ！: 
tual object in a sentence. The sentence ^x.P{x) is declared as P( / i ) using the f 
universal v i r tual object. The / i represents all the objects in the respective vari- , 
able slot of the predicate, which is any ful ly instantiated predicate nodes w i th 
the same predicate name. The t ru th value of the predicate node using the uni-
versal v i r tual object w i l l be a default value which may be overridden by more 
specific predicate nodes (fully instantiated or instantiated by a rule) where the 
node value has been otherwise specified. • 
Going back to the examples we have mentioned before, the first one 'VxxeBird-
Bird{x) fly{x)" can be expressed in PIN as shown in Figure 2.2 while the 
second example "Vx^e/iuman^y, Zy^zehuman-'mother{y, x) A father{z,xy can be 
expressed as shown in Figure 2.3. 
i 
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々 
^ Variable Layer 
—— / I 一 
Bird(-) ^ ^ 〉 ^^Fly(-) 
/ / 
r x < ) FiyW 
((1.0). normaly) ^ ^ ((0,0),0) 
Bird(h) \ Predicate Layer 
((o.o).o) \ y 
\ 
〇 h ！ 
Object Layer ！ 
Figure 2.2: \fXxeBird-Bird{x) f l y { x ) expressed in PIN [ 
f 
i 
In PIN, the quantifications are typed. Thus, we w i l l need to specify the '' 
domain bounded by the quantification, such as 〜称 ) • Usually, the domain 
of quantif ication is the set of objects under a uniary predicate {domain predicate) I 
which may already exist in the inference network. In PIN, the domain predicate | 
is denoted by a predicate node under the prototypical node of the domain | 
predicate and a l ink is connected from the v i r tua l object to the predicate node. ( 
Such a l ink is called a domain link. I 
r 
Definition 2.3.5 A sentence without quantif ication is assumed to be bounded • 
by the conjunction of the predicate relationships in which the v i r tual object 
appeared in the sentence. • 
I f the domain of quantification is not specified by the user, there wi l l be no 
domain l ink appeared in the v i r tual object node as i t is already linked to the 
respective domain, i.e. the predicate node containing the v i r tual object itself. 
In some cases, the domain of quantification may be a n-ary predicate (n > 1) 
such as the e in P{s)eeQ{e,y)- That w i l l not alter the meaning of the knowledge 
stored nor the consistency of knowledge during queries. 
Moreover, in order to identify the sequence of the quantification, a monotonic 
increasing natural number n wi l l be added to each v i r tual object Q. Such 
i 
i 
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Figure 2.3: Vxa^ehuman^y, Zy^zehuman-'mother{y, x)/\father{z, x) expressed in PIN f 
number is called the quantification order index. Thus, the v i r tua l objects w i l l ( 
be shown as Q^. | 
I 
2.4 Predicate Layer | 
The predicate layer of PIN is the core of the network. A l l inferences start in , 
this layer and the main part the knowledge are also stored here. 
Definition 2.4.1 The predicate layer of PIN,屯,is a five t u p l e � 0屯 , P ^ ,三屯， 
A^) , where 
• O屯 is a finite set of n (n > 0) predicate nodes {o屯i，0^2?. •. , o^n}- Each 
node o屯i (0 < 2 < n) 
is associated w i th a node value ((亡o屯‘，/o恥)， 
which is an ordered pair of t ru th value (t。奶，/<>屯J and a linguistically 
express degree of belief . 
• Syfi is a finite set of n information sources {5^1,5^2? •..，s^n}- Each infor-
mation source is a two tuple {Lsource, d^ource) where isource is a list of 
i 
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input t ing information source and dsource is a list of deriving information 
source. 
• P屯 is a finite set of m (m > 0) l inguistically expressed predicate names, 
which can be expressed in prefix form like: 
{P屯 1(工 11，工 12，• • .，Zlgi), P屯2(工21，工22，. . • ， . . •，P屯m(Iml，工m2，. . • 5 ^mqm)} 
where for each 伪-ary predicate p\pi (0 < i < m) 
Xij is the j-th. variable slot of the predicate, {0 < j < qm), 
which may be an instantiated object or a variable ‘ 
仏j,qie义 I 
^ . ！ 
• 二屯 is an association function mapping from the nodes to the predicates: ， 
\ 
二 $ : O^ ~y Pijf ‘ 
• A屯 is the a finite acyclic network configuration consists of a set of two ( 
groups of directed inter-node links, namely combinative links and alterna- \ 
tive links. A l ink connecting from node o^j to node o^j (0 < i < n, 0 < ( 
S n, i / j ) is denoted as A;鄉)•，where G A屯 and g > 0. ^ is ( 
a link identification index used for cases where there are more than one ) 
‘ 
l ink have the source node o^j and destination node o^ j . Each l ink A “ 帅 | 
is associated w i th a pair of weights: ！ 
f 
K^io^j， '^LiO^j) where ，功奶。屯G U. 丨 
Alternative links w i l l also have a degree of belief which expressed as TAO 
said before used for determining the degree of belief of the destination 
node. • 
2.4.1 Node Values 
Node value {{to, /o), deg[o]) consists of an ordered pair of t ru th value and the 
degree of belief. The valid t r u th value are shown as below: 
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and the degree of belief of a node is ordered as a to ta l assymetric order (TAO) 
LF94a] which can be represented l inguistically or numerically. A n example of 
TAO which wi l l be used throughout this thesis is given as follows: 
0 < seldom < weakly < slightly < normally < usually < strongly < certainly < true 
The node value of uninstantiated or part ly instantiated predicate nodes has 
a default node value of (0,0), but the value w i l l be changed when i t is ful ly 
instantiated during inference. Instantiated predicate node wi thout v i r tua l ob-
jects w i l l have their node values stands unt i l a REVISE operation is done on such 
nodes. Instantiated predicate nodes w i th v i r tua l objects used in the variable ! 
slots w i l l have their corresponding default node values, which wi l l be changed ‘ 
i f necessary while performing inference. f 
2.4.2 I n fo rma t i on Source [ 
There are two different list of information sources for each predicate node, de- ！ 
noted by (isource, d^ource). The first element in the two tuple is the \ 
inputting information source, or simply inputting source, and the other one is \ 
the deriving information source, or simply called deriving source. 、 
The input t ing source of a node is expressed linguistically which represents | 
the real source (agent name) who provides the information, such as a person's . 
name, the name of a newspaper, web page, book and/or t ime stamping date. , 
This is for the identification of individual knowledge. The default input t ing 
source value for any predicate node is the t ime stamping date when the belief 
was added into the network. 
The deriving source can be expressed as S, which is a sequence of n node 
names (wi th the object names instantiated variable slots included), (Pi(an,..., 
Oiimi), •. •，Q!2m2)，• • •, Pn(c^ni，• • •, ^nmn)) wheie 171 IS the number of 
variable slots a predicate possess and n is the number of source nodes that affect 
the current node. The deriving source pattern is only used during inference. I t 
provides a convenient way in controlling instantiation in complex rule chaining. 
Sources are checked when we are in a recursive rule. The checking procedure 
i 
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wi l l prevent the infinite looping within the rule. Please see section 5.2.1 for 
details. 
2.4.3 Bel ief State 
The belief state is the set of knowledge currently believed by a PIN. 
For a t ru th value (t, / ) , t is representing the presence of positive information 
and f is representing the presence of negative information. I f there is a positive 
or negative information, "1" wi l l be assigned to t or / and "0" wi l l be assigned 
i f no conclusive information is present. . 
\ 
Definition 2.4.2 (Belief State) Given a PIN wi th a belief state S, a collec- | 
t ion of finite fully instantiated predicate nodes (propositions) wi th their associ- ^ 
j, 
ated degree of belief. , 
Moi, Q < i S n, Oi e PIN, ‘ 
i f (toi, foi) = (1，0) a n d deg[oi] > 0 I 
then {E{oi),deg[oi]) e 5; \ 
i f {toiJoi) = ( 0 , 1 ) a n d deg[oi] > 0 ( 
then (->E(oi),deg[oi]) 6 S; j 
i f (toiJoi) = ( 0 , 0 ) a n d deg[oi] = 0 ^ 
then {E{oi),deg[oi])來 S and (-iS(oj), ^ 5; 
i f (toiJoi) 二 (0,0) a n d deg[oi] > 0 j 
then {E{oi), deg[oi\) e S and (->S(oj), (ie^[oJ) G 5; 
where 2(oi) denotes the proposition, and 
->H(oi) is the negative form of the proposition. • 
The node values ((1,0),0) and ((0,1),0) are not included in the above defini-
t ion because they do not have proper meanings. Such node values are considered 
as invalid inputs. 
Definition 2.4.3 (Default Node Value) The default node value of any knowl-
edge P not represented by a PIN is defined as, 
(,p，fp) = (0，0) and deg\p] = 0 
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Definition 2.4.4 (Four Logical Truth Values) According to the belief state 
S of PIN, a ful ly instantiated predicate (proposition) p can be mapped into one 
of the four logical t r u th values { t ( t rue) , f (false), u (unknown), c (contradictory)} 
as followings: 
Conditions Logical t ru th value PIN node value 
pes t (1,0) deg\p] > 0 
，pe S f (0,1) deg\p] > 0 
p^S.-^p^S u (0,0) deg\p] = 0 
pes, ^peS c (0,0) deglp] > 0 ‘ 
\ 
口 丨  
t 
\ 
2.4.4 Predicates 丨 
. f 
Like the usual interpretation of predicates in classical first order logic, unary ( 
Ji 
predicates are used to represent class membership and n-ary predicates (n < 2) 
are used to express relations among variables. In PIN, we make use of uniary 丨 
I 
predicates, i.e. class membership, to express inheritance and taxonomy hierar- ^ 
chy. This enables us to handle typed quantifications. The predicate expression f 
can be explained by the following two examples: 
f 
• is used to represent x is in the class of birds, and; '' 
fl 
• 工 is a variable to be instantiated, and “ f other -O ohn, M aryy, is used / 
to represent the “father一of, relation between the two objects “John,, 
and ' ' M a r y " . 
2.4.5 Pro to typ ica l Predicates 
Each predicate name used in a PIN has a unique prototypical predicate repre-
sented as a node in the predicate layer. The prototypical nodes are represented 
as a black node in the graphical form and are expressed as P(—) i f i t has only 
one variable slot, or as P(—„) i f i t has n variable slots (n > 1). Other nodes wi th 
the same predicate name wi l l be linked to these prototypical nodes. Those pred-
icate nodes ful ly instantiated by objects (not including those v i r tual objects) 
i 
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wi l l be linked to the prototypical predicate by direct instance links. Those which 
are instantiated w i t h the use of v i r tua l objects w i l l be linked to the prototypical 
predicate by virtual instance links. Finally, those which are part ly instantiated 
or uninstantiated wi l l be linked to the prototypical predicates by rule instance 
links. Thus, nodes w i th the same predicate name can exist as different nodes 
in the predicate layer, which represent the co-existence of different instantia-
tions of the predicates; however, the prototypical predicates nodes wi l l remain 
unique in the predicate layer. These prototypical nodes serve as "concept" hubs 
administrat ing information about the predicates. The inference process always 
starts from these hub nodes. 丨 
For example, when an proposition ''fat hereof (John, Maryy is added into i 
li 
PIN while the predicate “father—of, has not appeared in the inference network : 
before, we w i l l need to add into PIN the prototypical node “father—of (^—2) w i th 丨 
I'l 
the direct instance l ink from father—of (John, Mary) to the prototypical node. f, 
Definition 2.4.5 (Prototypical Predicate Node) A l l predicate used in the 丨 
network w i l l appear in the set of prototypical predicate nodes (O屯 ) .The set 丨 
(O^) consists of c prototypical predicate nodes (or simply called prototypical 〉 
nodes { O ^ i , O屯2，• •.，(O屯c)))•，where c is the number of nodes w i th the same 
predicates except the prototypical node used in the network. Predicate nodes \ 
w i th the same predicate name wi l l be linked to these prototype nodes when ！ 
they are added into a PIN. • | 
/ 
Definition 2.4.6 (Uniqueness of Prototypical Predicate Node) The as-
soication function 三屯 gives a prototypical predicate node, 0$ a uniqueness of 
names by the following property: 
\ / i j j where 0 < i , j < n, 
Hi ^ j and G 屯 
then H^(o^i) + S^ (o^ j ) 
Thus all prototypical nodes are unique and can be named by the respective 
predicate names directly without ambiguity. • 
Throughout the thesis, when we are drawing figures for PIN, prototypical 
i 
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nodes are drawn as a filled black node, while the three type of instance links 
— d i r e c t , v i r tua l and rule — wi l l be represented by a directed arrow w i th the 
alphabets V and ' r ' respectively. Examples are shown on Figures 2.1，2.2 
and 2.3. 
2.4.6 M u l t i p l e I npu ts for a Single Bel ief 
There may be cases where a belief node wi l l appear in PIN repeatedly w i th 
different node values. The situation occurs when different views of a belief are 
included into the network. One simple but effective way is to take the most 厂 
believed node according to the degrees of belief among those predicate nodes. ? 
The direct instance links of other belief nodes wi l l be suppressed. The choosing ！ 
of appropriate input is handled by the computation functions, assuming the [‘ 
instance links are alternative links having a l ink weight of ((1,1), true). The |； 
consistency maintenance procedure [Won97] invoked during network operation 
and inference wi l l also handle this type of selection. Details w i l l be given in 
f 
Chapters 4 and 5. 丨 
f 
2.4.7 Ex te rna l P rog ram Cal l I 
} 
Functions in PIN are normally treated as some external program calls, though ^ 
some simple functions can be implemented wi th in a PIN. Most functions in '' 
PIN has the exact outlook as normal predicates, but they do not have their : 
respective prototypical predicates. A function call is invoked by a predicate ‘ 
node. The node value of such predicate node wi l l be given by the function 
call. A t present, the return value of a function call is restricted to node values 
only. The node value wi l l be determined by an external program — which 
is the function. We assume that such program is independent of PIN. For 
example, they wi l l not alter the domain of quantification for a particular domain 
predicate. The external program may even be another PIN which contains rules 
to determine the return value of the functions. We assume that all functions 
wi l l return us a node value in a given period of time. I f no value is received 
by the PIN after the t ime period, we wi l l assume that the node value of the 
predicate node w i th the function call carries a unknown node value ((0,0),0). 
i 
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Among these function, equality “=，，is a special and commonly used function 
in PIN. I t is implemented w i th in the PIN and do not need to be called externally. 
I t compares the objects on the two sides of the function symbol. 
Definition 2.4.7 (Infix Function “=,，）A “=，，function checks i f two ob-
jects are the same. When both sides of the “二，，sign is instantiated at the t ime 
when the function is called, the function w i l l have the following return value: 
t 
((1,0), true) i f the two objects are the same 
returnjualue = < 
((0, l),true) otherwise 
t 
I f one or both of the two objects is/are uninstantiated, the return value wi l l 
always be ((0,0),0). • I' 
I 
Similarly, is also defined to check i f two objects are different from each [ 
other. 
‘ 
Definition 2.4.8 (Infix Function “7^”) A function checks if two objects , 
are different f rom each other. When both sides of the “/，，sign is instantiated I 
at the t ime when the function is called, the function wi l l have the following | 
return value: 
f ((1,0), true) i f the two objects are different 1 
returnjualue = < f 
I ((0, l),true) otherwise 
I f one or both of the two objects is/are uninstantiated, the return value wi l l / 
always be ((0,0),0). • 
2.5 Variable Layer 
The variable layer consists of a finite set of disconnected variable nodes, w i th 
no node values and internal linkages attached to them. These nodes represent 
variables used in the predicates. These nodes wi l l only be used during network 
evaluation. Inter-layer links w i l l connect them to the respective predicates. 
Only those referring to the same variable wi l l be connected to the same variable 
node. For example, in the rule "On(a;, y) i-)- Ahove(x,yy\ we wi l l create a 
i 
1 
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variable node for x and another node for y. The two predicate node w i l l have 
their variable links connected to the two variable nodes respectively. I f we have 
a new rule Heavy (x) On{pc, Floor、”, the variable x w i l l not occupy the 
same variable node x created before. Instead, a new variable node is created 
for this rule. Please see Figure 2.4. 
xQ / > 
1 \ / \ \ 
I / \2 
On(-2) ^ ^ 1 / I 1 、 \ \ • Above(-2) 
^^^ Above(x.y) | 
((1,0),normally) ：; 
i' 
(a) Before adding Heavy(x) l--> On(x,Floor) 
xQ xQ /> I 
/ I 1 \ / \ J 
H e a v ^ ^ 丨 I ^ O n ( - 2 ) j ^ ^ ^ \2 ^ 
I P v n ' \ 从 ” 
Heavy(x)^ | / f 
/ On(x,y) ((1,0),normally) Above(x,y) 
((1.0)." y ^ \ 
normally) ^ ( 
/ On(x, Floor) 
Floor 
(b) New variable node is used in the newly added belief 
Figure 2.4: When to Use New Variable Node? 
Definition 2 .5.1 The variable layer of PIN, consists of a finite set oik {k > 
0) variable nodes O训{owi, Ou;2, • • • jO^ a^；}. 
Each variable node o^^i {0 < i < k) is associated w i th an variable identifier 
which is used to identify i f the variables are referring to the same object. The 
i 
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user input variable names w i l l only considered as referring to the same node 
when the same name is used w i th in a single sentence. 
For each variable node o^ji {0 < i < k) w i l l have a finite set of / (/ > 0) 
instance slots {乙无1, Li2,... , lu}. Each instance slot stores the "value" of the 
variable after instantiated during the network evaluation. The "value" stored 
wi l l be the name of a object. • 
The details about applying the variable nodes and instance slots during 
reasoning wi l l be discussed in Chapter 5. 
2.6 Inter-Layer Links 
ii 
There are two type of inter-layer links. The first type goes from the object | 
nodes to the predicate nodes, called object links. The other w i l l go from the ； 
predicate nodes to the variables nodes and are called variable links. Please 
check Figure 2.1 for a graphical i l lustrat ion. 
Definition 2.6.1 The set F represents two sets of links where I 
I 
• r少 is the set of n inter-layer links o^.,, lll.^ o^ .^ ，. ••，7器仏 o屯如} linked [ 
from the object level to the predicate level, which are called the object ^ 
t 
links. The link index q is assigned by the network according to the different }, 
variable slots where the linked object is occupying. Thus, for a ful ly 
instantiated predicate node having n variable slots, the number of the Z 
object links l inking to the predicate node wi l l be n and the index numbers 
are 1, 2 , … ， n respectively. 
• r屯 is the m inter-layer network linkage {7仏“ ， f 屯 。 ， • . • ， 。 义 加 } 
from the predicate level to the variable level, named the variable links. 
Similar to the object links, the link index q is assigned by the network 
according to the different variable slots of the predicate node possesses. A 
ful ly instantiated predicate node having n variable slots wi l l then have n 
variable links going out from the predicate node and their index numbers 
are 1，2,…，n respectively. • 
i 
i 
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A n object l ink is used in a instantiated variable slot of a predicate node (no 
matter the instantiation is by real object or v i r tual object). The different l ink 
indices stand for the different slot positions where the object is occupying in a 
predicate. 
Variable links indicate the binding of variables wi th their respective predi-
cates in the predicate layer. In each predicate node, the number of variable links 
wi l l be the number of variables the predicate takes, including those bounded 
by quantifications. The link index shows the position (variable slot) in the 
predicate the variable is occupying. 
！ 
2.7 Chapter Summary 1 
t 
1； 
In this chapter, we have first introduced some basic atoms for building PIN and ^ 
defined the fundamental structure of the inference network. The preliminary 
terms wi l l be used frequently throughout the thesis. We then defined the three ‘ 
layers in PIN wi th their different functionalities. The three layers was linked by [ 
the inter-layer l ink to form a static part of the network. In the next chapter, ( 







Computation for PIN 
！ 
This chapter wi l l present the set of deterministic computation functions E for 
PIN. The functions are designed mainly for the node value propagation in the 
predicate layer. They take the input f rom all l inks to any node Oi (0 < i < n) 
and map the into the output node values (truth-value, degree-of-belief). These 
values are then propagated out through the outward links of node oi to other 
nodes. Node values are then propagated through the outgoing links to all the 
linked nodes in the inference network. 
44 
一 - 』 
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3.1 Computation Functions for Propagation 
Inference goes through the predicate inference network by propagating the node 
values via the directed link. The propagation is controlled by the computation 
functions. 
Definition 3.1.1 (Computation Functions for Propagation) 
Let A{oi) be the set of nodes that have links feeding into Oi and for any node 
Oj e A(oi) wi th k links to Oi {k > 1 and k is finite), T{oj) is the set of link 
weights of links X^.^. for all g, 0 < g < k. 
Then ： 





The following two sets of computation functions used in PIN are adapted 
from NLBN [LF94a]. They are for the computation of combinative links and 
I 
alternative links respectively. 
I 
f 
3.1.1 Computa t iona l Funct ions for Combinat ive L inks 
Definition 3.1.2 (Computation Functions for Combinative Inputs) 
For a node o having n inputs of combinative links, we calculate E and I, two 
mutually exclusive sets for positive and negative inputs: 
Eo- = fo X Vi where foi x Vi < 0) otherwise 
E = <Eo > 
Eoi = toi X Ui where toi ^^ ui > Q, MO < i < n ^ 
广 、 
loi = X Ui\ where to- x Ui <0, otherwise 
1= < loi ^ 
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(、 ’、1)〇 \ 
(、’ f J 一 
； / 
The transfer function that computes the net input value for node o is given 
by the difference of tota l positive input E {E = 五。‘）and tota l negative | 
input I ( /二 I 
I 
NET = E - I ‘ 
I I } 
A linear threshold function is used to determine the t ru th value for node o: j 
J 
‘ ( 1 , 0 ) if NET > 1 i 
(艺。，/。）二 j (0,1) if NET<-1 
、(0,0) otherwise 丨 
I 
The degree of belief of the node o, deg[o], is given by the following rules: \ 
• I f {to, fa) = (0,0), then ‘ 
deg[o] = max{deg[oi])yO < i < n, where to^ = 0 and /o. = 0 
• I f = (1,0), then 
，deg[ok] i f Eq^ > 1, deg[ok] < deg[oi] Vz, 0 < i < n, 
Eok, Eoj G E , and i + k、otherwise, 
deg[o] = < deg[oj] where deg[oj] = Eoj) > 1 
and deg[oj] > deg[oi], Eoj + E。。Eo^ • 0 






i i f 
！ 
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where M/iV[(口 = i Eoj) > 1] refers to the min imum degree of belief which 
makes the sum Yl ' j= i ^o j for al l Eq^ (wi th distinct values of j ) greater or 
equal to 1 (the threshold) when they are summed by the descending order 
of deg[oj]^ in which deg[oj] > deg[ojj^i • 
• If (to,/o) = (0,1), then 
，deg[o]^ i f Iq^ > 1, deg[oi^ < Vi, 0 < z < n, 
loj^, loj e I，and i + k, otherwise, 
deg[o] = deg[oj] where deg[oj] = £*。」)> 1 
and deg[oj] > deg[oi], loj # I。。hi + 0 
, lo j , /oi ^ I , Vi, 0 < 2 < n where i + 、 j 
I 
I 
where Boj)] > 1 is defined similarly as above. • J 
t I 
The degree of belief selection procedure can be visualized by a simple exam- j 
pie. Suppose we have a node wi th seven inputs o i，…， 0 7 where Oi, 03，05，07 ( 
are positive inputs giving Eo^ > 0 and the others are negative inputs ( / o j > 0. , 
I f the inputs are ordered in a descending order as shown in Figure 3.1, we can 丨 
see the transfer function is greater then the threshold. As Eq^ cannot make E 
pass the threshold, the min imum degree of belief given by the positive input \ 
which makes E pass the threshold is the deg[os]. Thus, the resultant degree of ！ 
belief w i l l be deglos]. ( 
T h e o r e m 3.1.1 The computation functions for combinative links always gives 
a unique resultant node value w i th the unique set of source nodes and the 
computation terminates finitely. 
P r o o f : As PIN is a finite network, the number of source nodes going into the 
resultant node through combinative links is finite. 
Given a unique set of finite number of nodes, the tota l positive input E 
and tota l negative input I in Definit ion 3.1.2 can be found finitely and the 
answers are always unique. The same situation applies on the transfer function 
NET, which eventually falls into one of the three t ru th value. The t ru th value 
obtained is thus unique and the computation terminates finitely. 
A 
I 
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Cummulative 
Input Value 
o^ 1 Threshold 
(t=1) NET = E -1 
E03 ：；：：：：：：：：：：： : 
|'02 
E。5 , ‘ I 
' 0 4 ' i 
r~~ I j 
E07 一 一 I |deg[o] 
1 1 1 j 1 1 • degree of belief 
§ • § • § • g- g- g- g- (in ascending order of TAO) ( 
t f I I I I f I 
i f 




The degree of belief is determined by different rules according to different j 
different t r u th value: {(0，0), (1，0), (0,1)} . j 
In case of (0,0), the computation obviously terminates finitely. As maxQ * 
always gives a unique result, the degree of belief obtained is also unique. 
In case of (1,0), the degree of belief is given by either the source node which I 
contributes the positive inputs for a value more than 1 and owns a maximum 、 
degree of belief among those source nodes satisfying the first criterion, or other- j 
wise the source node which makes the sum of positive inputs just passed through | 
or equal to the threshold of 1 when summing the positive inputs by a descend- , 
ing order of their corresponding degree of belief according to the definition. A t 
least one and only one source node can satisfy the above selecting constraints. 
As the number of source nodes is finite, the degree of belief is thus unique and 
the computation also terminates finitely. 
I t is similar for the case of (0,1). The only difference is that we are concen-
trated on the negative inputs instead of the positive ones. Thus, the computa-
t ion also terminates finitely and yields a unique degree of belief. 
The computation for degree of belief in the above three cases terminates 
finitely respectively and then always yield a unique degree of belief. 
Combining the result w i th the proof on the t ru th value above, we can con-
A 
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elude that the computat ion funct ion for combinative links always give a unique 
resultant node value and the computat ion terminates finitely. • 
3.1.2 C o m p u t a t i o n a l Func t ions for A l t e r n a t i v e L inks 
For alternative links, the links are considered as alternative inputs and each 
input is computed accordingly. A selection function is used to pick up the 
strongest input among the obtained value among the inputs. In any cases, the 
resultant node can be obtained f initely and the node value w i l l be unique for a 
unique input. 
Definition 3.1.3 (Computation Function for a Single Alternative In-
put) For a node o receiving one signal alternative links inputs A having the 
l ink values {{u, v), deg[link]) f rom the source nodes p whose node value is 
((tp, fp), deg\p]), the input f rom the alternative l ink A is given by {{to, fo), deg[o]): 





, ( 1 , 0 ) \ i { t p X u - f p X v ) > l 
{to. fo) = (0,1) i f {tpXU-fpXv)< - 1 ‘ 
f 
、（0，0) otherwise 
’ deg\p\ i f deg\p] < deg[link] and (t。, fo) / (0,0) 




Lemma 3.1.1 The computation function for a single alternative input always 
gives a resultant node value finitely and a unique node value can be obtained 
from a unique source node. 
i 
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P r o o f : For any source node value ((tp，/p)，deg\p]) and link value {{u,v), 
deg[link]), the resultant input {{to, /o), deg[o]) wi l l drop within the three cases 
respectively. Therefore, the resultant node value can be obtained finitely. 
I f {{tp, /p), deg\p\) and {{u, v), deg[link]) is unique, then {tp x u — fp x v) 
is unique and (to, fo) is unique. Thus deg[o\ is also unique. Therefore, the 
resultant node value is always unique i f the inputt ing source node is unique. • 
When there are more than one alternative links input to the node o, the 
resultant node value can be found by combining the inputs coming from each 
of the inputt ing links. 
Definition 3.1.4 (Computation Function for Multiple Alternative In- \ 
puts) 
For a node o receiving a set of n alternative link inputs A {Ai , A2,. . . ,A „ } 
having the link values {(wi,z;i), from n source nodes 
I 
{Pi,P2，• •. we can find the input from each alternative link A^  (0 < i < n), i 
(t j, f i ) by applying Definition 3.1.3 repeatively. i 
((tp ’ fp)’ deg[0]) au1 ,v1)’ deg[link1 ]) ‘ 
1 1 、 、 I 、、、input: ((t1,f1), deg[o1]) 
((tp.fp).deg[o]) 、 \ ‘ 
、 〜 、 、 〜 S \ 、 1 
.((U2.V2). deg[link2]) ,、h m、 
input: ((t2.f2).deg[02]) , 5 0 ((^ 0 ’ f。）’ deg[P】） • 
z 





z z z input: ((tn.fn), deg[on]) 
((t .f ),deg[o]) 
Pn Pn L y ((un.vn), deg[linkn]) 
After computing the n alternative input values, we use the subsumptive 
selection function shown below to determine the strongest input and pick i t up 
as the resultant node value. Thus, the node value for node o is: 
A 
1 
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’ {tk, fk) i f deg[k] > deg[i], 0 < k < n, k ^ i, for al l 0 < i < n 
( t j , f j ) if ( t j , f j ) = (U, fk), deg[j] = deg[kl 
{to, fo) = for some j , k, 0 < j , k < n, j ^ k, 
deg[j] > deg[i], j 丰 i、k 丰 i, for al l 0 < 2 < n 
、（0，0) otherwise 
I deg[k] i f deg[k] > deg[i], 0 < A: < n, A; ^  z, for al l 0 < i < n 
deg[o] 二 < 
I 0 otherwise 
• J 
Lemma 3.1.2 The computation function for mult iple alternative inputs always -
gives a unique resultant node value finitely w i th a unique set of source nodes. 丨 
Proof: 
Prom Lemma 3.1.1, the unique set of source nodes gives a unique set of ! 
inputs to the resultant node finitely. | 




I f the inputs are unique and the number of inputs is finite, {to, fo) can be ’ 
found uniquely and finitely wi th in the three cases, and deg[o] can also be found ！ 
uniquely and finitely w i th in the two cases. Thus the resultant node is given < 
I 
uniquely and finitely w i th a unique set of source nodes. • 1/ 
T h e o r e m 3.1.2 The set of computation functions for alternative links gives a 
unique answer for the resultant node and the computation terminates finitely. 
P r o o f : There are two different computation function for alternative links: 
1. the computation function for a single alternative input (Definition 3.1.3)， 
and 
2. the computation function for mult iple alternative inputs (Definition 3.1.4). 
The computation function in case (i) can give unique resultant node value 
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also give unique resultant node value finitely, proven in Lemma 3.1.2. There-
fore, the set of computation functions for alternative links gives a unique answer 
for the resultant node and the computation terminates finitely. • 
When both types of inter-node links are going into the same predicate node, 
we w i l l combine the inputs of combinative links using the computation func-
tions for combinative links first. After combining the combinative links, we wi l l 
treat the result as an alternative input to the predicate node. Then, the result 
obtained and other alternative input w i l l be selected through the computation 
functions for alternative links, which gives the predicate node the final node r 
value. The steps of calculation is in fact a transform of the network i l lustrated \ 
in Figure 3.2. Using the proved lemmas and theorems above, the computation f 
terminates finitely and the answer obtained is also unique. !； 
z t 
I combined value of ‘ 
^ ^ I a and b as input, i.e., • | 
a C \ ® C X s ^ [ link weight = ((1,1), true) , ^ 
\ 〇 、 I 
b 〇 b C X " ; : ; : 〇 。 丨 
f 
Figure 3.2: Inputs w i th mixed l ink type to be computed in two-step form j 
/ 
3.2 A p p l y i n g the C o m p u t a t i o n Funct ions 
To il lustrate how the computation functions work, we introduce a simple net-
work here as an example (Figure 3.3). 
To keep the example simple, we have shown only the predicate layer without 
prototypical nodes. This w i l l prevent us from touching the detail instantiation 
procedures, which wi l l be introduced in Chapter 5. 
First, suppose we have an object A, which has feathers {HaveJFeather(A) 
((1,0), strongly)) but cannot fly {Fly{A){{0,1), usually)) and does not have 
A 
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Have一 Feather(X) 
(1/2 2) Fly(X)八 
Have_Feather(X) 
^ ^ • V l A ^ ((1,0), definitely) 、 、 、 
G X ^ I / 2 , 2 ) 、： : O B i _ 
Fiy(X) z , , 
( ^5 V " ((-1,0), normally) 
d M ^ ^ 明 八 
( 3 Have_Hair(X) 
Have_Hair(X) 
Figure 3.3: Example I l lustrat ing the Use of Computat ion Functions 
i t； 
M 
hairs {HaveJIair{A){{fd, 1)，usual ly) ) . Then, applying the computation func- i 
tions for combinative links: t 
74 = +72 = 0 x 2 + 1 x 2 二 2 
I-
NET4^ = E4 - h = < - 1 
2 i 
We wi l l obtain the t ru th value for node 4 in the figure is (0,1). As deg[Fly{A)] i 
is the min imum (in fact, the only one) degree of belief which makes I4 greater l. 
or equal to 1. Thus, the degree of belief should be usually. 
Similarly, the t ru th value for node 5 can be computed as following: 
五5 = 丑 2 +五3 = 0 x 秦+ 0 x “ 0 
/g 二 72 + i s = 1 x 2 + 1 x 2 = 4 
N E T 。 = £"5 - /s = - 4 < - 1 
Therefore, node 5 wi l l have the t ru th value of (0，1). The degree of belief 
w i l l be usually. 
A 
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After computing the node value of nodes 4 and 5, we can see that no node 
can activate the alternative links: 
亡 4 x 1 - / 4 x 0 = 0 x 1 - 1 x 0 = 0 = ^ Input f rom node 4 = (0,0) 
^ 5 X - 1 - / 4 x 0 = 0 x - 1 - 1 x 0 = 0 = ^ Input f rom node 5 = (0,0) 
Thus, the node Bird{A) w i l l then be ((0，0), 0). 
I f we have another object B, which have feathers (Have-Feather{B){{1,0), 
slightly) and can fly { F l y { B ) { { l , 0), strongly) but we don't know i f i t has hair [ 




1 1 i 
= El+ E2 = --\-- = 1 /4 = / i + /2 = 0 + 0 0 I. 
L L I' 
1 1 ^ £ " 5 = 丑 2 + 场 二 5 + 0 = 豆 i 5 = i 2 + /3 = 0 + 0 二 0 f 
I 
TV丑T4 = 五 4 - = 1 NET5 = 丑 5 - / 5 二 i '卜 
j! 
Node value of node 4 = ((1,0)，sl ight ly) Node value of node 5 =： ((0,0)，0) 
We take the degree of belief of node 4 as slightly because i t is the min imum / 
degree that makes E pass threshold. 
We can see that only node 4 can activate the alternative links: 
亡 4 x 1 - / 4 x O = l x l - O x O = l = > Input f rom node 4 = (1,0) 
艺5 X - 1 - / 4 x 0 二 O x - 1 - 0 x 0 二 Input f rom node 5 二（0，0) 
Thus the node value of node 6 can be determined by the input from node 4 
through the computation functions for alternative links, that is, the node value 
of Bird(B) is ((1,0), slightly). The degree of belief is taken from the less belief 
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Finally, i f we have yet another object called C, which have both feathers 
and hair {Have-Feather(C) ( (1,0)，usual ly) , Have-Hair{C){{l, 0), weakly)) 
and can fly {Fly{C){{l, 0), slightly); we can apply the computat ion functions 
for combinative links to obtain the node value of node 4 and 5 as follows: 
= E i - \ - E 2 = \ + \ = 1 /4 = / I + /2 = 0 + 0 = 0 









Node value of node 4 = ((1,0), slightly) ‘ 
1： 
i 
Node value of node 5 = ((1，0), weakly) ‘ 
t 
By applying computation functions for alternative links, the degree of belief ^ 
taken are the min imum degree of belief among the inputs. This time, both ^ 
nodes 4 and 5 can activate the alternative links: , 
} 
f 
t 4 X l — / 4 X O 二 l x l — O x O = l = > Input f rom node 4 二 (1,0) {:, 
I 
^ 5 X - 1 - / 4 x 0 = 1 x - 1 - 0 x 0 = - 1 ^ Input f rom node 5 = (0,1) ^ 
We wi l l need to take account of the degree of belief of the inputs, where 
that of nodes 4 and 5 are slightly and weakly respectively. Since deg[nodeA] > 
deg[nodeJ>\, the node value of node 6, Bird{C), w i l l be ((1,0)，slightly). 
3.3 Relat ions Represented i n PIN 
Classical logical relations [Sho67] and other relations can be represented by 
PIN using appropriate nodes, links and l ink weight. 
A 
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j 
3.3.1 Re la t ions Represented by C o m b i n a t i v e L i nks 
Logical Relations 
Logical relations can be constructed by nodes and combinative links in PIN. 
They follow Kleene's strong logic [Kle64] where fu l l compatibi l i ty is preserved 
in the t r u th tables as in a two-value mode. In fact, the logical relations expressed 
in PIN can be converted to expressions containing AND, OR and NOT only. The 
first two relations accept mult iple input nodes while the last one accept a single 
input only. Figure 3.4 shows an example of mult iple- input logical relations AND 
and OR. ( 
。 i C X 。 i O ^ ( 
- i ^ ^ Q o ~ ^ ^ 〇 。 t； 
！ ； f 
。 o Z 。 o Z 
AND relation OR relation t^ ' 
Figure 3.4: Mult iple-Inputs AND (left) and OR [right) Relations Expressed in ^ 
PIN i 
/ 
In particular, when n = 2, we wi l l have only two inputs. Suppose the 
input t ing predicate nodes are called a and b, the t ru th table of a V 6 and a 八 
i.e., two-input logical OR and AND relations, are shown below: 
The NOT relation is more direct and simple. We wi l l only convert a (1,0) 
t ru th value to a (0,1) and vice versa. The degree of belief w i l l remain un-
changed. The unknown and contradictory states wi l l not be altered, which 
have a PIN t ru th value of (0,0). The construction of NOT in PIN is shown in 
Figure 3.3.1 and the t ru th table for the relation NOT is shown in Table 3.2. 
Other logical relations can be easily constructed by the combination of the 
above relations, though they wi l l usually express in a simple three nodes and two 
• 
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I ^ 
I 
a b ay h deg[a V b] a Ah deg[a 八 6] 
(1,0) (1,0) (1,0) max{deg[a],deg[b]) (1,0) min{deg[a], deg[b]) 
(1,0) (0,1) (1,0) deg[a\ (0,1) deg[b 
(1,0) (0,0) (1,0) deg[a] (0,0) deg[b 
(0,1) (1,0) (1,0) deg[b] (0,1) deg[a 
(0,1) (0,1) (0,1) min{deg[a],deg[b]) (0,1) max{deg[a], deg[b]) 
(0,1) (0,0) (0,0) deg[b] (0,1) deg[a 
(0,0) (1,0) (1,0) deg[b] (0,0) deg[a 
(0,0) (0,1) (0,0) deg[a] (0,1) deg[b] 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) max{deg[a], deg[b]) (0,0) max{deg[a], deg[b]) || 




a -la '•‘ 
(1,0) (0,1) i 
(0,1) (1,0) i 
(0,0) (0,0) ^ 
Table 3.2: Tru th Table for Logical Relation NOT <| 
i 
/ 
l inks manner in PIN. A "pre-negation" [RTL90] is made so that the intermediate 
negation node, which may bring ambiguity to the inference network, can be 
avoided. The network output w i l l be the same as before. Typical examples of 
such relations are material implication (—) and IFF (-<->•). Their constructions 
in PIN are shown in Figures 3.5 and 3.6. 
As shown in the figures, the pre-negation is made by mul t ip ly ing the l ink 
weight of the l ink which connects to the predicate node to be negated by (-1,-1) 
and then swap the two components of the l ink weight. In another words, the 
original l ink weight (t, / ) wi l l be changed to (—/，—t) after the pre-negation. 
i 
i i 
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a a 〇（-1 , -1 ) 
Figure 3.5: Material Impl icat ion {a b) Expressed in Simple Three-Nodes-
Two-Links Manner (left) and Combination of Other Relations {right) 
X [ 
i 
Figure 3.6: IFF (if-and-only-if) Relation is shown as (->a V b) A (~iV a) , 
f 
Human Biased Relations 
：丨I, 
Human-biased relation, which can be represented directly in PIN, is one of 
the special features in the inference network. One example of human-biased / 
relations is a relation about major i ty voting by n persons, the outcome can be 
easily determined by l inking the predicate nodes，which represent the votes of 
different persons, to the resultant node by combinative links w i th l ink weights 
of (1,1). This can be visualized in Figure 3.7, which shows a voting among five 
persons on reducing director's salary. 
In the above example, we have assumed the voting is a fair and non-biased 
one. However, in the real case, the director and manager may have a higher 
pr ior i ty in voting. To model the priority, we can change the l ink weight of 
the combinative l ink going out from the node Vote{Director) to (4,4) and the 
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Vote(Diretor) 
Vote(Manager) 
Vote(Secretary) ( ) ) Reduce_Salary(Director) 
Vote(Clerk_1) \ / 
Vote(Clerk_2) ( I t 




real world relations and capture their intui t ive semantics directly, which may f 
be a diff icult and inefficient task for classical logic [LF93b, LF94a]. There are f 
many other commonly used human-biased relations — "at most m " , "at least 
71”，"majority", .. .，etc.. They can be expressed natural ly and efficiently using *‘! 
PIN. 々 
3.3.2 Rela t ions Represented by A l t e r n a t i v e L inks f 
1丨丨 i; 
Alternative links can be used to construct IF-THEN rules, such links are usually '' 
referred as rule links. A special kind of alternative links is the instance links. t 
Instance links are the links l inking a predicate node to the prototypical node. , 
The three different kinds of instance links are direct, v i r tua l and rule instance 
links. Please refer to Section 2.4.5 for more details. They may be considered as 
a type of alternative links w i th l ink weight (1,1) and l ink degree of true. 
IF-THEN (h^) rule 
A IF-THEN (i->-) rule behaves quite differently comparing to the classical ma-
terial implication ( — A rule a i-^ 6, as defined in Definit ion 2.1.4, does not 
imply the ->b - la automatically. This is considered as a more natural and 
intuit ive semantics for a rule in commonsense reasoning, corresponding to at-
A 
i 
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tempts made to correct the "misbehaved" material implicat ion for expressing 
commonsense rules in the non-monotonic reasoning community [Gin85，Luk90], 
where ~<b — is always associated w i th a ^ b. 
There are four types of rules used in PIN, representing different environments 
we wi l l meet in rules in the real world. They are IF-THEN rules {a b), IF-
THEN-NOT rules (a ，b), IF-NOT-THEN rules ( ^a b) and IF-NOT-THEN-
NOT rules (- la The condit ion a and conclusion b may be a simple 
proposition, a logical expression or more complex expression in C N F [Sho67 . 
Each rule w i l l have a degree of rule expressed in T A O attached, which is by 
default set to true. Figure 3.8 shows the different types of IF-THEN rules and | 
Table 3.3 shows how the t r u th value conclusion is determined by different inputs. ^ 
i 
r \ (i，o) ^ r \ (o，i) ^ f 
^ O a Q - O ^ t； 
IF-THEN IF-NOT-THEN-NOT 
a O O a O O b i 
IF-THEN-NOT IF-NOT-THEN ) 
丨h 
Figure 3.8: The Four Types of IF-THEN Rules If 
1i 
_ _ , t; 
； / 
a b a !->• ->b - la i-^ b - la !->• 
Link weight L ink weight L ink weight L ink weight 
a = (1,0) = (-1,0) = (0,1) = (0,-1) 
m m m m 
(0,1) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,1) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0，0) 
Table 3.3: T ru th table for different type of rules 
i 




The different types of instance links are considered as special alternative links. 
Whi le the inference network is in its reasoning process, i t w i l l t ry to start all the 
queries about knowledge at the prototypical nodes. The prototypical node w i l l 
t r y to find the most appropriate instance through the instance l ink to answer 
the queries. The instances under the prototypical node w i l l pass through the 
direct or rule instance links w i th a default l ink weight (1,1) and l ink degree 
(true). The v i r tua l instance links act like default rules, which wi l l be used 
only when no other instance links are available. Thus, the information wi l l be f 
passed to the prototypical node without any tolerant. Generally, the pr ior i ty of f 
instance retrieval is as the follows: f 
丨'‘ 
»I 
direct instance l ink > rule instance l ink > v i r tua l instance l ink ( 
1： 
I 
I f we are f inding the node value of a belief, the most believed knowledge (the / 
rj 
one w i th the highest degree of belief) w i l l be chosen through the instance l ink. ,, 
The instance l ink w i l l also handle contradicting information w i th same degree '丨 
of belief, giving a ((0,0), deg[b]) result. 个 
The details of the reasoning process and knowledge query w i l l be discussed 
in Chapter 5. 
！ 
3.4 Chap te r S u m m a r y ( 
/ 
We have two different set of computation functions for the two different types of 
inter-node links. Node values wi l l be propagated through the network through 
this two type of links. The computation functions define here wi l l become a fun-
damental when we form the procedure for knowledge querying in later chapters. 
W i t h the nodes and links introduced in the earlier part of this chapter, we can 
form different types of relations liked logical relations and IF-THEN relations. 
Especially, the human biased relations expressed in PIN is more natural and 






Dynamic Knowledge Update 
i 
The capability for a belief system to dynamically change and revise the knowl- l! 
I'. 
edge is important. By adapting the belief change approach of A G M logic ,, 
h 
AGM85, Gar88], PIN provides a set of operations to update the knowledge. ‘ 
The three operators are ADD, REMOVE and REVISE. In this chapter, we wi l l ！' 
show how the three operator allow us to build up the whole inference net-
work from the beginning and maintain the knowledge in PIN — kicking out 
！ , 
the outdated knowledge, adding new knowledge into the inference network and 
renewing the knowledge so that is up-to-date. | 
After performing the update operations, we need to run through the consis- 丨  
tency maintenance procedure to avoid inconsistent knowledge. We wi l l base on ；: 
the W-consistency stated in [Won97] for the consistency maintenance of PIN. 率 
62 
i 
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I 
I 
4.1 Opera t ions for Knowledge U p d a t e 
A set of operations 11 is provided by PIN: 
n = {ADD, REMOVE, REVISE} 
W i t h the above set of operation, we can add new beliefs and rules, remove 
outdated knowledge and revise the beliefs (by updating the node values) and 
the rules (by updating the degree of the rule links). 
/ 
4.2 Logica l Express ion 丨; 
Logical expressions used in PIN are restricted in conjunctive normal form ( C N F ) {, 
Sho67] and only connectives AND, OR and NOT (which are sometimes ex-
pressed as pre-negation form) can be used in the expressions. Thus, before we 
can use the operators, let us define the C N F logical expressions that may exist 
in PIN. I 
i 
Definition 4.2.1 (Logical Expression) The basic logical connectives in PIN ' i 
h 
consists of AND, OR and NOT: {A, V,，}. A l l logical relations in PIN are ex-
pressed l i terally in Conjunctive Normal Form (CNF) [BM77, Sho67]: 
(；' 
k I 八 V (〜） f 
i = l j = l / 
where k, I are the numbers of conjunctions and disjunctions used in the log-
ical expression respectively; and c^j is a belief, in positive or negated form: 
,工2, • • • 5 工n) or 
. . . , Xn), where n is the number of arguments 
(variable slots) in the predicate and 0 < 9 < n. Each variable slot Xi in the 
predicate, 0 < i < n, is representing either an instantiated object, a v i r tual 
object e or f i , representing the quantification V or 3 respectively, or a unin-
stantiated variable which may be instantiated by an object during inference. 
The vi r tual objects are numbered so that we can distinguish the order of the 
quantification and the same bounded variables in different variable slots in the 
expression is represented by the same numbered vi r tual object. • 
A 
I 
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t f I j 
The AND and OR relations used in PIN are not bounded to binary relation. 
In fact, expressions w i th nested conjunctions and disjunctions are flatten when 
they are expressed in C N F . Then, we wi l l condense the expression by using 
one connective to connect all the sub-expressions. For example, the expression 
{P{a)AQ{b))AR{c) is expressed as P{a)AQ{b)AR{c) and then further condensed 
to 八 (P(a) ’ Q(6), R{c)), and the expression {A{x)VB{y))\/C{z) is expressed as 
A{x) V B{y) V C[z) and then further condensed to C{z)). 
The negation in the expression can be expressed in the network in two forms. 
The first method uses a combinative l ink w i th l ink weight (-1,-1). However, i t 
is not oddful in PIN to express a node w i th the same predicate name and object | 
instantiation of the same input t ing source w i th different t r u th value. Thus, 
the negation are usually absorbed into the respective combinative links as pre- :: 
negation. Please see Section 3.3.1 for more details. ( 
t； 《 
4.3 A p p l i c a b i l i t y o f Opera to rs , 
r 
The following table shows which type of expressions are allowed to be updated ( 
by different types of updating operation: || 
Operation Logical Expression Rule Human-biased Relation \ 
V V V I 
REMOVE V 1/ y/ I'; 
REVISE y/ yj X / 
Key: y/ 一 allowed, x — not allowed. 
Table 4.1: The Expression Allowed by Different Operation 
A REVISE operation on human-biased relation requires revisions on the cor-
responding combinative links which is not included in our knowledge operation 
set. Thus, the REVISE operation on human-biased relation is not allowed in 
PIN, but user can use the REMOVE and ADD operations to remove the old 
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4.4 A d d O p e r a t i o n 
After defining the C N F logical expressions which can be used in the network, 
we w i l l now introduce the detail procedures for each of the operators. The first 
operator we wi l l come across is ADD. We have divided the adding procedure 
into seven types; according to the types of the belief to be added, a suitable 
ADD procedure wi l l be chosen. 
• Procedure ADDp is used to assert a belief which is a ful ly instantiated 
single predicate logical expression (i.e. proposition). / 
I 
• Procedure ADDHUMAN is used to add a human biased relation into a PIN. g 
• Procedure A D D Q is used to assert a single predicate logical expression | 
w i th v i r tual object(s) but no variable(s), i.e. quantified expression. 
• Procedure ADDVAR is used to assert a single predicate expression which fi 
consists of uninstantiated variable slot(s) (variable). The expression can- | 
not be a stand-alone expression and must be either included in a rule or || 
used in a conjunction or disjunction. ' j 
• Procedure ADDQISJ is used to assert a disjunction of logical expressions Ijf 
which are propositions, quantified expression, expressions w i th variables, j;' 
I丨' 
and the combination of one or more of the above. 
• Procedure ADDCONJ is mostly similar to ADDQISJ , which is used to assert * 
a conjunction of logical expressions which are propositions, quantified ex-
pression, expressions w i th variables, and the combination of one or more 
of the above. 
• Procedure ADDRULE IS used to add various types of rules. 
By using these different types of ADD operation, we can assert knowledge 
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4.4.1 A d d a f u l l y i ns tan t ia ted single pred ica te propos i -
t i o n w i t h no v i r t u a l ob jec t 
First, we wi l l start the definit ion of the ADD operation for the simplest ex-
pression where no variable, logical connective or v i r tua l object appears in the 
expression. Adding such an expression wi l l be simple. Suppose the expression 
to be added is a n-ary predicated belief, P ( A i , A 2 , . . . , An), w i th node value, 
((to, fo), deg[o]), which wi l l be referred to as b hereafter, the procedure is as 
follows: 
I 
Procedure ADDp(6, node .value): ； 
_ I 
1. Search i f the prototypical node P ( — e x i s t s , where n denotes the number 丨； 
of variable slots in the predicate. 1, 
r 
• I f P{—n) does not exist, create a prototypical node named P{—n) ( 
into the predicate layer. 
2. Search i f the node P { A i , 知 … , A n ) already exists in the network. 
I卜丨 
(a) I f P { A i , A 2 , . . . ,An) does not exist, 
i. Create a predicate node named P { A i , A2, . . .，An) w i th instanti-
ated objects and the node value of ((t。’ fo), deg[o]), w i th respec-
tive input t ing information source given by the user. ’ 
i i . Add a direct instance l ink from the predicate node b to the pro-
totypical node P(—n). 
(b) I f P(Ai, A2,…，An) does exist, 
i. I f the node value of the existing node is the same as the node to 
be added to the inference network, check the input t ing source of 
the proposit ion P(Ai, A2,…，An). 
A. I f the proposition P ( A i , A2 , . . . , An) has a different inputt ing 
source comparing w i th the existing one, add the new in-
put t ing source into the input t ing information source sequence 
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B. Otherwise, i f the input t ing information source is repeated, 
then the operation terminates. ！ 
i i . I f the new node value is different f rom the existing one, create 
another predicate node named . . . w i th instan-
t iated objects and the node value of ((t。, f。), deg[o]), w i th the 
respective input t ing information source given by the user. 
i i i . Add a direct instance l ink f rom the predicate node b to the pro-
totypical node P{—n)' 
3. For each object Ai, 0 < i < n: ( 
I 
(a) Search i f the object node A i exists. i 
t 
• I f object A i does not exist, create an object node named A i into i" 
i'' 
the object layer. 
(b) Add an object l ink from the object node A i to the predicate node ( 
P(Ai, A2, . . . , ^n)-
Example 4.4.1 Add the belief parent {John ^ Mary) with node value ((1,0), true) 
into the PIN. ^ 
I ‘ 
/ • ⑴ f 
7 / 
parent(John, Mary) 
((1,0), true) (2) 
<source1> / K 
m / \ ( 4 b ) 
州 O 0 ( 4 a ) 
John Mary 
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1. Add the prototypical node parent{—2) 
2. Add the predicate node parent、John, Mary) w i th node value ((1,0), true). 
The source is added for future use (during recursion). 
3. Add a direct instance l ink (labeled w i th a letter i) f rom the newly added 
predicate node to the respective prototypical node. 
4. For each of the objects John and Mary, 
(a) Add an object node w i th the object name. / 
(b) L ink the object node to the respective predicate node using an object f 
l ink. • f 
(« 
ti 
4.4.2 A d d a fu l l y i ns tan t ia ted pu re d i s j unc t i on (； 
When the logical expression 6 is a pure disjunction w i th n simple logical ex- f 
pression, we can express i t as P i { A i i , …，A i m i ) V 巧(成 i，…，成 m2) V . . . V f 
Pn{Ani,...,义 nmj，wheie Pi{-mi) are simple logical expression having rui vari- || 
able slots, 0 < z < n, m^ > 0. The adding operation is as follows: 
Procedure ADDpisj (6, node-value) \ 
— — — ！: 
1. I f the prototypical node Pi(—mi) VP2(—m2) V. • • VPn(—m„) does not exist, f 
add i t and l ink each prototypical node Pi(—mi), 0 < n < z to the new / 
prototypical node using combinative l ink w i th l ink weight (2, or the 
respective l ink weight i f a pre-negation is needed. 
2. Search i f the predicate node b exists under the instances of the prototypical 
node, 
(a) I f predicate node b does exists and the node value of the existing 
node is the same as nodejualue ( that of the node to be added), we 
wi l l need to compare the input t ing information source. 
i. I f the user defined input t ing source has not appeared in the ex-
isting input t ing information source sequence, the new input t ing 
A 
i 








source w i l l be appended to the existing sequence and the adding 
operation is done, 
i i . I f the user defined input t ing source has appeared in the existing 
sequence, i t means that the belief has already be included into 
PIN. The operation can stop here. 
(b) Otherwise, add a predicate node and named i t as 6, assign the node 
value of such predicate node as nodejvalue 
3. For each single predicate proposition 只(一mj，0 < 2 < n, 
‘！ 
(a) Perform an ADDp(-Pi(—m,), ((0,0), 0)) w i th the input t ing source ( 
inputting source, b) (representing the sub-expression is added because f 
of the belief 6). 
(b) Add a combinative-link w i th l ink weight of (2,^) (or the appropri- 丨 
I 
ate l ink weight i f pre-negation is needed) f rom the predicate node f 
Pi{—mi) w i th node value ((0,0), 0) to the predicate node 6. 
(c) Check i f the t ru th value of the expression b can determine the node ^ 
value of the sub-expression.^ Change the node value of the predicate 丨丨 
node Pi{—mi) i f needed. ， 
f i 
I 
4. Link the newly created predicate node b to the prototypical node P i ( - m i ) V 
巧(—m2) V … V 'K{-mn) using a direct instance l ink. | 
/ 
Let's i l lustrate the above procedure w i th a pre-negation using the following 
example: 
E x a m p l e 4.4.2 Add the belief love{ John, Peter)W->parent{John, Peter) with 
node value {{1,0)^normally) into the previous example (Example 4.4.1)-
Steps: 
iFor example, if the expression b has the node value of ((0, l),deg[b]), and no pre-negation is 
in the combinative link, we can determine that all the sub-expression will have the same node 
value as b, i.e., ((0, l),dep[6]). If pre-negations have been made on some of the combinative 
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— 
parent(-2) love(-2) 
/ \ i i love(John, Peter) 1/2) 
/ p\rent(John, Peter) ^ ((0,0),0) / ) [2b】 
•、 \j(0,0),0) <s*> / J 
J 【4](^<s*> 1/ 
parent(John’ Mary) ^ / 问（2’ 1/2) ^ V 
((1，0),true) K ) y A y o ^ r ^ J n o t « 2 ) 
<source1> / Z ' [1] 
/ I - … 二 -
/ love(John, Peter) V 
not parent(John, Peter) 
W L y ((1,0). normally) f 
John Mary Peter <source2> f 
f 
f 
* Note: '' 
(1) <s*> = <source2, love(John, Peter) V not parent(John, Peter)> ！^  
(2) dotted lines •a re used from now on to represent object links. 
(3) The square blanketed numbers (e.g. [1 ]) are used to show the steps. 
( 
Figure 4.2: Example showing the steps of ADDp{love{John, Peter) V ‘ 
，parent、John, Peter), ((1,0), normally)) 
I、 
丨 
1. Add the prototypical node for the disjunction. ^ 
2. For each of the sub-expression in the prototypical node of the disjunction: (;' 
I丨' 
(a) Add the prototypical node for the sub-expression i f such prototypical ( 
node does not presently exist. ^ 
(b) L ink the prototypical nodes of the sub-expressions to the one of the 
disjunction using combinative links. Assign the l ink weight of (2, 
for the normal OR and (—!，2) for the per-negated l ink. 
3. Add the predicate node for the disjunction. 
4. Using lKDDp{love{John, Peter) and ADDp(parent(John, Peter) to create 
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the node values of the two nodes 2. 
5. L ink the sub-expressions to the predicate node of the disjunction using 
combinative l ink. Note that the weight l ink for a normal OR relation is 
(2, but the per-negated l ink has a l ink weight of ( — 2 ) . 
6. L ink the predicate node of the disjunction to the respective prototypical 
node using a direct instance l ink. • 
In fact, a simple instantiated single predicate knowledge, which is previously 
created by A D D p ( — c a n also be considered as a disjunction which have one ( 
and only one P i (—mi). 1 
I 
广 4.4.3 A d d a f u l l y i ns tan t ia ted expression w h i c h is a con- } 
！I" 
j u n c t i o n f 
t 
As all logical expressions in PIN are expressed in C N F normally, thus, a con- ； 
r 
junct ion in PIN, b, can be expressed as follows: c^i 八 a2, where a^ is a disjunc- 、 
t ion of logical expression or a simple single predicate knowledge, i = 1,2. The ^ 
ADD operation for such conjunction wi l l be very similar to that for disjunction. 1 卜 
Though conjunctions in PIN usually consists of two sub-expressions only, we 
wi l l st i l l introduce the ADD operation for conjunction of n sub-expressions. j； 
丨I' 
Procedure ADDCQNJ nodejualue) , 
1. I f the prototypical node P for the conjunction a i A 0:2 A . . . A o^ n does not 
exist, add i t and l ink each prototypical node 0 < n < i , representing 
each sub-expression a^, to the new prototypical node using combinative 
l ink w i th l ink weight 2)，or the respective l ink weight after pre-negation 
when such process is needed. 
2 The details of the adding procedure of the two simple single predicate propositions are 
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2. Search i f the predicate node b exists under an instance of the respective 
prototypical node. 
(a) I f predicate node b does exist and the node value of the existing node 
is the same as nodejvalue (of the node to be added), compare the 
input t ing information source w i th the existing information source 
sequence. 
i. I f the input t ing source has not appeared in the information 
source sequence, then add the new input t ing source at the end 
of the sequence and the adding operation is then done. u 
f 
i i . Otherwise, i f the input t ing source resemble part of the existing j 
f 
sequence, i t means that the conjunction has been included into : 
V.' 
PIN and the operation can then stop. 
t； 
(b) Otherwise, add a predicate node and named i t as b, assign the node 丨 
f 
value of such predicate node as nodejvalue. ？ 
I 
3. For each logical expression in conjunction 0 < i < n, j 
(a) Perform an ADDdisjCq： ,^ ((0,0), 0)) w i th input t ing information source || 
{ user defined input t ing source, 6〉，the belief b is included in the 
source because the sub-expression is derived from the belief b. v-
(b) Add a combinative-link w i th l ink weight of (^,2) (or the appropriate | 
l ink weight for the pre-negation) from the predicate node a^ to the y 
predicate node b. 
A 
i I i； j 
f i 
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(c) Check i f the t r u th value of the expression b can determine the node 
value of the sub-expression.^ Change the node value of the predicate 
node a i i f needed. 
4. L ink the newly created predicate node b to the prototypical node P using 
a direct instance l ink. 
Example 4.4.3 Add the belief parentis John, Mary) A love{John, Mary) with 
node value o/ ((1,0), strongly) into Example 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ parent(-2) love(-2) ^ ^ I 
[1] parent(John, Mary) ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ \ / 
T t ~ 鬆 
i [4a&b] 、 • love(John. Peter) / \ ；'： 
[51 (1/2,2)/ \ ((0’0)’0) / ) 
上 ： ： ^ ！ < s * > / J \ 
[ 3 】 0 ： ： 0 ^ 0 ^ \ 、 A , ,Wx3$’-；^' (2,1/2) ^ 
parent(John, MaiV)^" ^ - . love(»Johrt;sMary) \ r \ pafemt(JohRr Maiy) ^ ^ ^ not parent(-2) Jl, 
love(John’ Mary)、、、、飞ft^ Q s^trjon织y),八，劝,true) \ / J i f 
((1.0). strongly) 、、、、 、 < 》 # } » 、 ' < s o u r c e 1 > 二-一广一 I 
<source3> 、、、\ ； 〉 : “ 々 : < 、 、 、 、 \ / , , love(John, Peter) V jl 
" x J ^ i ^ i C ' ' not parent(John, Peter) 
O " • • ( ( : :， （1 
John Mary Peter , 
•Note: I 
(1) <s#> = <source3, parent(John, Mary)八 love(John, Mary)> "‘ 
(2) The square blaoketedi^imbers (e.g. [1]) are used to show the steps. 
/ 
Figure 4.3: Example showing the steps of ADDp {paren t {John , Mary) A 
love、John, Mary), ((1,0), strongly)) 
Steps: 
1. Add the prototypical node for the conjunction. 
3 For example, if the expression b has the node value of ( ( 1 , 0 ) , d e g [ b ] ) , and no pre-negation is 
in the combinative link, we can determine that all the sub-expression will have the same node 
value as b, i.e., {{1,0), deg[b]). If pre-negations have been made on some of the combinative 
links, the respective nodes may then have a node value of ( (0， l ) , deg [b ] ) . 
A 
I 
！ i f ! 
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2. Add the combinative links to the respective prototypical nodes of the sub- 1 
j 
expressions. Assign the l ink weight of 2) to the links, which represents 
the AND relation. 
3. Add the predicate node for the conjunction w i th the node value ((1,0), 
strongly). 
4. For each of the sub-expressions, 
(a) Add the predicate node using ADDp. 
(b) Assign the node value of ((1,0), strongly)^ to the sub-expressions. ! 
(c) L ink the predicate nodes for the sub-expressions to the predicate ( 
node for the conjunction using combinative links. Assign the l ink 丨； 
weight of 2) to the links, which represents an AND relation. , 
； 
5. L ink the predicate node of the conjunction to the respective prototypical ( 
node using a direct instance l ink. • 
. i 4.4.4 A d d a h u m a n biased re la t ion i 
• i 
When a human biased relation is added to the network, there wi l l be n input 
nodes represented by predicate nodes 户2(_饥2)，…，Pn(一mn)}, —i 
denotes the number of variable slots of predicate P^, 0 < z < n). The resultant ；: 
node R and inter-node links for each of the input nodes w i th user defined l ink \ 
values (1^2,仍)，…，{un,Vn)} wi l l be added into the PIN in addit ional 
to the input nodes. 
Procedure ADDHUMAN (丑B柏 
1. Perform ADDp(i^, ((0,0), 0) w i th user defined input t ing information source. 
2. For each of the input node Pi(—mj, 0 < i < n: 
^The node value of the sub-expressions is not ((0,0),0), since only two (1,0) sub-expressions 








1 i ！ 
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(a) Perform an A D D P ( P J ( — M J , node-valuci) w i th user-defined input t ing 
source. 
(b) Add a combinative l ink f rom the input node Pi (—mj to the resultant 
node R w i t h the l ink weight {ui,Vi) 
(c) Apply the computation function to obtain the node value of the 
resultant node R. Replace the default node value ((0,0),0) by this 
computed one. 
The above procedure can be i l lustrated using an example similar to the , 
previous introduced one in Figure 3.7 in Page 59. This one is a voting on 丨| 
employing a new staff in a department. The voting relation can be formed in a / 
fi 
PIN through the following steps. „ 
I 
Example 4.4.4 Add a voting relation on employing a new staff, with the nec- E 
essary inputs, into a PIN. ( 
Steps: I, 
《； 
1. Add the resultant predicate node Employ {John) into the inference net- | 
work w i th node value of ((0,0),0) using ADDp. || 
(a) The prototypical node Employ{—) is added first. ^ 
( 
(b) The object node John is also added. 丨, 
i； 
(c) L ink the predicate node to the prototypical node using a direct in- ‘; 
stance l ink and the object node to the predicate node using a object 
l ink. 
2. Add the predicate nodes for each of the following inputs: vote (Director), 
Vote(Admin-Head), vote(Dept-Manager), vote(DepLDeputy) and 
vote (Supervisor). 
(a) Add the prototypical node vote{—) first. 
(b) For each node, the respective object node is added. 
(c) L ink the object nodes, predicate nodes and the prototypical node 
accordingly. • 
A 
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vote(Director) 
((0,0), 0) j 
y / ^ \ employ(John) 
[2a] ^ B s ： ^ vote(Admin_Head) 
\ \ vote(Pept_Wap^er) / \ employ(-) / 
\ ！ 
\ / vote(De'pt^puty)» \ \ 
A ((0,0),0)/ \ \ \ 
/ \ \ \ I 
/ [2] M \ \ \ \ \ •• > » , \ \ 、、 k 
‘ vote(Supervisor) \ \ 、、 p 
/ /((o,o),o) \ \ \ \ L 
/ •• \ \ \ \ [1b] f 
o o o o o 〇 
Dept_deputy Supervisor Dept_Manager Admin_Head Director John J 
[2b] [2b] [2b] [2b] [2b] ‘ 
r 
Figure 4.4: Example showing the steps of adding a voting relation into a PIN jf 
The input nodes may possess defined node values when they are input into “ 
the PIN, or we can add the node values into the predicate nodes when necessary, 
using the knowledge updating operators. 
4.4.5 A d d a single predicate expression w i t h v i r t u a l ob-
jects 
When we have a simple logical expression wi th a single predicate and n variable 
slots, having some of the variables bounded by specified quantifications, the 
logical expression can be expressed as P { x i , x 2 , . . . jXn)), where Xi may be an 
instantiated object or a vir tual object e oi f i , 0 < i < n. For each virtual object, 
A 
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we wi l l have a domain of quantif ication associated w i th the quantification. The 
domain of quantif ication is always in the form of unary predicate: domaini{x i ) . 
Having such an expression in PIN, we w i l l need to make use of the v i r tua l objects. 
Procedure ADDpfb, nodejualue): 
1. Search i f the prototypical node P{—n) exists (n denotes the number of 
variable slots of P). 
I f P{—n) does not exist, create a prototypical node named F ( — i n t o the 
predicate layer. , 
f 
2. Search i f the node P{xi,工2，…，工n) already exists in the network. ^ 
(a) I f P { x i , x 2 , . . . ,Xn) does exist, and the node value of the existing | 
node is the same as nodejualue of the belief to be added, we wi l l |； 
need to check the information source sequence of the existing node. 
• I f the input t ing source of the belief to be added appears in | 
the source sequence already, the belief has already added into j 
t 
PIN and the operation terminates. 丨 
(b) Otherwise, create a predicate node named w i th stated name and 
instantiated values (the objects) and the node value ((^ o? /o), deg[o]) ！ 
i ‘丨 
wi th user-defined input t ing information source. 『‘ 
_ I'' 
3. I f inter-node l ink does not exist between the prototypical node P(—) and Z 
the predicate node P {x i , x2 , • . . ,工n)) , add a v i r tua l instance l ink from 
the predicate node to the prototypical node. 
4. For each variable slot Xi, 0 < i < n: 
(a) I f the variable slot Xi is an instantiated object A i , 
i. Search i f the object node A i exists. 
• I f object A i does not exist, create an object node named A i 
into the object layer. 
i i . Add an object l ink from the object node A i to the predicate 
node P { x i , 0:2，…，工n) we have just created. 
A 
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(b) I f the variable slot Xi is a variable to be bounded, 
i. Add a v i r tua l object node ot s w i th respect to the quanti-
fier used (i.e. / i for V and e for 3). Attach a natural number 
identifier to the v i r tua l object node according to the sequence of 
appearance of the v i r tua l objects w i th in the same sentence. 
i i . Search i f the variable used is the first appearance in the same 
sentence, 
A . I f i t is the first appearance, add a variable node Vj where j 
represents the j-th. v i r tua l object or variable appeared in the z 
sentence containing the quantification. The variable name is |7 
I 
arbitrary. | 
B. Otherwise, used the variable node created before. t: 
‘ I' 
i i i . Add an object l ink w i th the variable slot number from the re- |； 
spective v i r tua l object node to the newly created predicate node j 
X2j • • •，工n). I彳 
iv. Add a variable l ink w i th the variable slot number as the l ink ) 
. I 
index from the newly created predicate node to the respective 丨 
variable node Vj. 
V. Add a predicate node for the domain of quantification using the {‘ 
v i r tual object just created: ADDq (domairii (x^)), where Xi is the | 
v i r tual object fxor £ just created. The node value are determined 
by whether the objects considered wi th in the domain is said to / 
be in the predicate (where the node value wi l l be (1,0)) or out 
of i t (where the node value w i l l be (0,1)). The degree of belief 
w i l l be ignored in this special case, 
vi. L ink the v i r tual object to the predicate node representing the 
domain using a domain l ink. 
The domain predicate in fact is similar to an additional condition for the 
proposition to be true (or false in the other cases), i.e., an expression "A l l birds 
can fly，，can be expressed in PIN either without a domain predicate connected 
by a domain l ink: B i r d ( j j ) F l y i j i ) (domain is self-contained by BirdQ), 
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Fly{fi^^Bird{ti))' In a similar interpretation, i f the v i r tua l object appeared in a 
rule, the domain predicate may appear as the addit ional condition to the rule. 
In either cases, such domain declaration may lead to cycle formation which is 
not allowed in PIN. We call the cycles set of cyclic rules. These are checked and 
prevented by a checking algori thm listed in Section 4.4.6. 
The following example shows how a belief w i th quantif ication is added into 
a PIN. 
Example 4.4.5 Add the belief yXx^human{x)^yyehuman{y)PCirent{y, x) with node 
value ( (1 ,0) , normally) into a PIN. 
f 
x Q [ 3 b 】 Q z ( 
/ \ / ^ Human(Hi) !" 
W ( 1 , 0 ) . -) Human(-) 
1 1 〉 P — r ~ ^ E 
paren t(化)义 \ 1 /【3。】 \ ( 
/ 、 人 r ^ Human(Mary) f, 
^ ^ 飞、、 f y j r < ' Q ((1,0), true) ？ 
[1] • \ / 二 ！ W ^man(John) \ ( 
一 ） ; 、 、 、 / 产 ’ - ) ！ " N X R ( ( ? ) , _ \ I 
\ \ / / 、 、 ， 
V ' ' 、 、 》 
./、、 / \ \ \ 
d i s a b " b 6 6 
^ ^ added original john Mary 本 
1 2 belief PIN ^ ‘ 
* d: Domain links / 
Sources omitted for clearer representation 
Figure 4.5: Example showing the steps of adding 
'^Xa:ehuman{x)^yyehuman{y)pa'rent{y,x) l l i a PIN 
Steps: 
1. Add the prototypical node parent(—2). 
2. Add the predicate node parent{iJL2, £1) w i th node value ((1,0), normally) 
and l ink i t to the prototypical node using a direct instance l ink. 
A 
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3. For the two v i r tua l objects, 
(a) Add the object nodes varepsilorii and /i2 and l ink them to the pred-
icate node using object links. 
(b) Add the variable nodes x and y and make variable links connecting 
f rom the predicate node to these two nodes. 
(c) Add the domain predicate nodes human{/jL2) and human{ei). Make 
the necessary variable links and object links to the variable and ob-
ject nodes just produced. • z 
I 
Disjunctions and conjunctions containing quantified logical expressions can 
be added to the network in a similar way as those ful ly instantiated expressions. 
We wi l l perform ADDQ(aj, nodejualue) instead of ADDDisj(<^i, nodejualue) in i 
the respective places, when a i is a logical expression needed to be quantified | 
in the disjunction or conjunction w i th n logical expressions, 0 < z < n. More-
over, when we are checking whether the conjunction or disjunction exists in the | 
PIN before, we wi l l create a new predicate node for the conjunction or disjunc- | 
t ion instead of inserting the information source only when a predicate node of i 
the same name is found. 丨  
t 
4.4.6 A d d a I F - T H E N r u l e I 
I 
As defined in Definit ion 2.1.4, a rule can be divided into two parts, given \ 
the condition a and the conclusion b. a and b can be a simple ful ly instanti-
ated logical expression, a logical expression w i th bounded quantification, logical 
expression w i th unknown object without quantification, or conjunction or dis-
junct ion of one or more of the above. The adding procedure for the first two 
type of logical expression have been introduced before. So, we wi l l need to 
define the adding procedure for logical expression w i th unknown object first^. 
5piease be reminded that a simple logical expression with variables (unknown object) 
cannot stand alone by itself in the network. It can only be included as a part of a rule. 
i 
i 
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Add a simple fully uninstantiated or partly instantiated logical ex-
pression 
Procedure ADDVAR ( P f a , • •. , ((0,0), 0)) 
1. Search if the prototypical node P{—n) exists, where n denotes the number 
of variable slots for the predicate P. 
I f P{—n) does not exist, create a prototypical node named P{—n) into the 
predicate layer. 
2. Search if the node P{x i ,x2 , •. • ,Xn) already exists in the network. z 
f 
(a) I f P { x i , x 2 , . . . ,Xn) does not exist, create a predicate node named ^ 
wi th stated name and instantiated values (the objects) and the node : 
value ((0,0)，0) wi th respective user-defined inputt ing source. ( 
1； 
(b) I f P ( x i , x 2 , . . . ,Xn) does exist but have an inputt ing source which 〉 
does not appear in the existing inputt ing source sequence, we wil l f 
sti l l create a new predicate node as the previous step wi th the stated f 
predicate name and objects instantiation. 
(c) Otherwise, if the node exists and the inputt ing source appeared be- jl 
fore, keep the node unchanged for later use. )f 
( 
3. For each variable slot Xj, 0 < i < n: f. 
f 
(a) I f the slot Xi is an instantiated object A ' , , 
i. Search if the object node Ai exists. I f object A i does not exist, 
create an object node named Ai into the object layer. 
ii. I f inter-layer link does not exist between the predicate node 
P (x i , X2,...,工n) and the object node Ai^ add an object link 
from the object node to the predicate node. 
(b) I f the slot Xi is a virtual object, 
i. Add a virtual object node ji oi e wi th respect to the quantifier 
used (V or 3). Attach a natural number identifier to the vir-
tual object node according to the sequence of appearance of the 
virtual objects within the same sentence. 
A 
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i i. Search i f the variable used is the first appearance in the same 
sentence, 
A. I f i t is the first appearance, add a variable node vj where j 
represents the j-th. virtual object or variable appeared in the 
Asentence containing the quantification. Name i t using the 
variable name used in the sentence. 
B. Otherwise, used the variable node created before. 
i i i . Add an object l ink wi th the variable slot number from the re-
spective virtual object node to the newly created predicate node — 
P(:ri，:r2，... I 
iv. Add a variable link wi th the variable slot number as the link { 
index from the newly created predicate node to the respective J 
variable node Vj. i 
V. Add the domain predicate using IKDDQ{domaini{xi)) using the ^ 
virtual object. Link i t the respective vir tual object using a do-
main link. ‘ 
if 
(c) I f the slot Xi is an unknown object, 
i. I f i t is the first appearance of the unknown object in the same 
sentence, add a variable node Vj where j represents the j-th. 
virtual object and/or variable appeared in the sentence. t 
ii. I f the unknown object has appeared as the same name before in 
the same sentence, use the variable node created earlier. •“ 
ii i. I f inter-layer link does not exist between the predicate node 
P(工 1，工2，• •.，工n) and the respective variable node Vj, add a vari-
able link wi th the slot number as the l ink index from the predi-
cate node to the variable node. 
4. According to the node nature, add a suitable instance link connecting the 
predicate node P { A u • • •，^n) to the prototypical node P(-n)： 
• I f the rule which contains this sub-expression 尸 ( - „ ) has a virtual ob-
ject somewhere in the condition or conclusion, add a virtual instance 
link. 
• 
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• Otherwise, use a rule instance l ink instead. 
Similar to the logical expressions w i t h v i r tua l objects, disjunctions and con-
junctions containing logical expressions w i th uninstantiated variable slots can 
be added into the network using a similar procedure as ADDDISJ and ADDCONJ-
We wi l l perform an ADDVAR M I ) , ((0,0), 0, {nil})) operation instead of 
ADDp (Pi{—mi),Tiode-value) i f the part of the compound logical expression we 
are adding contains an unknown object. Moreover, a conjunction or disjunction 
containing uninstantiated variable slots w i l l always be added as a new predi-
cate node except that the same knowledge w i th same information source is ； 
found, which wi l l considered as a repeated knowledge and the conjunction or 丨 
disjunction w i l l not be added. ？ 
f 
. Ii 
Add a rule using A D D V A R operation i 
Coming back to adding a rule, we w i l l add the condition and the conclusion ? 
part and then add a rule l ink from the condition to the conclusion to form a i 
rule. A rule here not only representing an IF-THEN relationship, similar re- i 
lations IF-THEN-NOT, IF-NOT-THEN and IF-NOT-THEN-NOT also belongs to 
t! 
the IF-THEN family of rules. Different members in the rule family can be dif-
ferentiated by the different value of the l ink weights used in the rule l ink. 
Ii 
沪丨 
Procedure ADDrule(q b, deg\link]) ® ''I 
1. Search i f the predicate node a exists, 
(a) I f predicate node a does not exist, perform ADDCONJ (a, ((0,0), 0), {nil)) 
(b) I f predicate node a does exist, keep i t unchanged. 
2. Search i f the predicate node b exists, 
®We have assumed that the ADDCONJ operation used in the procedure has the capability 
to add logical expression with and/or without unknown object(s) using rule instance link or 
logical expression with virtual object(s) using virtual instance link. 
J 
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(a) I f predicate node b does not exist, perform ADDCONJ (…((0,0)，0), (nil)). 
I f b contains a variable which has converted into v i r tua l object be-
fore at node a due to quantification, use the variable representing 
the variable instead of the v i r tua l object in predicate node b. 
(b) I f predicate node b does exist, keep i t unchanged. 
3. Add a rule l ink f rom the condition node a to the conclusion node b w i th 
the appropriate l ink weight listed in Table 4.2. The degree of belief is also 
added as user defined. 
<it>i 
Rule Type Symbolic Representation L ink Weight | 
IF-THEN a ^ b ^ : 
IF-THEN-NOT a ^ ^ b (-1,0) 1 
IF-NOT-THEN -^a ^ b (0,-1) J 
IF-NOT-THEN-NOT - a ，b (0,1) ‘ 
J 
Table 4.2: IF-THEN rules and their respective l ink weights : 
s 
J 
4. There are some special cases where we need to assert additional rule 
links from the condition node to the predicate node representing the sub- ( 
expressions of the conclusion node: 丨! 
ti 
• For the rules IF-THEN and IF-NOT-THEN, i f the conclusion node is i| 
a conjunction of two or more sub-expressions, we w i l l need to add 
two rule links w i th the same l ink weight and degree as the original 
rule l inking the condition to the sub-expression. 
• For the rules IF-THEN-NOT and IF-NOT-THEN-NOT, i f the condition 
node is a disjunction of two or more sub-expressions, we wi l l need 
to add two rule links w i th the same l ink weight and degree as the 
original rule l inking the condition to the sub-expression. 
The following example demonstrates how the ADDVAR and ADDRULE works. 
Example 4.4.6 Add the rule parent{x, y) h-)- love{x, y)八 love(y,oo、(believed 
normally) into the PIN given in Example J^.J^.S. 
J 
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一 ^ . — • — - ^ ^ 
(1/2.2)/ / \ \ normal l^--^ ^ \ ((0’0),0) 
m j T 7 \ \0’0)；^ normaly) ^A \ ((O.O).O) / / 
^ parent(John, Mary) / \ ‘ V / ^ love(x,y)AN f A / / 
1 ( ( 1 ’ _ 为 I 二 上 , ） " 於 , 2 , 2 ) 
(1/2,2) /^^parent(John, Peter) / / “ 
k , 耽 : I ^ ^ J \ 
parent(John,Mary)V；. ,ove(Johb. ^ i y ) \ \ ^ ( ( O - O ^ O ^ ^ . ^ j O y ^ n ^ ^ U ) \ 
love(John. Mary) 、、、、、(i,o)’slVongliO p^arenl^ h^n, Mary) » / / ^ / 
((1,0),strongly) 、、、、、、、、、:、、、、/(】(。)’t^e) \ / ' 
\、、、、U W \ / T y 彳 、、、、、、• X 、 、 • , , 、 广 f 
、、、、I 7 、 , ' 、 \ V ' ' love(John, Peter) V ；! 
、、\ ！ / : ' 、 、 \ ‘ / not parent(John, Peter) , 、、、、、\ / / ,入二、\' V \ / y ((1.0). normally) | 
c r - 、 o o 」 
John Mary Peter 
丨1 
Figure 4.6: Example showing the steps of ADDRULE((parent(x, y) i-> love(x, y) A ,'i 
love{y, x)), normally) j 
'I 
Steps: (Please also see Figure 1.1). 
1. Add the condition node parent{x, y) using ADDVAR through the following 
steps: 
(a) First, Add the predicate node parent(jc, y) w i th node value ((0,0),0). 
(b) Add the variable nodes x and y, which are first appeared in the 
sentence, into the PIN. 
(c) L ink the predicate node to the variable nodes using variable links re-
spectively. Numbered the l ink according to the variable slot number 
the l ink is representing. 
. ^ J 
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/ Z z [ 4 1 ， 丨 J y ) 一 一 一 " V ^ [ 2 d 】 \ / / \ \ 
- I / ^ r z ^ \ \ 
[ 1 a 】 、 ： 、 ， : m a @ J J 5 ^ ; 5 ; 0 【 2 d 】 V A 
normaliy) [3】、、 (^^^^ /2 ,2 ) love(x.y) \ 
((O.O).O) '乡 \ (1/2.2) 
love(x.y)八 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ \ 1 






Figure 4.7: Example showing the steps of ADDRULE((par*ent(a:，y) i-^ love(x, y)A '丨 
love{y, x)), normally) (Simplified Version) 
i 
(d) L ink the predicate node to the prototypical node using a rule instance ‘ 
l ink. ‘ 
2. Add the conclusion node love(x, y)/\l(nje(jj, x) using ADDCONJ w i th ADDVAR , 
,'t 
through the following steps: 
1! 
(a) Add the prototypical node for the conjunction w i th the respective 丨  
combinative links (l ink weight of 2)) from the prototypical node , 
of the sub-terms. 
(b) Add the predicate node of the conjunction love(x, y)Alove{y, x) w i th 
node value ((0,0),0). 
(c) L ink the predicate node to the respective variable nodes created be-
fore. Assign the l ink indexes according to the variable slot numbers. 
(d) Add the predicate nodes for the sub-expressions w i th node values 
((0,0),0) using ADDVAR. 
(e) L ink the predicate nodes of the sub-expressions to the respective 
variable nodes created before and assign the l ink indexes accordingly. 
J 
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(f) L ink the predicate nodes of the sub-expressions to the predicate 
nodes of the conjunction using combinative links w i th l ink weight 
2), representing a logical AND relation. 
(g) L ink the predicate nodes of the sub-expressions and the conjunction 
itself to their respective prototypical nodes accordingly using rule 
instance links. 
3. Add rule l ink (alternative l ink) between the condition and conclusion pred-
icate nodes w i th a l ink weight of ((1,0), normally). 
>101' 
4. Because of the AND relation at the conclusion node, rule links are also I 
‘ 1 
needed to be added between the condition node and the predicate nodes J： 
representing the sub-expressions of the conclusion. The l ink weight of ;； 
these rule links are also ( (1 ,0) , normally). ff 1 
f； 
Recursive rule S 
j 
PIN is generally an acyclic inference network, but there are cases in predicate ‘ 
rules that the conclusion part contains a predicate used in the condition part, '个 
such as Above(x,y) A On(y, z) Above{x, z). These rules are called recursive ’i 
rules. In such case, we wi l l have two different nodes representing the same 
predicate w i th different variables. Obviously, the conclusion may become the j. 
ti 
condition of the rule again i f the rule is called recursively. The network wi l l || 
let the prototypical node handle the recursion, which in fact w i l l process the ，, 
instance links one by one as in a normal predicate node. The inference through 
recursive rule w i l l be discussed in details in Section 5.2. 
Cyclic Rules 
Apart from recursive rules, cyclic rules may also bring in problems like con-
tradictory results and infinite looping. A set of cyclic rules is formed when we 
define a series of rule which wi l l make the condition predicate finally become 
the conclusion predicate of another rule in the series while the variable in the 
rules are exactly the same. For example, i f we have added A(x) B{x) and 
B(x) h-)- C{x) into the PIN, and we now want to add another rule C{x) A{x) 
i 
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or C{x) i-> a set of cyclic rules w i l l then be formed. Apar t f rom the nor-
mal rules, the domain predicates of the v i r tua l objects also bring the occurrence 
of cyclic rules in the similar ways. We should take these domain predicates as 
i f they are conditions in a rule whereas the proposition (i f the v i r tual object is 
a proposition) w i l l be the conclusion. PIN is an acyclic inference network. We 
therefore do not allow the occurrence of such cyclic rules as they wi l l affect the 
correctness and completeness of our computation functions and query process-
ing procedure. A simple independent procedure based on the graph properties 
of the inference network w i l l keep track of the rules to prevent the occurrence of 
cyclic rules by disallowing the declaration of the last rule in a set of cyclic rules, 
or the declaration of the last domain predicate which caused the cycle, in our ‘;, 
previous example, the th i rd ADD operation of C{x) A{x) or C{x) ->A{x) 拟 
wi l l be disallowed by this checking procedure. ^ 
T丨 
4.5 Remove Opera t i on , 
i 
There are two situations for the REMOVE operation: removing a belief (a logical ‘丨 
expression) b w i th node value {{h, fb),deg[b]), or removing a rule a ^ b w i th 卜i 
l ink weight {u,v) and l ink degree {deg[rule]). 
f 
4 
4.5 .1 R e m o v e a B e l i e f 
k 
Removing a belief has the same meaning to changing the belief from ((t&，/&), , 
deg[b]) to ((0,0), 0) to the network. In order to change the node value, we wi l l 
need to find out the predicate node to be removed in the inference network and 
do the change. 
Removing a human-biased relation is also a special case of removing beliefs. 
Both the inputs (part of the inputs or even all inputs) or the whole relation 
(by removing the resultant node) can be removed. They are done by removing 
the respective node which represents the input and/or resultant node, just like 
removing other ordinary predicate nodes. 
Procedure REMQVEb((M, (fe, /&), deg\b]) [ inputt ing source]) 
• J 
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1. Search for the prototypical node (through the first predicate in case of a 
disjunction or conjunction of expressions) b. I f the prototypical node does 
not exist, the belief to be removed is not in the network. We can stop the 
REMOVE procedure now. 
2. F ind the respective node through the direct instance l ink or v i r tua l in-
stance l ink, w i th respect to whether the belief is ful ly instantiated or 
instantiated by v i r tua l object (s). I f the node representing the belief to be 
removed is not found, the belief is currently not in the scope of PIN. The 
procedure can stop here. -‘ 
•丨' 
3. After the respective predicate node has been found, compare the input t ing 
f 
source given in the operation w i th the source sequence in the predicate : 
々 
node '丨 I' ff I 
• I f the given source does not appear in the existing sequence, the belief • 
specified is not found in the PIN and the operation can be stopped. ；: 
• I f the source is the only source in the existing input t ing source se-
"I 
quence, replace the node value of b ( (4 , f t ) , deg[b], {source})) by 
((0,0), 0, {source^)). ''' 
• I f the source is found in the existing input t ing source sequence, re- , 
'itt. 
move the input t ing source f rom the sequence. '丨' 
丨於: 
4. Apply the computation functions to propagate the node value forward 一 
through the outgoing inter-node links of node b. The propagation process 
may need to execute recursively i f the next node has outgoing inter-node 
links. 
5. Removing the belief w i l l affect the previous nodes (nodes which give in-
put t ing inter-node links to the node h) in the following situation?: 
^Situations listed also are also applicable even when a pre-negation has been added to the 
respective combinative links 
— i 
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(a) I f the input t ing inter-node links to the node b is forming an AND 
relation, and the original node value of node b is ((1,0), deg[b]), then 
remove those previous nodes w i th an input t ing source sequence〈 
input t ing source, b) using the operation REMOyEsipreviousjnode). 
(b) I f the input t ing inter-node links to the node b is forming an OR 
relation, and the original node value of node b is ((0，1)，deg[b]), then 
remove those previous nodes w i th the node value ((0，1), deg[b]), pi 
(0 < i < n, n is the number of logical expression the disjunction or 
conjunction b has), using the operation REMOVEb {previous-node). 
(c) I f the input t ing inter-node links to the node b is forming a human- | 
biased relation, then remove all those previous nodes … P i …Pm， f 
where m is the number of previous nodes and 0 < i < m) connected |； 
by respective combinative links w i th the same input t ing source as 
b. Remove them by applying the operation REMOVEb(pi). The . 
combinative links are also needed to be deleted. 
i： 
. ‘丨於I. 
The following example illustrates how a conjunction is removed from the , 
r(iy 
inference network shown in Figure 4.3. 
I,:' 
Example 4.5.1 Remove the belief parent {John, Mary) V love{John, Mary) ,|i 
of node value ((1,0), strongly) from Figure 4.3 in Example J^.J^.S. 
Steps: 1 於 
1. Search for the prototypical node of the conjunction through the prototyp- “ 
ical node of the first term in the sentence. 
2. The predicate node has only one information source, which is the one we 
are going to remove. Thus, we simply replace the node value by ((0，0)，0). 
Procedure stops i f there are no following nodes. 
3. However, the removing belief is a conjunction and we wi l l need to check 
and remove the following nodes. We search for the predicate node for 
the sub-expressions. As their sources are only the incoming source w i th 
the conjunction, we need to replace their node value by ((0,0),0) as the 
previous step. • 
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parent(-2)八 
love(-2) _ (1 么 " ^ ^ 1 / 2 ’ 2) 
parent(John, Mary) ((0,0),0) J ^ ^ . _ \ 
i ‘ i / I love(John, Peter) / \ 
(1/2,2)/ J ^ - ^ ^ ((O.O).O) / ) 
\ parent(John, Peter) <s*> / J 
O ^ C r A 下 , 1 , 2 ) J / 
^ ^ love(-2)V 
parent(John, Mary) A love(John, Mary) parent(John, Mary) ^-^-^a^JL ^ ^ not parent(-2) 
love(John, Mary) ((1,0), strongly) ((1,0), true) 7 V ^ i 
((1,0), strongly) 1 
[ 2 � 昙 • love(John, Peter) V 
• nx n、 not parent(John, Peter) 
((O.O).O) 、 … ’ ( ( 1 . 0 ) . normally) -
•Note: Object layer (nodes and links) and information sources are removed for the sake of clear representation. ，‘' 
Figure 4.8: Example showing the steps of REMOVEp(parent(Jo/in, Mary) V 
« , 
love、John, Mary), ((1,0), strongly)) : 
tr. 
In the above example, i f the two predicate nodes parent [John, Mary) have jj 
the same node value, they wi l l be combined into one node and having two infor-
mat ion sources in the sequence init ial ly. In such case, when we need to remove 丨 
the belief brought by the conjunction, we wi l l need to remove the information 
source given by the conjunction from the information source sequence and then f 
add a new predicate node w i th node value ((0,0),0) using the ADDp procedure J, 
in order to complete the R E M O V E B procedure. 本 
4.5.2 R e m o v e a R u l e 
To remove a rule, the only th ing to do is to remove the rule l ink between the con-
di t ion node and the conclusion node. The condition and the conclusion nodes 
wi l l not be removed. The rule l ink is identified by its l ink weight and l ink degree. 
Procedure REMOVER((a 6), ((u,v),deg\rule])) 
1. Search for the prototypical node P of the predicate node representing the 
condition part (through the first predicate P i in case of a disjunction or 
conjunction of expressions). I f the prototypical node cannot be found, the 
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rule does not exist in the network and the procedure can then stop. 
2. Through the rule instance links coming out of the prototypical node, find 
the predicate node representing condition belief a w i th the matched in-
put t ing source. I f the node a is not found, the rule does not exist. We 
wi l l stop the procedure here. 
3. F ind the rule l ink w i th l ink weight (u,v) and l ink degree deg[link] repre-
senting the IF-THEN relation a 6 which is decided to be removed. I f 
there is no such rule l ink connecting predicate nodes a and b, or b does 
not exist, there w i l l be no rule a 6 in the inference network and the : 
I 
procedure can then stop. 





• Check i f the condition node is linked to the predicate nodes of the 广 
11 
sub-expressions of the conclusion part. I f such rule links are found ^ 
and the sub-expressions have a matching information source (the '丨 
same information source as the condition node w i th the sentence • 
representing the conclusion), the rule links to the sub-expressions 'I 
are also needed to be removed. Jj 
4 
5. Check i f the input t ing source of b contains the user defined one. (the one 丨丨 
to be removed) '1丨; 
• I f the input t ing source matches, delete the l ink from the network and 
the REMOVE is done. 
參 Otherwise, find the next available rule l ink. 
6. I f no rule l ink is found satisfied after all, the rule to be removed does not 
exist in fact. 
The rule removing procedure is i l lustrated in the following example: 
E x a m p l e 4.5.2 Remove the rule parent(x, y) love{x, y) A love{y, x) of 
deg[rule] of normally from Figure in Example 
Steps: 
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一 4 、 — 
/ P I ] / 2,3/ r I 
l y ^ Z [6]，3丨一4""7 ' - "^"^ [5] \ I / \ \ 
parent(x,y) ^ ^ ^ ^ 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 riy^ love(y,x) \ \ 
((o.o).o) V^：：--〜〜 〜 [ 6 】丨 ( ( o . o ) . o ) \ \ 
normaly》 、 < ^^(1/2,2) love(x.y) \ 
((0,0),0) (1/2 2) 






Figure 4.9: Example showing the steps of REMOVER(parent(rr, y) love{x, \ 
y) A love{y, x)) of deglrule] of normally. I 
I 
丨: 
1. Search for the prototypical node of the condition part of the rule. 丨  
2. Search for the predicate node w i th matching information source through 
ti 
the rule instance links. [ 
fi 
•1： 
3. Find a matching rule l ink from the predicate node of the condition part. 丨丨 
Through the rule l ink, find and check i f the condition node and its infor- 丨:i 
mat ion source sequence is matched. 
4. Delete the matched rule l ink. Stop here i f the conclusion part is a simple 
single predicate expression. 
5. Same process as Step 3 is done to rule links linked to the predicate nodes 
of the sub-expressions also. 
6. Matched rule links are also deleted. 
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4.6 Revise Ope ra t i on 
When the external inputt ing source of network knowledge has changed its view, 
the node value of the predicate node (in case of a proposition) or the link type 
and the degree of belief of the rule l ink (in case of a rule) wi l l not be valid and 
need to be updated. This knowledge updating process is done by the operation 
REVISE. 
In fact, REVISE operation can be considered as an ADD operation after 
a REMOVE operation. However, i t is more efficient to have another set of 
procedures to handle the REVISE operation. Similar to REMOVE operation, we 
divide the REVISE operation into two types, revising a belief and revising a rule. 
丨i 丨i 
4 .6 .1 R e v i s e a B e l i e f ；1 
The procedure to revise a belief is more or less similar to the REMOVE pro- \ 
cedure. The new node value and degree of belief wi l l be put into the network 丨：丨；丨 
instead of the value ((0,0),0). Moreover, we wi l l need to keep track on the re-
*丨 
vision of conjunctions and disjunctions to see i f their sub-expressions wil l need 
necessary revision also. 
>1； 
Though a human-biased relation is expressed as a normal predicate node as 丨： 
other beliefs, revising such a relation requires to revise the link weights of the 丨  
combinative links connecting the beliefs. Such procedure has not been intro- I' 
duced in the PIN. Thus, revising a human-biased relation is not allowed in the ll; 
PIN. However, one can remove an existing human-biased relation and then add “ 
a new one in order to renew the existing relation. 
Procedure REVISEb(6, ((U, f t ) , deg\b]), ( ( i j , / / ) , deg^lb]) [inputting source]) 
1. Search for the prototypical node (through the first predicate in case of a 
disjunction or conjunction of expressions) for b. I f the prototypical node 
does not exist, the belief to be revised is not in the network. We can stop 
the REVISE procedure now. 
2. Find the respective node through the direct instance link or virtual in-
stance link, with respect to whether the belief is fully instantiated or 
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instantiated by v i r tua l object(s). I f the node representing the belief is not 
found, the belief is currently not in the scope of PIN. The procedure can 
stop here. 
3. After the respective predicate node has been found, check the existing 
source sequence w i th the input t ing source given by the user. 
• I f the given source is the one and only input t ing source in the source 
sequence, replace the node value of b ( (4 , fb), deg[b], {source^)) by 
[礼 { s o u r c e i ) ) . 
• Otherwise, remove the given input t ing source f rom the source se- 丨丨 
quence and add a new belief using the appropriate ADD operation: it 
ADD(6, { ( t l f D ^ d e g ' m I 
4. Apply the computation functions to propagate the new node value forward li 
through the outgoing inter-node links of node b. The propagation process f; 
may need to execute recursively i f the next node has outgoing inter-node 
links. 
‘ 5 . Revising the belief w i l l affect the previous nodes (nodes which give in- j, 
put t ing inter-node links to the node b) in the following situation^: 丨) 
(a) I f the input t ing inter-node links to the node b is forming an AND 
relation, and the node value of node b is changed from ((1,0)，deg[b]) |i!: 
to ((0，1)，deg'[b]) or ((0，0), deg'[b]), then revise those previous nodes 
w i th the node value ((1,0), deg[b]) and a matching input t ing source 
(wi th the current node name), Pi {0 < i < n, n is the number of 
logical expression the disjunction or conjunction b has), using the 
operation REVISEB(Pi, ( (0,0) ,0)) . 
8The following cases are also applicable to those per-negated combinative links. However, 
when those links are per-negated, the node values (the original node value in cases (a) and 
(b) and the revised node value in cases (c) and (d) respectively) should also be a negated one 
comparing to the listed one in the procedure. 
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(b) I f the input t ing inter-node links to the node b is forming an OR 
relation, and the node value of node b is changed from ((0，1)，deg[b]) 
to ((1,0), deg'[b]) or ((0,0), deg'[b]), then revise those previous nodes 
w i th the node value ((0,1), deg[b]), and a matching input t ing source 
(wi th the current node name), Pj (0 < i < n, n is the number of 
logical expression the disjunction or conjunction b has), using the 
operation REVISEB(Pi, ((0，0), 0)). 
(c) I f the new node value of node b is {{1,0), deg'[b]) and the input t ing 
inter-node links to the node b is forming an AND relation, we need to . 
change the previous nodes which have a matching input t ing source | 
t 
(wi th the current node name) to {{1,0), deg'[b]). 、 
1' 
(d) I f the new node value of node b is ((0，1), deg'[b]) and the input t ing \ 
inter-node links to the node b is forming an OR relation, we need to i 
change the previous nodes which have a matching input t ing source 
(wi th the current node name) to ((0,1), deg'[b]). "“ 
i 0\ 
4.6.2 R e v i s e a R u l e 1 
十 
Procedure for revising a rule is very similar to that for removing a rule. I t 
ft it**' 
searches for the rule and changes the l ink weight and degree instead of deleting ^ 
the l ink. f： 
t 
Procedure REVISER(a b, {{u, v), dei^llink]), ((it ' ’ 幻')，deff'flmk])) ‘ 
1. Search for the prototypical node P of the predicate node representing the 
condition part (through the first predicate P i in case of a disjunction or 
conjunction of expressions). I f the prototypical node cannot be found, the 
rule does not exist in the network and the procedure can then stop. 
2. Through the rule instance links coming out of the prototypical node, find 
the predicate node representing condition belief a w i th the matched in-
put t ing source. I f the node a is not found, the rule does not exist. We 
wi l l stop the procedure here. 
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3. F ind the rule l ink w i th l ink weight {u, v) and l ink degree deg[link] repre-
senting the IF-THEN relation a b which is decided to be removed. I f 
there is no such rule l ink connecting predicate nodes a and or b does 
not exist, there wi l l be no rule a 6 in the inference network and the 
procedure can then stop. 
4. Check i f the input t ing source of b contains the user defined one. (the one 
to be removed) 
• I f the input t ing source matches, change the l ink weight and the l ink 
degree of the revising rule l ink from {{u,v), deg[link]) to |丄 
deg'[link]). ' 
• Otherwise, find the next available rule l ink. 丨: 
5. I f no rule l ink is found satisfied after all, the rule to be removed does not |丨 
I 
exist in fact. 
tf: 
The REVISE operation is very similar to REMOVE operation. One can refer 
to the examples in the previous section (Examples 4.5.1 and 4.5.2) for step by 丨‘: 
step i l lustration. ,, 
h 
4.7 Consistency Ma in tenance 《； 
丨。^ 
丨丨j. 
After an updating operation is executed to a PIN, the knowledge wi th in the 丨, 
inference network wi l l be altered and consistency of knowledge may be af-
fected. Though PIN accepts contradictory information, we wi l l st i l l need to 
have a consistency maintenance procedure in order to ensure the solution to 
any knowledge query is always unique. In PIN, a weak notion of consistency, 
W-consistency [Won97], is adopted to resolve the inconsistency i f present. 
W-consistency is a weaker notion of consistency comparing to classical log-
ics. Basically, the principles for W-consistency reasoning process is to t ry to 
keep as many unchanged beliefs as possible and to suppress the inconsistent be-
liefs instead of expelling them from the final belief state like the classical logical 
consistency, he major advantage of adopted W-consistency is that i t can tol-
erate unknown and/or contradictory sub-expressions where logical expression 
A 




Z Logically Consistent 
\ ( ( (0.0):(0,1) (1,0):(0.1) / o.O):(0,0)^N J 
Opposing __X;^:««:^0’0):(1’0) (0’1):(1,0) ) J / 
(W-inconsistent) 
r r：：： ^ ^ ^ - ^ 
The unique weakest / To be determined 
' = I = O R " T H E U N I V E R S E • 
i >1 
Notation: ’卜' 
(Node Value of logical expression): (combined input node value of the set of sub-expressions) 
I 




concerned is either wi th a node value of (1,0) for a disjunction, or (0,1) for a ,丨丨 
conjunction. In the previous discussed knowledge update operators, we have an ^ 
assumption that the beliefs in the inference network are init ial ly W-consistent. 
il! 
'1 
4.7 .1 L o g i c a l Supp ress ion 丨 
‘ 
Suppressions come wi th the computation functions naturally [LF94b]. When 
there are inconsistent inputs for a belief, only the strongest input wi l l be selected 
at the prototypical node. Other weaker and inconsistent inputs sti l l remains 
in PIN, but are suppressed by their stronger counterparts temporarily. More-
over, when the input of a logical expression is suppressed, the sub-expressions 
created by the logical expression and the expressions related to the logical ex-
pression (includes conjunctions and disjunctions containing the expression and 
other expression linked by alternative rule links) may need to be suppressed 
also. The logical suppression may need to be revised by adding or releasing the 
suppression, corresponds to the adding, removing and revising operation of the 
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beliefs. 
Dur ing consistency reasoning, the final t r u th value of a logical expression is 
determined by the computation functions w i th the reasoning procedure. Thus, 
though the final belief may come from either a direct input or a combined input 
f rom its sub-expressions, inconsistency wi l l only occur when: 
1. the combined input of the sub-expressions is opposing the t ru th value of 
the logical expression, or 
2. there are disagreeing sub-expressions or influencing sub-expressions. 
t 
Though inconsistency wi l l occur in the above cases only, we wi l l need to ‘ 
handle the chain effect when one of the predicate node needed to be suppressed. , 
Thus, we wi l l need to check the consistency of al l the previous and next nodes 
of the affected node. Suppressing all disagreeing and influencing sub-expression n' 
to (0,0) w i l l maintain a W-consistency. Details can be found in [Won97]. ；‘ 
»!• 
4.7.2 E x a m p l e on H a n d l i n g Incons is tent I n f o r m a t i o n 丨 
Let us have a look at the effect of logical suppression during continuous update j， 
operations using the following example. From a weak information source W, ft 
we are to ld that the belief Slim{Mary) A Beautiful (Mary) is false. Expressed 
in PIN, we w i l l have the following picture (Figure 4.11)9: ''' 
,r••‘ 
I f we are then told by a stronger information source that Slim{Mary)八 
Beautiful (Mary) is in fact strongly believed. We wi l l then add the belief w i th 
node value {{1,0), strongly) into the PIN as shown in Figure 4.12). 
According to the computation functions defined in Section 3.1，the new belief 
has a greater degree of belief and thus wi l l override the previous weak beliefs. 
The previous added predicate nodes are thus suppressed. This suppression can 
be controlled by the computation functions of the alternative links. When a 
®Variable and object layers have been hidden for less complexity 
J 
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siim(-)八 Beautiful(-) 
Siim(-) ^ p ^ l / S , 2) ( 1 / 2 , B e a u t i f u l ( - ) 
V i T 
Slim(Mary) f J Beautiful (Mary) 





Figure 4.11: Slim[Mary)八 Beauti f ul(^Mary) w i th node value ((0,1)，weakly) f 
is added into a PIN 
V' 
siim(-) A Beautiful(-) 
siim(-) 2) \ Beautiful(-) ， 
l\' A 
/ ^lim(Mary) \ I s ) Beautiful(Mary>vJ i 
/ “。’_ > ) ； 
/ \ \ ^ ^ Beautiful(Mary) ^ 
. / Slim(Mary)A \ ^ ^ ((1,0), strongly) f 
7 Beautiful (Mary) \ 2) , 
丄 ( (0 ,1 ) .weak ly )^>K^ J；, 
{ v Z ^ Slim(Mary) A 
Slim(Mary) Beautiful (Mary) 
((1,0), strongly) ((1，0), strongly) 
( J ) Suppressed Beliefs 
Figure 4.12: Slim(^Mary) Beautif ul、Mary) w i th node value ((1,0), strongly) 
is added into the PIN in Figure 4.11 
query is being processed, due to a stronger degree, the expected answer wi l l be 
given. 
Then, we have another information source T to ld us that Mary is not slim 
J 
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and i t is 100% t ru th . We wi l l need to update our PIN once more. The 
newly added belief Slim{Mary) ((0,1), true) w i l l override all the previously 
added knowledge as shown in Figure 4.13. The conjunction Slim{Mary)八 
Beautiful (Mary) w i l l not have a valid direct instance which matched the vari-
able slots of the query but not suppressed, but the node value of Slim{Mary) A 
Beautiful (Mary) can st i l l be obtained by first obtaining the node value of its 
sub-expressions. As we can see in the figure, the node value for for the first 
sub-expression Slim{Mary) is {{1,0), true), and the node value for the second 
sub-expression Beautiful (Mary) is the default value ((0,0),0) here, due to the 
lack of valid instance links under the prototypical node of Beautiful {Mary). 
Thus, the node value for the conjunction of the two sub-expressions is ((0,0),0). 
The details of the node value querying w i l l be discussed in details in Chapter 5. 丨 
'V 丨 
Slim(-) A Beautiful(-) j'' 
2) ' A (1/272)""® Bii[itif[il(-) I:丨: 
\ 丨 I 
/ \Slim(Mary) \ f S ) Beautiful(Mar^ \^i 
Slim(Mary) / ( ^ 0 ) , 0) ((0,0), 0) " V ^ 、 
((o，i)’_ / 'r； 
/ \ z y \ i ^ ^ Beautiful(Mary) 
. / Slim(Mary) A \ ^ ^ ((1,0), strongly) ；I" 
7 Beautiful (Mary) \ 2) 丨 
/ ((0,1), weakly) ^ ^ ’ ；t: 
(i) — ^ ^ I 
v f y (1/2,2) Slim(Mary) A V 
Slim(Mary) Beautiful (Mary) ,, 
((1,0), strongly) ((1 ’0), strongly) “ 
( J ) Suppressed Beliefs 
Figure 4.13: Slim{Mary) w i th node value ((0,1)，true) is added into the PIN in 
Figure 4.12 
Suppose we are to ld to remove the last belief we have just added. The updat-
ing operation triggers the consistency control procedures. Slim{Mary) wi l l re-
tain the stronger (1,0) value. This also releases the suppression of Slim、Mary、/\ 
Beautiful (Mary) and Beautiful (Mary), both regain the node value of ((1,0), 
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strongly). I f the belief Beautiful (Mary) ((0, l),true) is added before we re-
move the belief, the logical suppression of Slim{Mary)八 Beautif uJ\Mary) 
and Beautiful [Mary) w i l l not be released because they are contradicted to 
the belief Beautiful {Mary) ( (0， l ) , t rue) . 
4.8 Chap te r S u m m a r y 
In this chapter, we have laid down the detail procedures for the dynamic update 
operations of PIN. By applying the appropriate operations, we can update the 
knowledge represented in the inference network. However, the updating process 
may lead to inconsistency of knowledge when new knowledge is opposing the 
old knowledge. Thus, we need a consistency maintenance procedure described 卜: 















In the previous chapters, we have introduced how we can represent and update ,. „ 
our knowledge in PIN. Now, we shall discuss on how to make queries on the ''' 
I；'" 
knowledge in a PINand how these queries are satisfied. There are two types of 丨 
r'； 
queries in PIN: Type I queries, which are used to ask for the t ru th value of a 
querying expression, and type I I queries, which find the object instances that 丨! 
can instantiate the unknown variable slots in the querying knowledge for a given 丄 
t ru th value. Some forms of type I I queries wi l l give the most direct instance 丨丨 
only, and the others give a set of all possible instances as a ful l set of solution 丨〜 
respectively. While processing a query, we may need also to find the domain of 丨 
i丨丨 
quantification. The objects in the domain can be found by a similar procedure 丨〜 
as the query Queries wi th quantification (either type I or type I I ) needs special ！! 
care on matching the objects in the domain of quantification. ‘ 
To start this section, we introduce the procedure for retrieving the objects 
in the domain first. This wi l l be intensively used in the sections afterwards. We 
also introduce an infinite looping checking algorithm to prevent looping brought 
about by recursive calling of the rules before we get into the detail procedures 
for each type of queries. 
103 
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5.1 Doma ins o f Quan t i f i ca t i on 
Before we are exploring the query processing procedures, we should first find 
out what is the set of objects which are considered to be wi th in a declared 
predicate domain. The v i r tual object used in defining the needed quantification 
is linked to the domain predicate using a domain l ink. The v i r tual object are 
in fact representing the set of objects in the domain of quantification which 
can instantiate the domain predicate to a t ru th value (as at the t ime they were 
declared ignoring the further belief change) same as the one w i th quantification. 
Especially, when we are specifying a quantification, we wi l l l imi t the v i r tual •‘ 
object to be wi th in a domain. The domain is usually defined by a unary domain 々 
predicate, which may already exist in the PIN. I f the domain relation has more 
than one variable slot, the quantification domain wi l l using only the specific one 
which is denoted by the vir tual object and variable, the other unused slots can i’' 
be matched wi th any object during reasoning. For example, when we are finding 
the objects in a binary domain relation P(_, x) , where _ means the variable slot ；: 
we do not care, we wi l l need to find out the possible object instantiations for ‘ 
I丨 
the second variable slot only and any object can be matched at the first variable ^ 
slot. “丨 
In another words，when a unary domain predicate is linked by a domain 
l ink, the objects wi th in such domain can be found by locating all direct and )丨 
rule instances declared under the prototypical node of the domain predicate (in- ) 
‘ < 
eluding the suppressed ones) which have the same node value wi th the needed 
one — (1,0) when the domain predicate is in a positive form, for example, /i： in 
or (0,1) when the domain predicate is negated when i t is de-
clared, for example,购 in Mammal{iX2n2^{^Bat{ix2))) ^ (购M2e{Mammai(約)}) 
on the domain predicate. V i r tua l instances wi l l be needed only in some special 
cases, which wi l l be discussed later in the procedure in this section. Though 
some of the declared predicate nodes are suppressed by other nodes which are 
more strongly believed, and in some other cases, the node may even contribute 
a contradictory resultant node value, we st i l l consider the object is wi th in the 
domain as i t has been declared before. The object wi l l be removed from a 
domain only when the related belief is removed or revised. 
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Simply speaking, there are several sources where an object wi th in a specified 
domain can be found, viz, from direct inputs, derived from the regular rules and 
rules w i th quantification. To simplify the search for the objects in PIN, we have 
chosen to search the most direct means (i.e., direct instances) first, and then 
followed by the other indirect ways (i.e., direct rules and then vir tual rules) i . 
The following procedure should return a correct and complete unique set of 
objects in the domain and the computation terminates finitely. The proof for 
the correctness, completeness, uniqueness and finiteness of the result is given in 
Section 6.2 in Pages 161-167. ；^  
I丨丨 
(PI ) Procedure for Finding Objects in a Domain D(x) ''' 
I 丨 I,* 
— 
1. Find the prototypical node D(—). I f the prototypical node is not found, 
I f 
the domain predicate does not exist at all. 二 
•t 
丨!、 
2. Follow all direct instance links one by one non-repeatedly. (1 
丨：丨1 
I 
(a) Any object instantiation in the predicate node can match either the 〜 
existential vir tual objects or the variables in the querying expression. 丨p丨丨 
On the other hand, the ful ly instantiated variable slot in the querying ] 
•I' 
expression must make an exact match. 
f* 
(b) Check i f the node value is the one required by the domain predicate. 
i.e. (1,0) for those positive domains and (0,1) for those negated ones. , ‘ 
The instantiated objects of those domain bounding variable slots in 
those predicate nodes wi th matched node value wi l l be a member of 
the objects within the domain. 
(c) I f the current querying domain predicate is not unary, i.e., there 
are more than one variable slots in the querying predicate, those 
variable slots which are fully-instantiated must be exactly matched 
iThis order can be redefined and it shall not affect the termination and uniqueness of the 
querying search process. 
J 
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and those w i th v i r tua l objects w i l l match any object instantiation. 
Only the object instantiations for the variable slot which bounds 
the domain wi l l be considered as the objects w i th in the domain. 
(Example: Consider the querying domain predicate, P{A, y), where y 
is the domain hounding variable slot, i. e. the slot the virtual object is 
representing. The domain predicate will match an instance B) 
if the instance possesses the required node value, but will not match 
the instance P{C, B) in any case.) 
(d) Proceed on next direct instance l ink. I f no more direct instance l ink 一 
is left, t r y the rule instance links. ；丨r 
I 
s'l: 
3. Next, check all rule instance links one by one non-repeatedly. :, 
(a) Proceed on next step only i f all ful ly instantiated variable slots in 
the querying expression match the respective variable slots in the ''' 
instances. By the way, the e in the querying expression, which wi l l i 
only be generated wi th in the procedure but not defined by the in- ！ 
put t ing query, can be matched w i th any object instantiation, {i.e. I 
P(£,y) can match with P{A, K), P{B,L), P{K, A) and etc.) 
(b) Go through the alternative l ink one by one incoming to the predicate 
node and find the condition node a in the rule a i-^ 6 at the other 山 
i： 
end of the l ink. ‘丨‘ 
h" 
(c) Check Table 5.1 and find the object instantiations wi th in the predi- 、、,、 
cate of the condition node a w i th a suitable node value by applying 
this whole procedure recursively. 
(d) I f the predicate of the condition node a contains other uninstantiated 
variable, we wi l l treat the variable as an existential v i r tual object (£：) 
and continue the search, e here is treated as "don't care". 
(e) The retrieved instantiated objects from steps (a) to (d) are the ob-
jects in the domain which we are finding. 
(f) Try next incoming rule to the current predicate node i f there exists 
any. Otherwise, t r y the next rule instance links from the prototypical 
node unt i l no rule instance l ink is left. 
A 
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Current rule link 
. T / L � � u l e t y p e • Domain on a 
Domain Type [b) weight 
(1,0) positive (1,0) 
positive - n a ^ b (0,-1) negative (0,1) 
(，） —— ( 1， 0 ) s k i p this link 
，a ，b (0,1) 
a 6 l i l^)——skip this link 
. . , n i 、 - ^ a ^ b (0,-1) 
negative (0,1) 
-yb (-1,0) positive (1,0) 
-ia ，b (0,1) negative (0,1) 丨I， p 
Table 5.1: Finding domain of condition node a in a rule a 6 fjf 
I,;; 
V, 
4. I f the searching predicate contains an existential virtual object (which wi l l i::; 
be invoked only after the appearance of a rule), we wi l l also need to check jf 
the respective virtual instances link under the prototypical node. ( 
.丨I丨 
(a) Any object (including fjL or e) in the predicate node can match the 
existential virtual objects in the querying expression, while the vari- / 
[‘ 
able which represents the objects in the domain must be matched by ,, 
if'' 
an instantiated object or the universal virtual object (/i). 丨 
k 
(b) I f the predicate node representing virtual instance contains no in- :i… 
coming rule link, ‘, 
i. Check the instantiated variable slots in the querying expression 
with the one in the predicate node, proceed on the next step 
only i f an exact match is made; otherwise go back to step 4 (b) 
to find for another virtual instance. 
ii. Take the object instantiation as a member object in the domain 
directly i f the domain bounding variable slot is fully instantiated 
and the node value of the respective predicate node is the desired 
one. 
ii i. I f the domain bounding variable slot is a universal virtual object 
(//), find the domain link, retrieve the objects in such domain 
A 
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which holds the required t ru th value (see Table 5.1) and include 
them as the member of the objects of the domain we are finding. 
iv. I f the domain l ink cannot be found, the domain is based on 
the present predicate and we should have gone through all its 
other instances, and thus the current vir tual instance link can 
be ignored. 
(c) I f the vir tual instance contains incoming rule links, 
i. I f the domain bounding variable slot is matched by a fully in-
stantiated object, according to Table 5.1, find a match for the ”一 
previous node applying this domain search procedure — keep f? 
the instantiation for the domain bounding variable slot and find ''I 
for a match for other variable slots. The vir tual object can be .:: 
matched by any object. Whenever a match can be found hav- , 
ing desired node value, the object instantiation for the domain 
bounding variable slot wi l l be taken as the member of the domain :' 
we are searching. 
ii. I f the domain bounding variable slot is a vir tual object j i in the 广 
predicate node, according to Table 5.1, we wi l l find the the object P 
instantiation (do the domain finding procedure) for the variable }' 
slot which represents the same variable of the domain bounding 
I <• 
variable slot in the previous node. The object instantiations 
found for the respective variable slots of the previous node are 
also the objects in the domain we are finding. 
We determine i f the objects are in a particular domain only by whether they 
have been declared, for example, as direct inputs, and not on their current sta-
tus. This means that a object associated wi th a currently disbelieved predicate 
should sti l l be considered as an object in its related domain i f the object is in 
a predicate which was init ial ly declared as believed when i t was put into the 
inference network. 
In another words, the searching procedure for the objects in a domain (PI ) 
is similar to a type I I query (see Section 5.5 for details) which finds all the 
instance matching the domain predicate. However, we wi l l ignore those object 
J 
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instantiations obtained from the v i r tua l instances of the domain predicate. The 
checking steps (for example, Step 3c and 4c(i i i).C of the procedure QUERYJIp in 
page 134) are also omit ted because we do not care whether the final node value 
of the related belief is matched. The answer set of the query w i l l then becomes 
the objects w i th in the domain of quantification. I f the domain l ink cannot be 
found, the predicate node which calls the v i r tua l object w i l l be the domain 
predicate. We wi l l go to the prototypical node of the predicate containing the 
v i r tua l object and take the matching direct and rule instances as the objects in 
the domain of quantification. One may refer to Example 5.5.1 for an example 
on retrieving the objects w i th in the domain. 
乂 I'：' ti 
5.2 Reasoning t h r o u g h Recurs ive Rules 
In general, PIN is a finite acyclic inference network. Recursive rules are only 丨 
local logical loop which wi l l not bring any harm to the assumption of an acyclic 丨 
network. Obviously, the rule can be repeatedly applied and the conclusion ！, 
1 
may eventually become the condition of the rule i f the rule is recursive (e.g., !丨/ 
on(rr, z)Aabove(z, y) !->• above{x, y), the same predicate appears in the condition 丨  
丨丨 
and conclusion part of a rule). In such cases, the network wi l l take reference 丨 
I, 
to the prototypical node and the prototypical node wi l l handle the recursion 
I j 
one by one during network inference as in other predicate nodes. The query h 
processing procedure wi l l work on i t normally. ^ y 
When we are reasoning through a recursive rule, we may take a risk that the 
recursive rule is being used repeatedly and infinitely. In most cases, the infinite 
looping is caused by the calling for non-existing instances or repeated solutions. 
We introduce an information source checking algorithm [LC99] to ensure the 
recursive rules wi l l not bring an infinite looping in the PIN during inference 
and query processing. We make use of the information source defined in the 
2 For the sake of readability and simplicity, the recurring instance link with the predicate 
node will be copied and attached to the recurring node temporarily in some of our examples 
during the inference of a recursive rule. The duplication will not affect the computation and 
inference process of PIN. 
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node value to keep track on the calling of sub-queries and repeated information 
on returning solution to queries. When we find repeated source pattern in the 
source list, we wi l l skip the current instance link and check for other options. 
Definition 5.2.1 (Repeated Source Pattern) The source pattern is called 
repeated when a source or a number of sources is repeating at the tai l of the 
deriving information source sequence. • 
Here are some examples of repeating source pattern: {R, Si, Si,...), {A, B, C, 
A, B, C, ...〉，{A, B, C, X , y , X , y , . . . ) . The same patterns wi l l repeat them-
selves at the tai l of each source sequence. 丨 
The above definition is true only when the information source sequence ：，丨‘ 
consists finite number of source. As PINis a finite inference network, and the ‘ 
repeated source wi l l be cut through the control algorithm in Section 5.2.1，the , 
information source sequence wi l l therefore always be finite. Thus the above 丨 
definition wi l l always be true. | 
！f 
5.2.1 In f in i te Loop ing Cont ro l 丨  
The infinite looping control algorithm is used to check if we are going into an ?( 
infinite loop during a query on the knowledge in a PIN. The control algorithm l 
listed below procedure is an enhancement to the query processing procedures |,li 
I. 
introduced later in this chapter so that infinite looping can be avoided. 
I 
Infinite Looping Control Algorithm 
1. Initially, the deriving information source is {nil). 
2. When the query comes to the prototypical node, the information source 
is kept unchanged and passed through the instance link. 
3. Compare the deriving information source sequence at each predicate node. 
The search at the current recursive rule link can be stopped if the first 
repeating source pattern can be found within the information source. 
A 
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4. I f no exact match can be found, add the present predicate node into the 
source set, w i th the uninstantiated variable slots in the node substituted 
by the symbol “_，，• 
5. Pass the source sequence through the combinative and/or alternative l ink 
when necessary. 
6. I f a new sub-query is invoked, pass the source sequence as the in i t ia l 
deriving information source of the sub-query. 
7. Repeat from step 2 for next predicate node. 
：|| 
Using the above enhancement, the query processing procedure wi l l stop 
going deeper into a l ink i f repeated sub-queries are made at the point. This : 
stopping can essentially avoid the query from going into infinite looping. :' 
1•丨 
Repeated solution on the same query may also lead to infinite looping when 丨 
the knowledge can be derived by itself. The same algori thm wi l l also tackle j)； 
the problem because those unnecessary repeated solutions wi l l also produce a ！|彳 
repeating pattern in the deriving source sequence, (which is a b i t different from i^ / 
LC99]). I 
:•丨! 
• • '1, 
5.2.2 P r o o f of the f in i te t e r m i n a t i o n of recursive rules '' 
丨;；：丨 
.I-
Generally, recursions in PIN can be categorized into two types: the first is a 丨 
kind of simple recursion where a same predicate appears both in the condition , 
part and the conclusion in the same rule, and the rule is being recursively called 
continuously (such as the rule A{x, y) A{y,x) in Figure 5.1(a)). We called 
this a direct recursive rule. The other type wi l l go through a repeating rule 
after going through the same sequence of combinative links and/or other rules 
each t ime (such as {A{x, z) A B{y, z)) V C{z,y) i-^ A{x,y) in Figure 5.1(b)). 
This is the case for a recursive rule with intermediate links. We can identify the 
recursion by solely looking at the deriving information source in the predicate 
node. 
In the following proofs, we wi l l simply use "source" and "source sequence" 
to represent the deriving source and deriving source sequence. 
A 
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1 & 2 are instead representing Recursive 
the SAME node Rule 
B(x,y) B(y，x) 
I 
Recursive ‘ \ 
B(x,y) Rule , 0 B(y.x) \ 
I ^ Via instance links and 
Recursive • prototypical node 
B(x.y) B(y,x) 
• Figure (a) 
• Simple Recursion 一‘ 
I〉' 
After the same '丨::丨: 
combinative/ rule links Recursive /’ 
B(u,v) L1 …Ln _ B(x’y) ':::、 
、、、 A(x,y) 丨 
c & d are instead representing 、、、 
the SAME node 、、、 j；?' 
After the same 、 〜 、 \ 
combinative/rule links 、各 \ 
B(u,v) U …Ln B(x,y) \ '' 
^ ^ Recursive ^ ^ \ ./ 
、、 A(x,y) Rule \ 丨: 
f & g are instead representing 、、、 via instance links and , 
the SAME node 、、 prototypical node 
After the same 、 i , 
combinative/rule links 、 、 .‘： 
B(u,v) Q — L1 …Ln B(x’y) ：；：' 
、、、 A(x’y) Rule I, 
’ 、丨 
、、、 Figure (b) ‘ 
" - 、 Recursion after 
" - 、 several intermediate 
、 combinative/rule links 
Figure 5.1: Simplified figure i l lustrat ing recursive rules 
Lemma 5 .2.1 Repeated deriving source represents the ful l execution process 
w i th a direct recursive rule. 
Proof: In a case of simple recursive rule P(xi.. .Xn) ^ P{yi.. .2/n), where 
some of Xi = yj {0 < i < n,0 < j < 0), the recursion can be simplified as in 
Figure 5.1 (a). 
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When processing a query, backward searching of the links is being called. A t 
the first t ime after the recursion has been gone through, according to steps 4 and 
5 of the "Infinite Looping Control A lgor i thm" in Page 110, the source of the next 
predicate node (node 1) w i l l be {R, P { x i i . . . Xin)), where R represents the in i t ia l 
source at node 0 before going through the recursive rule and P { x i i . . . x in) is 
the recurring predicate. The variable slots in the predicate may be instantiated 
as an object {xi = (j)i) or uninstantiated (xi = _). The source w i l l be passed to 
node 2 through the prototypical node wi thout any change according to steps 2 
and 6. 
The recursive rule is so called because i t may be repeatedly used w i th the ,,, 
same instantiation in the variable slots during inference. I f the rule is used 
again, the source at node 3 w i l l be〈R, P { x i i . . . Xin), P { x 2 i . . . X2n)) (steps 4 ''' 
1," 
and 5). In particular, i f no new instantiat ion occurs in any variable slot, i.e., ::、 
Xii = X2i for al l z, 0 < i < n, the source is repeated and the rule is called i' 
recursively. I t may lead to a infinite loop. 《丨 
After going through the recursion for k times using the same variable in-
stantiation, the source of the next node is {R, P ( x i i , . . . Xin), P{x2i • • ‘ / 
. . . , P ( x k i . . .Xkn)) where xu = X2i = ... 二 ocki for al l i, 0 < i < n. Assume I! 
I'll 
that the above source is representing the calling of a repeatedly called recursive ‘ 
rule. I f we go through the recursion once more, the source wi l l become {R, 
P(工 11，. . . OCin), P{X21 . . . X2n), . . • , P{00kl . . • ^kn), P{X(^k+l)l . . . X(^k+l)n)) wheie 
^li = X2i = . . . = Xki =工(fc+i)i for a lH , 0 < 2 < n. The source is st i l l repeating ‘:: 
at the ta i l of the source sequence. 
Therefore, by induction, repeated source represents the recursive rule is used 
repeatedly. • 
L e m m a 5.2.2 Repeated deriving source patterns represents the ful l execution 
process of a recursive rule w i th intermediate links. 
P r o o f : Lemma 5.2.1 shows a special case of repeating source pattern where the 
number of intermediate links is 0. The repeating source pattern in such case 
has proven to be representing a mult iple execution of a same recursive rule. 
In other cases, when the rule is called recursively after going through other 
links, the recursion can be visualized in a simplified PIN as shown in Figure 5.1 
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(b). The intermediate links ( L i , L2,…，Lm) must be the same in each iteration. 
Different intermediate links reflect only the recursive rule is being called again 
in other branches of the searching tree, but the rule is not recursively called 
instead. 
I f the source at node a is in i t ia l ly set as (R), representing the node sequence 
which have been gone through before coming to the rule, we wi l l have the source 
{R, P { x i i . . . xin)) at the node immediately after node b according to steps 4 and 
5 of "Inf inite Looping Control Algor i thm" in Page 110，where Xi must be either 
an instantiated object or a unknown variable represented by "_". After going 
through the other links, the source passed to node c and d (through prototypical 丨, 
jil； 
node) w i l l be ( f i , P { x i i . . .rcin)，5^，…，Sm) i f there are m intermediate links 丨, 
(Steps 2, 4, 5 and 6 of the algorithm). I f the rule gone through just now is ‘ 
I:, 
applied again w i th the same instantiation for each variable slot, the source at 
node e wi l l be {R, P ( x i i . . .Xin), Si , . . . , Sm, P{x2i • • •工2n)〉，where x u = X2i 1 二 
for a l H , 0 < z < n. Source w i th different instantiations in the variable slots 'f 
一 
of the predicate is in fact representing a new query on the predicate and is not 
considered as recursively call ing the rule. "； 
卜, 
Then, i f the query processing procedure goes through the same set of in- 丨 
termediate links (Li, L2,…,Lm), at the end, the source at node e is {R, '' 
P{xii . . . Xin), Si, ...，Sm, P(工21 •..工2n), S i , … ， S m ) , wheie Xu = X2i for 1' 
all i , 0 < 2 < n. The source pattern is repeating and the rule has been called ：丨 
recursively. I f the intermediate links are different from the set of intermediate 
r 
links called before, there are no recurring part in the searching tree of the query . 
and thus the rule is not considered as a recursive rule. 
After the recursive rule and the intermediate links are gone through for 
k times, the source of the last predicate node is {R, P { x i i . . . Xin), S i , … ， 
Sm, P{p^2l • • • *5*1， ••• , Sm, ， P(p^kl • • • ••• ， Sm) ^  wheie 
x\i = X2i = . . . = Xki for a lH , 0 < i < n. I f we go through the whole recursion 
(the rule l ink w i th other intermediate links) for one more t ime, the source 
wi l l then become (JR, P { x i i . . .rcin)，Si, . . . , Sm, P(pC2i •. . . . , Sm, 
,户 O^H • -.Xkn), Si, ... , Sm, P{x(k+I)i. ..X(^k+i)n), Si, ... , Sm), where 
Xii = X2i = . •. = Xki = X(^k+i)i- The source pattern is st i l l repeated after one 
more call of recursion. 
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Therefore, by induction, repeated source pattern represents a recursive call 
of a rule and several intermediate links. • 
After we have identified the occurrence of recursion, we are now going to 
prove that a query on a belief w i th a repeating source / source pattern wi l l give 
the same set of answers as the query on the same belief w i th fundamental of 
the repeating source, i.e., same as the one which remove the abundant source. 
L e m m a 5.2.3 A query w i th a repeating deriving source pattern {R, S, S, 
… 〉 ( o r (i?, S, Si, 52, . . . , Sm, Si, S2,…，s爪， ) f o r m intermediate 
links, where R is the source before the repeating pattern), gives the same set of 丨， 
answers as the respective fundamental query w i th non-repeating deriving source ‘人 
w 
{R, S) (or {R, S, 5i, 5 2 , … , S m ) respectively). :: 
P r o o f : 
11" 
The deriving sources in the source sequence is in fact the predicate nodes "丨 
the searching process has gone through before reaching the present node. Thus, i丨; 
when the sources are repeated in the source sequence, we are in fact asking ；!, 
queries on the same predicate node w i th same object instantiation. Consider i 
a predicate node R, we wi l l get the same set of sources which contribute the 丨 
•丨丨 
query result of R every t ime when we issue a query on R w i th the same object 
instantiations in R. I f the predicate node R itself is a result contributor, the set 
丨丨 
of result contributors under the predicate node R is the set of other result con- .i 
tr ibutors in addition to the predicate node R itself. Recursively, the searching :: 
tree pattern is somehow like the diagram in Figure 5.2. ‘ 
The result contributors in the bot tom level have given the same contribution 
at the upper level, while the search l ink which makes recursive call of predicate 
node P always brings up the same pattern and the recursive l ink — that means 
no more information is gained from the repeated called predicate node P in the 
searching tree. For example, i f the query is searching for object instantiation, 
the object instantiation found at this bot tom level have been found in the 
upper level and the recursive l ink wi l l end up wi th a repeated set of contributor 
again. Similarly, i f the query is asking for a computed node value, which can be 
considered as a special case of finding specified object instantiation, the node 
value can also be determined by the set of contributor at the upper level. Thus, 
J 
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O 
recursive called 
Sources of query results ( ) 
j a ^ recursive called 
Sources of query results f ) 
Sources of query results deeper level 刊 r:;; 




the recursive call of the link is abundant and the query result going any deeper 场 i 
should always be the same as the one without going into the recursive link. 丨 
I 
In another words, according to the initial statement that deriving sources t 
are actually the predicate nodes the searching process has gone through, and 
also referring to Figure 5.2. A query on a node with repeated deriving source 
(R, 5, 5 , … � y i e l d s the same set of answers as the respective fundamental 丨 
query with a non-repeated deriving source {R, S). ,, 
I 
Similarly, in the case of recursion wi th intermediate links, the same sets of 
I, 
result contributors are found at each level of recursion (see Figure 5.2). Applying , 
the same argument as above, a query wi th a repeated deriving source pattern 
{R, 5, Si, 52,…，Sm, S, 5i, 52，…，Sm, ) (ju intermediate links) should 
yields the same set of answers as the respective fundamental query with a non-
repeated source {R, S, si, S2,…，s爪). • 
As we have proven that a query wi th a repeating source pattern wil l have 
the same answer set as a query wi th the fundamental source. We assume that 
i f the query processing procedure does not involve a recursion, the query result 
should be returned finitely. In such a case, we can prove that the recursion can 
be cut without altering the answer set. 
J 
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Theorem 5.2.1 All recursions cut at the first repeating occurrence give the 
same unique answer set as the original query. 
Proof: As we have shown in Lemma 5.2.3，the query wi th repeated deriving 
source pattern does not produce new answers comparing to the fundamental 
query. 
Thus, the cut in Step 3 of the Infinite Looping Control Algori thm in Page 110 
wi l l not affect the answer set. 
We have also shown in Lemmas 5.2.1 and 5.2.2, the repeating deriving source 
pattern are representing a recursion. 
As the cut just mentioned is at the first repeating deriving source pattern 丨 
occurs in the source sequence. Thus, all recursions can be cut at the first ( 
repeating occurrence without affecting the uniqueness of the answer set. • '' 
It 
I f we are sure that the query has a finite answer set without going into the "„ 
I? 
recursive loop, we can ensure that we can get a finite answer set for a query. 
The finiteness of the query results of the queries without recursion are to be ••‘ 
proven in Chapter 6. r 
s 
Theorem 5.2.2 A query wi th recursive rule(s) terminates finitely in a PIN. i 
Proof: From Theorem 5.2.1, we have proven that the cut in Step 3 of the 
Infinite Looping Control Algorithm in Page 110 wi l l not affect the uniqueness '' 
li 
of the query answer. Thus, i t does not go into the recursive rule repeatedly \ 
after repeated deriving source pattern is found. As a PIN is a finite network, the ::: 
number of rules (including recursive rules) is finite, a query applying recursive ’ 
rule therefore always gets its answer set through a query without recursion. 
Thus, query wi th recursion also terminates finitely. • 
5.3 Query Functions 
PIN provides a series of query functions for the users to query the knowledge in 
the inference network. In general, we can divide the queries into two types — 
Type I and Type I I — based on the nature of the queries and query results. 
Type I queries concentrate on the node value of a belief. These queries work 
on fully instantiated expressions (propositions) only. The queries find the t ruth 
j 
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value for the given proposition in PIN. Besides, type I queries also allow users to 
ask i f a belief possesses a specified node value. The followings are the available 
forms of type I queries: C0NCLUDE(6), ISTRUE(6, maoc-degee, min一degree), 
ISFALSE(6, max.degee, min.degree), ISUNKNOWN⑷ and ISC0NTRADICT(6), 
where 6 is a ful ly instantiated proposition. These cover the need of retrieving 
the node value and the checking of the belief node value against the four possible 
t r u th value. 
The other type, type I I query, concentrates on finding the possible object 
instances for uninstantiated variable slots in the logical expressions given in the 
queries, i.e., the querying expression. Different forms of type I I queries define … 
I丨：； 
different t ru th values for matching the instances. User w i l l define the range 
of belief degree and the querying expression when they invoke a type I I query. ‘ 
The query w i l l return the object instances w i th the t ru th value for the logical ； 
expression after the instantiation as the answer for the queries. Different forms : 
of queries are available for f inding instances of different t ru th value. Some form ：；' 
wi l l return all the available answers, which needs a plenty of computation time, 卜 
while others wi l l give out the first and most direct answer only. Here are all 
the available type I I queries: FINDTRUE(Z/丑，max-degree, min-degree), FIND- I 
FALSE(LE, max—degree, min-degree), ALLTRUE(L^, max .degree, min 一 degree) "‘ 
and ALLFALSE(L 五，max-degree, min-degree), where LE is the logical expres-
11| 
sion w i th unknown variable slot(s) in the query. As the default node value of the ；： 
beliefs in PIN is UNKNOWN, i t is meaningless to retrieve all unknown objects — 
which have the same meaning to retrieve the objects known to be unknown and 
all objects which are not presently appeared in the inference network. We also 
do not provide the service of retrieving CONTRADICT objects as we consider 
the operation is not natural and rarely used in the commonsense world, but 
the query function can be easily implemented based on the presently available 
queries. 
In some other cases, queries may contain v i r tual objects in their query-
ing expressions, for example, "Does there exists anyone who loves J o h n ? " — 
ISTRUE(Zcwe(£：，John)), or "List all people who is loved by someone." — ALL-
JR\JE{love{e,x)). Special query processing procedures are needed for handling 
these cases. These queries are used only when the users need to know i f an 
j 
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instance matches a query w i th instances which is unknown and not needed to 
be known. We restricted the query w i th such quantif ication to the following 
forms of queries to simpli fy the query processing procedure: ISTRUE, ISFALSE, 
FINDTRUE, FINDFALSE, ALLTRUE and ALLFALSE. 
Before going into details of these two types of queries, we must have the 
following two things defined — the domains in a quantification, which is nec-
essary in processing the queries w i th quantification, and the control procedure 
of recursive rules, which controls the processing procedure and prevents infinite 
looping of the query. 
5.4 Type I Queries i 
ft 
‘,'v 
We define the following queries as Type I Queries, where 6 is a ful ly instantiated 
knowledge: 
• CONCLUDED 
Solution: {{(0,0)1(1，0)1(0, 卜 
wi l l find the t ru th value and its degree of belief of the belief b in the I 
inference network. j 
• ISTRUE(6, max-degree^ miri-degree) 
Solution: { "yes" [with conditions] | "no" } 
w i l l return an answer "yes" i f the belief b have the t ru th value of (1,0) :: 
and max-degree > deg\b] > min-degree. Sometimes, different conditions z 
wi l l be appeared in addit ion to the "yes” answer. Otherwise, i t w i l l give 
an answer "no". The default value for max .degree and min-degree are 
true and 0 respectively. 
• ISFALSE(6, max-degree, min-degree) 
Solution: { "yes" [with conditions] | "no" } 
similar to ISTRUE, wi l l give an answer "yes" i f the belief B is false (0,1) 
and max-degree > deg\b] > min-degree. Sometimes, different conditions 
wi l l be given in addit ion to the "no" answer. In other cases wi l l make 
the query return a "no" answer. The default value for max-degree and 
min-degree are true and 0 respectively. 
——— ^ 
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Query (ti,,九） Compared with deg[b] Solution 
ISTRUE (1，0) 爪工•『ee > deg[b] > min-degree yes 
Otherwise no 
ISFALSE (0，1) 讯 ax-degree > deg[b] > min—degree yes 
Otherwise no 
(0,0) deg[b] = 0 yes 
ISUNKNOWN 、 " 丨 — 
Otherwise no 
(0,0) deg[b] > 0 yes 
ISCONTRADICT 、 " 丨 — 
Otherwise no 
Table 5.2: Determine the query result using retrieved node value ((,&，/&), deg\b]) 丨 
("Conditional yes" may be given in some cases in ISTRUE and ISFALSE.) '!! 
‘ 
• ISUNKNOWN ⑷ 
Solution: { "yes" | "no" } ；; 
wi l l find i f the belief b has previously defined in the inference network. 
W i l l return "yes" i f b is not yet defined. Otherwise, the return answer w i l l J 
be "no". 丨  
丨丨 
• ISC0NTRADICT(6) 
Solution: { "yes" | "no" } ：丨 
wi l l return an answer "yes" i f the belief b have a t r u th value of (0,0) and ,, 
a degree of belief deg[b] > 0. The return answer w i l l be "no" in any other ,, 
cases. 
The "yes" solutions in ISTRUE and ISFALSE may sometimes appear wi th 
addit ional conditions. In such a case, mult iple "yes" answers w i th different 
conditions may be given to a single query. 
Generally, type I queries accept fully-instantiated expression only, including 
the inputs and result of a human-biased relation. The fully-instantiated logical 
expression can be either a simple proposition w i th one predicate only, a disjunc-
t ion of such propositions, or a conjunction of one or both of the above, without 
any quantification. However, ISTRUE and ISFALSE accepts expressions w i th 
v i r tual objects also and separate query processing procedure is used to handle 
^ 
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the queries which involves v i r tua l objects. The node representing the given 
expression w i l l be search f rom the PIN and the node value w i l l be retrieved. 
The node value is directly output as the result of the type I query CONCLUDE. 
Other forms of type I query need one more step to obtain the answer — we 
w i l l need to compare the retrieved node value w i th the query form to determine 
the result of the query. The comparison and result is tabulated in Table 5.2. 
In processing a query using the query procedures, we have taken the following 
assumptions: 
1. The PIN is W-consistent as given in Section 4.7. 
/ 
2. As the PIN is a finite network, we wi l l have finite numbers of nodes and 彳 
II'' 
l inks — including finite numbers of different types of instance links for 
each prototypical node, finite number of rules and etc. 
II'丨 •y 
3. The procedures w i l l search the PIN exhaustively but non-repeatively. .； 
.丨 
4. Whi le searching the instance links, the following pr ior i ty is always obeyed: 
； 
direct instance link > rule instance link I 
丨丨 
The v i r tual instance l ink w i l l be considered only when we cannot find any 




5. Whi le searching other links, the order of searching is "First In First Out" 
(FIFO), or in another words, the one which is added into the inference 
network first w i l l be used first^. 
6. Though we have prior i ty on searching the instance links, the direct inputs 
and the derived inputs are treated as the same importance. The selection 
is based on their degrees of belief and the node values only. 
3This order is arbitrary and will not alter the query result. Thus the control of this order 
can be released to the users in future work when necessary. 
A 
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The query processing procedures are given in the following subsections. 
These procedures should always give unique node values for the beliefs asked 
in the queries and the computations should also terminate finitely. The proofs 
are given in the next chapter in Section 6.3 in Pages 167-175. Especially, the 
general proof for type I queries on their unique results and finite termination is 
given in Section 6.3.3 in Page 174. 
5.4.1 Query ing a Simple Single Predicate Propos i t ion 
(Type I ) 
First, we wi l l see how a query obtain the node value for the most fundamental '‘, 
case 一 a simple single predicate belief without quantification. We wi l l find 
卜 
the prototypical node for the expression. From the prototypical node, we wi l l : 
obtain the inputs from each of the matched instances and a final computed ::: 
node value wi l l be given by combining the inputs from the instances using the 
‘丨丨 
computation functions for alternative links. The detail procedure is listed below: , 
r 
i 
Procedure QUERYJp(6) 丨 
— "！ 
1. Find the prototypical node P(—) for the belief b. Return the default value 
((0,0),0) i f the prototypical node is not found. 丨彳 
I 
i 
2. For each of the direct instance links, 
,.i,’' 
(a) Go through the l ink to the predicate node and see i f the predicate 
node name and the instantiated object names match the belief we 
are querying. Ignore those predicate nodes which do not match the 
querying expression. 
(b) I f the predicate node is suppressed, skip to the next instance link. 
(c) Propagate the node value of the predicate nodes which have matched 
names (predicate name and object names) through the instance link 
as an input to the prototypical node. 
3. For each of the rule instance links, 
A 
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(a) Go through the l ink to the predicate node. Ignore those partial ly 
instantiated predicate nodes which has instantiated variable slot(s) 
that do not match wi th the respective variable slot(s) of the querying 
expression and also those predicate nodes which has no incoming 
alternative link. 
(b) The querying belief instantiates the variable slots of the predicate 
node. The instantiation of the variable slots wi l l also propagate to 
an instance slot ti of the respective variable nodes as a stack. 
(c) Backward search the incoming alternative rule links to the present ‘ 
predicate node. For each of the alternative rule links of the present '> 
predicate node, 丨 
i. Through the variable links, instantiate the variable slots of the 
predicate node at the other end of the alternative rule l ink (op). ::: 
A. I f the predicate node Op is a simple fully instantiated sin-
gle predicate expression without any connectives, then ap-
ply QUERYJp(Op) to obtain the node value for the predicate ； 
丨I,丨 
node after the instantiation. | I ii, 
B. I f the predicate node Op is a fully instantiated logical ex-
pressions wi th logical connectives, apply QUERY」coMP(Op) 
t] 
to obtain the node value for the given instantiation of the :: 
predicate node. 
C. I f the predicate node sti l l has uninstantiated variable slots, 
the variable slots wi l l be filled wi th existential vir tual objects 
(£：) wi th arbitrary order* , we wi l l need to issue queries wi th 
quantification 一 ISTRUE(op) or ISFALSE(op) 一 according 
to the link weight of the alternative rule link involved. The 
relation among the rule type, the query, and the computed 
t ru th value is shown in Table 5.3. 
4The uninstantiated variable slots comes from the condition node of the rule during rea-
soning and any instantiation of such node will make the conclusion part satisfied. 
A 
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Rule Type Link Weight Query for Op Query Ans. Computed Value 
M yes ((l,0),deg\link]) 
IF-THEN 1,0 ISTRUE ； 、 ^ ^ — 
no ((0,0),0) 
/ yes ((0,1), deg\link]) 
IF-THEN-NOT -1,0 ISTRUE : 、 — 
no ((0,0),0) 
/ 、 yes ((1,0), deg\link]) 
IF-NOT-THEN 0,-1 ISFALSE : 、 — 
」 no ((0,0),0) 
IF-NOT- , M 、 yes ((0,l),deg[link]) 
0,1) ISFALSE ； 、 机 — 
THEN-NOT no ((0,0),0) 
Table 5.3: Node Value for Queries through a Rule Link wi th Uninstantiated , 
.1 
Variable Slot ‘ 
‘,'V 
ii. Propagate the node value as an input value among the rule links 丨' 
/ 
applying the computation functions. , 
•V 
(d) Choose among the input values to the current node and then propa- j, 
gate the node value to the prototypical node as an input of the final , 
computed node value. 丨 
''I 




4. I f there are inputs from the direct instance links and/or rule instance 
,1.1 
links, choose among the inputs from these instance links by applying the 
alternative link computation functions. After a node value is computed, 
the procedure can be stopped. 
5. Otherwise, search through the virtual instance links. 
(a) Search for the matching predicate node: 
i. e cannot match with any instantiated object of the querying 
expression because if there exists a matched instance for the 
virtual object, i t should have been found from the direct or rule 
instance link and wi l l not come to the current virtual instance 
A 
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l ink. Thus, we w i l l need to t r y the next instance l ink available 
in this case. 
i i . F ind the domain of the v i r tua l object through the domain l ink. 
I f the domain l ink is not found, we should assume the domain 
predicates to be all the predicates which call the v i r tua l object, 
i.e. we w i l l need to find all the objects in all these predicates. 
i i i . F ind the objects in the quantif ication according to the procedure 
in Section 5.1. 
iv. The v i r tua l object f i can match an instantiated object in the — 
querying expression i f the instantiated object is in the domain 
of the quantif ication of the respective domain predicate. The ：丨‘ 
sequence of the v i r tual objects is not important. 
\ 
V. I f the instantiated object does not match any object in the do- .、’、 
I''' 
main, but al l other variable slots have been satisfied, we wi l l ⑷ 
check the t ru th value for that instantiated object when i t is ‘ 
j、 
substituted into the domain predicate. I f the t ru th value is un- 、• 
known ((0,0)，0), we w i l l take the assumption that the object is 
w i th in the domain predicate^ and the node value wi l l then be ,.；' 
((1,0), deg), where deg is determined by the related rule l ink i f , 
exists or the minimal degree in TAO. However, we wi l l add a re- <, 
mark - "condition: domainiohject) is true" when we are return- ‘ 
ing a "yes" answer at the end®、The procedure wi l l continue 
to search for more conditional answers i f there exists any. 
vi. I f the instantiated object in the querying expression matches 
w i th an object in the domain of quantification, 
A. I f the v i r tua l instance has no incoming rule l ink, propagate 
5The checking procedure is needed in order to ensure that the PIN does not process a 
declaration that the knowledge is FALSE, which will make the assumption contradict. 
6 Answers will be kept track in order to avoid the present of repeated answers. 
7This kind of answer will only be given for queries in the forms of ISTRUE or ISFALSE. 
A 
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the node value of the current node as a computed node value. 
B. I f the v i r tua l instance has incoming rule l ink(s), propagate 
the ful ly instantiated objects to the respective variable nodes. 
For each of the incoming rule links, 
• Through each rule l ink, backward search to the previous 
node Op. 
• Through the variable links, instantiate the variable slots 
of the previous node Op. 
• Issue a query QUERY」(0p)，where the variable slots of Op ‘ 
has been ful ly instantiated. ； 
• After a node value is obtained from the query, propagate 
the value through the rule links and output the final node : 
value as an answer. 丨： 
(b) Computed node values obtained by the v i r tual instances, apart to , 
those conditional answers, are merged through the computation func- ]彳 
t ion for alternative inputs and a unique node value is then obtained. 丨 
Conditional answers w i l l be given out directly. 丨 
(! 
6. I f no input can be found from any direct, rule or v i r tual instance l ink, the „, 
default node value ((0,0),0) w i l l be returned. 丨 
•‘ 
Normally, the final node value for a belief comes from the direct and rule 
instance links. Only i f no instantiat ion can be made through the above two 
types of instance links, we wi l l find the v i r tual instance links for the node value. 
I f there does not exist any known instance for the querying expression, the 
knowledge is undefined and unknown to the network. We wi l l reply the query 
by giving a node value representing unknown, ((0,0),0). 
Using the constructed PIN in Example 4.4.6, we can il lustrate how type I 
queries work on simple single predicate logical expressions. 
Example 5.4.1 Retrieve the node value of the belief parent {John, Mary) from 
the PIN shown in Figure 5.3. 
Steps: 
d 
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X love(y,x) 
^ T parent{John. Maty) / \ love(x’y) A \ \ / / 
( V z p y ^ ^ \ [ 2 】 ( ^ parent(j0^hn^peter) ^ ^ „ 
(b^^OH^ O / N l v e d n . PeteoA •载^^^^^ ； 
parent(J。hn’Mary)Y:、,ove(Joh'n. M i^y) \ \ ^ ^ ^ n ^ ^ i - 2 ) ‘！' 
love(John.Mary) stVonglir) ^paren^J^hn, Mary) \ ^ ^ X / / X / notparent(2) 
{(1,0), strongly) 、、 、、、 •• V ((1'|0), true) 、、 /V^：^ X i f 
、、 ' : 7 、 ' ' 、 、 、 、 、 A ' ' , 二 / , , love(John, Peter) V ； 
、、、I I / /、、〉;*、« \ / y not parent(John, Peter) , 
、 、 * , : / / , z 厂 、 、 ( ( 1 . 0 ) , normally) ‘ 
O " - " 、 、 o o 丨; 
John Mary Peter 
Figure 5.3: Steps of Executing a Type I Query on parent {John, Mary) 
,1 
1. Locate the prototypical node parent{—) first. 
I 
2. F ind all matched instances — matched predicate name and variable in-
stantiation. The rule instance is not considered because i t has no inputt ing 
rule links. 
3. No v i r tual instance l ink is involved in this example. 
4. Use the computation function for alternative links to select among the 
available instances. 
5. The final node value: ((1,0), strongly) is obtained. • 
The proof of the uniqueness, soundness of the query result and the finite 
termination of the above procedure is given in Section 6.3.1 in Page 167. 
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5.4.2 Query ing a Bel ief w i t h Logical Connective(s) (Type 
I) 
When we are querying a belief wi th logical connectives, the final node value 
may not be come from one of the direct instance or rule instance of the proto-
typical node; in some cases, the prototypical node even does not appear in the 
PIN. Thus, when we are querying such a belief, we wi l l need to search for the 
individual instances of the sub-expressions of the querying belief, in addition to 
searching the belief in a whole. 
On the other hand, queries in PIN are not associative. In another words, even ‘ 
we have got the node values for all sub-expressions of the querying expression, ； 
the node value of the original conjunction/disjunction cannot be determined ；' 
because we sti l l need to know the answers for the instances directly under the : 
» 
prototypical node of such expression. Taking an example, the computed node "； 
value for the query QUERYJ(ai V 0:2) is determined by the alternative inputs , 
from the answers of the direct and rule instances under the prototypical node of | 
ai V a2 and the computed node values of the query of the two sub-expressions, 




1. Search for the prototypical node P(-) of the querying belief b. . 
(a) I f the prototypical node does not exist, 
i. Add a temporary prototypical node for the belief. Connect the 
the prototypical nodes of the sub-expressions to the temporary 
prototypical node wi th temporary connective links wi th the ap-
propriate link weights, wi th respect to the connectives represent-
ing (see Section 3.3.1). 
(b) Process similarly as in steps 1-4 and 6 of the procedure QUERYJp 
for the direct instance links and the rule instance links. 
®The procedure here has quite a number of similarities to the procedure QUERY�p(fe) on 
page 122. Please refer to the procedure for more details. 
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(c) After obtaining the inputs f rom the above instance links, go through 
the incoming combinative links of the prototypical node representing 
belief 6, we arrive at the prototypical node of the sub-expressions a^. 
(d) For each sub-expression ai, 0 < i < n: 
i. Issue a type I query 一 QUERY」p(ai) or QUERY」coMP(Q;i) 一 
respective to whether a i contains logical connective(s). 
i i . Af ter obtaining the node value for each of the sub-expression 
a i , apply the computation functions for the combinative links to 
obtain a node value input for the querying belief b. “ 
,,>. / i 
2. After the above steps, the final node value is obtained by applying the ‘/ 
alternative l ink computation functions to choose among the inputs. The : 
temporary prototypical nodes and links w i l l then be removed. 
3. I f no computed node value can be obtained from the above steps, we wi l l ,, 
need to consider the v i r tua l instance links. The procedure is similar to , 
step 5 in QUERY」p(_). :: 
4. I f yet no instance is found, a default node value ((0,0),0) wi l l be given, 丨  
meaning that the belief is undefined and unknown to the network. 
,1' 
Here is an example showing how the type I query works on a conjunction : 
and how a query is transferee! through a rule l ink. ‘: 
Example 5.4.2 Retrieve the node value of the the belief love、John, Mary) A 
love{John, Peter) from Figure 5.4 (extended from Figure 4.6). 
Steps: 
1. First, we search the conjunction itself first. We start at the prototypical 
node of the conjunction (labeled as [1] in the figure). 
2. The only direct instance (labeled as [2] in the figure) matched wi th the 
query expression. The node value ((1,0), strongly) is taken as an input 
to the computed node value. 
3. The rule instance (labeled as [3]) cannot be matched. 
A 
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^^^^ - — - — — ‘ — -
^ T parent(John, Mary) / \ love(x,y) A N \ \ i \ / / 
^ v . 二 ^ \ X / 
_ / S r y Z ^ 進 l o i t ^ / l o W o h n , Peter) 
( 1 / 2 , 2 ) ^ ( [9】) / T ^ r e n t ( J o h n , Peter) love(-2)\ / ^ ,d>sstrongly) 
上 • ^ 入 。 U “ ; ; ) \ _ , 。 ） / 】 X x o 
Q ^ Q ! y”; V 二 么 M^ ： 
parent(John.Mary)\N. toveCJo^MW) •？ \ ' , 廣 V / emitted here.) ； 
l o v e ( J o h n ’ M a r y ) 、 、 , o ) , s t r < i n g l y l /《、(1 \ V ' / / X / / l o v e j ^ n Mary) … 
((1.0). strongly) \ 〜 、 、 \ ：\ , ,、、 /、 ‘ ‘ \ ： X no tparen t (y ( ( 1 ^ . strongly) '1 j 
V U M .M .)tr -// : 
\ ••:>、':,、、、、、:、'，’ / IpVeCJohn. Peter) V / / _ 
\ ‘ ‘ ''//、、、>':、、、 \ 1 / / lot parent(John, Peter) / / 
\ \ ： / / / , . ( ( 1 . 0 ) , normally) / / ； 
John C J ( ) Mary f ) Peter / / ；“ 
- ^ ^ - - : - : ? - - - W ; - ? 、 、 、 / / love(John. Mary) A , 
- - : : : : - - love(John, Peter) 
【2] ((1,0). strongly) , 
Figure 5.4: Steps of Executing a Type I Query on love、John, Mary)八 i 
love、John, Peter) 丨 
I 
4. After finishing examination on the instances of the conjunction, we wi l l 
1' I 
start scanning the sub-expressions. ； 
5. Start ing from the prototypical node for the first sub-expression (labeled 
as [4]), we are finding the answer for query QUERY」p(Z(we( Jo/in, Mary)). 
6. For the rule instance node [5], we instantiated the variable nodes x to 
John and y to Mary. 
7. The query is then transferee! through the rule l ink to node [7] and the 
variable instantiation is transferee! from the variable nodes. We are then 
finding the answer for query QUERY_lp {parent(John, Mary)). 
8. Starting at the respective prototypical node (node [8])，two instances 
A 
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matching the querying expression are found, (see Example 5.4.1) 
9. The node value ((1,0), strongly) is obtained for the first sub-expression. 
10. The query answer is transfer back to node [5] as the input to the query 
answer for love{John, Mary) through the rule l ink, while the temporary 
instantiat ion at the variable nodes are cleared. 
11. No matching instance can be found through rule instance node [6] because 
no knowledge about parent{Mary, John) can be found. The input to the 
query answer for love{John, Mary) is ((0,0),0)) for node [6]. , 
•If • I 
12. Thus, the first sub-expression obtained the computed node value of ((1,0), , ！ 
I.I 
normally) (degree changed after passing through the rule l ink). : 
13. Similarly, for the second sub-expression, we obtained the node value for 
I… 
parent {John, Peter) 一 ( (1 ,0)，cer ta in ly) — from the node [9], which is . i 
.11 
converted to ((1,0), normally) after transferring through the rule l ink. , 
\ 
14. The two obtained node value is combined using the computation function 丨 
(I 
for combinative links. The combined node value is ((1,0), normally). 
/ 
15. Combining the computed node value obtained from the direct instance 
((1,0), strongly) and the one obtained from the sub-expressions ((1,0)， 
normally), we wi l l select the final computed node value using the compu- „ 
tat ion function for alternative links, which yields a node value of ((1,0), J 
strongly) finally. 口 
The above query processing procedure should give a unique and sound com-
puted node value and the computation should terminate finitely. The proof for 
this is given in Section 6.3.2 in Page 172. 
After obtaining the node value of the querying belief, we wi l l st i l l need 
to process for an appropriate solution for different queries. For examples, a 
query CONCLUDE wi l l give the node value as solution directly, and the queries 
ISTRUE, ISFALSE, ISUNKNOWN and ISCONTRADICT wi l l only give "yes" or 
"no" answer after checking i f the t ru th value and degree of belief satisfy the 
requirement of the individual query. Please refer to Table 5.2 on Page 120 for 
details. 
^ 
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5.5 Type II Queries 
Type I I queries include the followings, where LE is an expression w i th unin-
stantiated variable slots (unless otherwise specified): 
• FINDTRUE(L£', maoc-degree, min-degree) 
Solution: { u i = U2 = (j>2, " • 1 ^n = [with conditions] | "no" 
w i l l find the first, most direct objects . . . , that can instanti-
ate uninstantiated variable slots ( c J i , … m a k i n g the logical expres-
sion LE to have a node value of (1,0) and maoc-degree > deg[LE] > ,, 
min-degree. The default value for maoo-degree and min一degree are 0 and 
/ 
true. Conditions wi l l only be given when the instantiations is only sat- / 
isfied under certain conditions. I f no possible instantiat ion satisfying the : 
constraints ( t ru th value of (1,0) and the range of the degree of belief) can 
be found, a "no" solution wi l l be returned. ‘ 
• FINDFALSE(L£', max.degree, miri-degree) 
•1 
Solution: {ui = (1)1,⑴2 = (h,…，⑴n 二 [with conditions] | "no" 丨 
similar to FINDTRUE, wi l l return the first, most direct objects ((^i，•..，4>n) 
that can instantiate the uninstantiated variable slots (cji,...，ojn) to make , 
LE to have a node value of (0,1) and maoc一degree > deg[LE] > min-degree. 
The default value for maoo-degree and min-degree are 0 and true. Con- i 
ditions are given when the instantiation wi l l only be satisfied under some ,„ 
situations. I f no possible instantiation w i th t ru th value of (0,1) and degree ,, 
of belief w i th in the defined range can be found, a "no" solution wi l l be 
returned. 
• ALLTRUE(LE, max .degree, min-degree) 
Solution: { 5 i , 52 , . . . , "no" 
where Si = {un 二 (^a, uji2 = (ki, •. •，^in = (/>in}, conditions may appear, 
0 < i < m 
similar to FINDTRUE, but instead of finding the first and most direct 
objects instances for the logical expression to be instantiated to (1,0) 
w i th degree of belief wi th in specified range, this query wi l l find all the 
(m) possible instances one by one by backtracking through the PIN. 
A 
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• ALLFALSE(L£J, max-degree, min-degree) 
Solution: {5i,52,...，S;j|“no，， 
where Si = {cj i i = uji2 = (I>i2, . • •，⑴in = <fci}，conditions may appear, 
0 < 2 < m 
similar to FINDFALSE, but instead of finding the first and most direct 
objects instances for the logical expression to be instantiated to (0,1) wi th 
degree of belief wi th in the range, this query wi l l find all the (m) possible 
instances one by one by backtracking through the PIN. 
Type I I queries accept logical expression wi th unknown variable slot(s) LE 
M 
and without quantification normally. The logical expression may be a simple one 
wi th single predicate, a disjunction of such simple expressions or a conjunction •’ 
of one or both of the above. I f a ful ly instantiated expression is inputted instead 
» 
of one wi th unknown variable slots, the query wi l l become a Type I query in 丨”, 
.丨.丨 
the form of ISTRUE or ISFALSE. In some other cases, type I I queries accept , 
querying expressions wi th vir tual objects. These special form of type I I queries ‘ 
are handled by a separated query processing procedure. A type I I query wi l l 
find the instances in the PIN which can instantiate the logical expression to the 
desired t ru th value. Some of the type I I queries requires the first match as the 
solution and others need to find all possible instances. Please see Table 5.4 for 
details. 丨 
Query Forms Requiring Query Forms Requiring 
First Answer Only Whole Answer Set 
F I N D T R U E A L L T R U E 
F I N D F A L S E A L L F A L S E 
Table 5.4: Answer Set for Different Type I I Queries Forms 
In processing a type I I query using, we have taken the following assumptions: 
1. The PIN is W-consistent as given in Section 4.7. 
2. As the PIN is a finite network, we wi l l have finite numbers of nodes and 
A 
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l inks — including finite numbers of different types of instance links for 
each prototypical node, finite number of rules and etc. 
3. The procedures w i l l search the PIN exhaustively but non-repeatively. 
4. Whi le searching the instance links, the following pr ior i ty is always obeyed: 
direct instance link > rule instance link > virtual instance link 
5. Whi le searching other links, the order of searching is "First In First Out" 
(FIFO), or in another words, the one which is added into the inference 
KM 
network first w i l l be used first^. 
f 
1 
6. I f the query form requires one answer only, the first answer w i l l be taken, : 
which is the most direct one according to the pr ior i ty of instance links. • 
M'l 
.丨 
The query processing procedure for type I I queries w i l l be given in the 
following subsections. These procedures give unique sets of answers for queries 
-i 
and the computations terminate finitely. The proofs are given in Section 6.4 
i 
in Pages 175-182. Especially, the general proof for type I I queries is given in ‘ 
Section 6.4.4 in Page 181. I, 
5.5.1 Query ing Single Predicate Expressions (Type I I ) 
Among all type I I queries, the query on a single predicate expression LE = ‘ 
P{x i , x2 , • •. yXn) w i th no v i r tual objects is the most direct and basic case. We 
search the instances one by one according to the instance links priority. Each 
matched instance is put into the answer set. Some forms of type I I queries re-
quire the first answer only, while others need finding all of the possible solution 
in the PIN. The procedure is given as below: 
Procedure QUERY」ULE) 
^The order is arbitrary and will not alter the query result. Thus the control of this order 
can be released to the users in future work when necessary. 
』 
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1. F ind the prototypical node P ( - ) . I f the prototypical node is not found, 
the belief is not presently included in the PIN. A "no" answer wi l l be 
returned. 
2. Follow each of the instance links according to the following priori ty: 
direct instance l ink > rule instance l ink > v i r tual instance l ink 
3. I f the instance l ink is a direct instance l ink, 
(a) I f the instance l ink leads to a suppressed node, skip the l ink and go 
to the next one. 
(b) For each variable slot of the predicate node connecting to the instance 丨‘ 
l ink, 
• I f oci in the querying expression, 0 < 2 < n, is an instantiated ” 
object, continue to proceed on the current instance l ink i f and ,, 
only i i x i matched the instantiation of the current direct instance; • 
otherwise, proceed on next direct instance l ink. 
/ 
(c) I f an instance matching all instantiated variable slots and node value 
/ 
can be found in the direct instance links, check i f the node value is > 
the one required by issuing a type I query ISTRUE or ISFALSE wi th 
respect to FINDTRUE/ALLTRUE or FINDFALSE/ALLFALSE accord- i 
ingly w i th the defined range of degree of belief. 
I 
• I f the type I query gives an answer "yes"，the current instance 
is the first and most direct instance for the query. The instan-
t iat ion of respective variable slots of the direct instance wi l l be 
the corresponding solutions for the uninstantiated variable slots 
in the query. 
• I f the type I query gives conditional "yes" results, the instanti-
ations are st i l l in the answer set for the type I I query, but the 
condition are needed to be listed out in additional to the object 
instances. 
• I f a "no" answer is received, t ry next available instance l ink to 
obtain the answer. 
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(d) For the queries FINDTRUE and F I N D F A L S E , the procedure wi l l stop 
then as they require for one instance only. Otherwise, we wi l l need to 
find all possible instances. Thus, we wi l l need to continue for another 
direct instance i f there exists any. 
(e) I f no more direct instance l ink is left, t ry the rule instance links. 
4. I f the instance l ink is a rule instance l ink, 
(a) Ignore those rule instances wi th no incoming alternative links. 
(b) For each variable slot of the predicate node connecting to the rule 
instance l ink, 
丨, 
• I f Xi in the querying expression, 0 < i < n, is an instantiated 
object, continue to proceed on the current instance link only i f 
Xi matched the instantiation of the respective variable slot of the 
predicate node or the slot is a variable; otherwise, go to another 
rule link. 
(c) After all instantiated variable slots of the predicate node matched / 
the ones in the querying expression. Search each alternative links I 
incoming to the predicate node one by one non-repeatedly, 
i. Through the alternative l ink incoming to the predicate node, go 丨 
to the previous node Op. 
ii. Check Table 5.5 and issue a type I I query on the expression rep-
resenting the node Op: QUERY」Ip(Op), i f applicable. The newly 
issued sub-query may be different from the current one, for an 
example, the current one may be FINDTRUE and the one on Op 
may be FINDFALSE. 
ii i. Obtain the answer from the query on Op one by one. For each 
solution obtained from the query on Op, 
A. Make temporary instantiations of the uninstantiated variable 
slots of Op according to the obtained solution and pop the 
instantiation to the respective variable nodes through the 
variable links. 
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^ rule l ink _ 
Current query Query on Op 
weight 
(1,0) "FTNDTRUE / ALLTRUE 
FINDTRUE or (0,-1) TiNDFALSE / ALLFALSE 
ALLTRUE ^ { 1 , 0 ) _ ^^ this l ink 
(0,1) 
——^^^——skip this l ink 
FINDFALSE or (0,-1) 
ALLFALSE (-1,0) "FFNDTRUE / ALLTRUE 
(0,1) "FFNDFALSE / ALLFALSE :: 
Table 5.5: Determine the query on previous node Op ‘ 
> 
B. Propagate the node value of Op to the current node. Instan-
tiate the variable slots through the variable links l inking to ’• 
the respective variable nodes. 
C. When the node value and the variable instantiation has prop- 丨 
agated to the current querying node, the predicate node 
should have been ful ly instantiated through the respective 
variable node. Check the retrieved node value by issuing a 
type I query ISTRUE or ISFALSE according to the original i 
query FINDTRUE / ALLTRUE or FINDFALSE / ALLFALSE 
wi th the original defined range of degree of belief. 
• I f a "yes" answer is obtained from the type I query, the 
instantiation for the uninstantiated variable slots in the 
original querying expression wi l l be the answer of the orig-
inal type I I query. 
參 I f the type I query gives a conditional "yes"，the instan-
t iat ion are st i l l a valid answer, but the condition(s) are 
needed to be listed out in additional to the answer set. 
• I f a "no" answer is received, t ry next available incoming 
rule l ink. 
D. I f the current query is FINDTRUE or FINDFALSE, we can 
^ 
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stop here as only first instance is needed. Otherwise, we wi l l 
need to continue for any other rule instance links, 
iv. I f there is no more incoming rule l ink, we wi l l proceed on t ry the 
next rule instance l ink. 
(d) I f there is no more rule instance l ink, we wi l l t ry the v i r tual instance 
links. 
5. I f the instance l ink is a v i r tual instance l ink, 
(a) Do the following steps for each variable slot ( x i ,…，X n ) of the ., 
predicate node l inking by the v i r tual instance l ink one by one. ? 
i. I f the respective Xi in the query (0 < z < n) is an instantiated ‘ 
object, 
• I f the respective variable slots in the v i r tual instance matched , 
the instantiation in the query, continue the procedure. --
• I f the respective variable slots in the v i r tual instance is a uni-
versal v i r tual object (/i), check i f the current instantiation 
of Xi in the query expression is an object wi th in the do- 丨 
main of quantification of the respective v i r tual object. The 
domain predicate is indicated by the domain l ink from the 
object node. Please refer to Section 5.1 for details on find- i 
ing the domain of quantification. I f the current instantiation 
I 
matched wi th one of the objects in the domain predicate, we 
can go to the next step. 
• Otherwise, skip the current v i r tual instance l ink and go to 
the next one, i f there exists any. 
ii. I f the current variable slot in the predicate node is an instanti-
ated object, 
• I f Xi, the respective variable slot in the querying expression 
is an uninstantiated object, the instantiated object wi l l be 
named as 没“，which is a part of the potential answers. 
• I f Xi in the querying expression is also an instantiated object 
and i t is the same as the instantiated object in the respec-
^ 
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t ive variable slot in the predicate node, we wi l l just skip the 
variable slot and go to the next variable slot. 
• I f Xi is an instantiated object but does not match the object 
in the predicate node, the current instance l ink fails to satisfy 
the query and we w i l l need to t r y the next instance l ink. 
i i i . I f the current variable slot in the predicate node is an existen-
t ia l v i r tual object e、we do not consider the l ink as a matched 
instance l ink. Thus, we wi l l go to the next instance l ink i f there 
exists any. ,, 
iv. I f the current variable slot in the predicate node is an universal 
v i r tua l object /i, search all possible instances in the domain of 丨 
the v i r tual object. The procedure for finding the objects in the 
domain of the v i r tual object is given in Section 5.1. Thus, a ... 
set of possible instances for the variable slot {器“，…，Si爪J is ,, 
obtained. . 
丨’ 
(b) After searching each of the variable slots, we wi l l obtain a following 丨 
set of instantiation of the variable slots which wi l l give us a potential 
I 
solution: 
{xi = Si,X2 = 52 , . . . ,Xn = where 
n is the number of variable slots the query possess, 丨 
— {^ i 1? • • • ) ^zmi}j 
0 < z < n, 
rrii is the no. of possible instantiation for the variable slot i, 
rrii > 0. 
A potential solution can be obtained by taking one possible instanti-
ation from each variable slot. For each potential solution containing 
an universal v i r tual object j i , we need to validate i f they are really 
one of the possible solution by issuing type I queries. Only those 
w i th matched node value is used i。： 
we check for the truth value of each potential solution, we need not to search backward 
^ 
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i. Check i f the potential solution is valid by issuing a type I query. 
Use ISTRUE for current FINDTRUE and ALLTRUE, and ISFALSE 
for current FINDFALSE and ALLFALSE. 
i i . A potential solution w i th a "yes" solution for the respective type 
I query w i l l be the solution for the present type I I query. 
i i i . I f the current query is FINDTRUE or FINDFALSE, the procedure 
can be stopped after a solution can be found. 
iv. After al l potential solutions have been checked, go to the next 
v i r tua l instance l ink. ,.„ 
6. I f no solution is obtained after searching all instance l ink under the pro-
ji 
totypical node, a solution "no" w i l l be returned. 
The above procedure should give a complete unique set of answers for a _ 
ft 
type I I query on a single predicate expression and the computation terminates 
u 
finitely. The proof of such properties is given in Section 6.4.1 in Page 176. , 
In the procedure, we have checked the val idity of the solutions to ensure the . 
knowledge consistency. As a simple example, we cannot claim x = ^ is a valid f 
instance of ISTRUE(P(rr)) i f the only two direct instances of the prototypical 丨 
node P(—) are P(A) ((1,0), normally) and P(A) ((0，1), normally). However, i f 
we skip the checking procedure, the instance x = A w i l l be given as an answer. 
1 
The checking procedure is done by issuing a type I query. 
The following example wi l l demonstrate how a type I I query obtains the 
possible object instances. Especially, we have put emphases on the v i r tual 
instances given by a rule w i th v i r tual objects. 
E x a m p l e 5.5.1 Retrieve all the possible object instantiation for the variables in 
the expression love(x^ y) with node value (1,0) from the given PIN (Figure 5.5) 
using a type II query. 
Steps: 
for any incoming alternative rule links to the virtual instance. Those virtual rules will be 
invoked during the type I queries if the rule is really needed to go through. 
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^ parent(John,Mary) / \ / \ normally) ([3] Jlove(x,y)' ; 、， , K J \ ; ‘ 
((0.1). s t r o n g l y ) ^ \ ^ ((0件6) ••,八 / ^Kuman(Mary) \ ' _ / 
ru)tparent(John’Mary)A\、、、iove(JohnUary\ \ : \ / S i ； 1 / 7 ^ v / \ ^ . 
love(John.Mary) \、民1.0), strc^ ；^  、、： \ pare;^t(Bob. ^ ; ( T ^ 、 ， J ® ] V 
((1,0), strongly) 、 、 、 、 入 \ / V W o m ) \ 怨 ) 〜 \ , 
\ 、、、 ；、、/ \ \ / X ' / V / f((1,0),、certainVl / ( l . 0 ) ’ - 7 y X 
、、、•、 V、、、 V / :、、/ ! \ V ？r.-H ) 
、、 \ •、、 \ A z /； ； /、 ； 、 
\ ',:、、<、、、、， • / \ ；/ V " / \ domain Human(John) 
- D " ' ^ 〇 O 〇 〇 〇 
Peter Bob Tom “ 
Figure 5.5: Steps of Executing a Type I I Query on love(x, y) w i th node value 
( 1 , 0 ) 丨 
/ 
1. Start the search at the prototypical node love{—2) (node [1]). 
I 
2. One direct l ink w i th matching predicate name, variable slots and node 
value is found — love{John, Mary) (node [2]). Thus, the variable slots 
of the querying expression are then temporari ly instantiated to a: = John 
and y = Mary. 
3. After checking the belief using a type I q u e r y w e can show that the belief 
love{John, Mary) has a valid node value and thus the object instantiation 
(x = John, y = Mary) is accepted as an answer. 
4. After checking the direct instance links, we wi l l proceed on the rule in-
stance links. One rule instance is found matching the querying expression 
"Details not shown. See Example 5.4.1 for details. 
• • ^ 
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(node [3]). 
5. Passing the query through the rule l ink, we are now executing the sub-
query ALUR\JE{parent{x, y)) after we arrived at node [4 . 
6. Scanning through the direct instances of the prototypical node parent(—2), 
we have found two matching direct instances: parent {John, Peter) ((1,0)， 
strongly) (node [5]) and parent {Bob, Tom){{l, 0), strongly) (node [6]). 
7. Af ter executing type I queries on the two instances, they are both satisfied 
and thus the two sets of object instantiations, {x = John, y — Peter) and 
{x = Bob, y = Tom), are passed back to node [3] through the temporary 
i< 
instantiat ion of the respective variable nodes. 
8. Type I queries on the beliefs love{John, Peter) and love{Bob, Tom) is • 
issued to test the val idity of the two set of object instantiation. The two 
I 
sets of object instantiations are valid and accepted as answers. 
• 
9. Af ter finished the rule instances, we have arrived at the v i r tua l instances 
‘ I丨 
of the prototypical node. There is only one matching v i r tual instances 
丨1 
found (node [7]). 
10. Through the v i r tual objects (nodes [8])，we can find their respective do-
I 
mains (nodes [9]). 
11. For each of the domain, we retrieve all objects wi th in the domain. 
(a) Locate the prototypical nodes Human{—) and Dog{—) first. 
(b) Find the matching direct instances under the two prototypical nodes. 
{Human: { John, Peter, Mary}, Dog; { Bob, Tom}) 
(c) There are no rule instances under the two prototypical nodes. 
(d) The v i r tual instances under the two prototypical nodes have no do-
main links and thus can be ignored. 
(e) The objects in the two domains are thus as follows: 
human = {John, Peter, Mary}, dog = {Bob, Tom} 
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12. From the two set of objects, we can form the following pairs of poten-
t ia l solution: {John, Bob}, {John, Tom}, {Peter, Bob}, {Peter,Tom}, 
{Mary, Bob} and {Mary, Tom}. 
13. Check each paired-up potential solution w i th type I query. 
14. Apart f rom loue、Mary, Bob) which found to be ((0，1), strongly) by node 
10]. Other pairs are valid answer to the query. 
15. Thus, the answer of the query is as follows: 
{x = John, y = Mary) 
(x = John, y = Peter) “ 
{x = Bob, y = Tom) 
{x = John, y = Bob) 
[x = John, y = Tom) 
{x = Peter, y = Bob) , 
{x = Peter, y = Tom) 
{x = Mary, y = Tom) • ‘ 
i 
5.5.2 Query ing an Expression w i t h Logical Connectives 
(Type I I ) 
！ 
When we are querying these kinds of compound expressions, in additional to 
the instances directly under the respective prototypical nodes of the querying 
expression, we need to also issue queries on the sub-expressions and comparing 
the solution sets of the queries on the sub-expressions to obtain the ful l set of 
solution i f necessary. 
Querying a Disjunction (Type II ) 
Assume we have a disjunction of logical expressions LE, which can be expressed 
as a i V V . . . V a^, where n is number of sub-expressions in the disjunction 
LE, the solution of a type I I query on i t can be obtained from the following 
procedure: 
^ 
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Procedure QUERY�丨disj(I^五） 
1. Find the prototypical node for the disjunction LE. Proceed on the direct 
and rule instance links as in the query processing procedure of single 
predicate expressions in Section 5.5.1. Stop the procedure after the first 
solution i f only first solution is required. 
2. For each of the sub-expression a -^, 0 < i < n, 
(a) Issue a type I I query on ai wi th the same constraints on t ru th value 
and range of degree of belief: QUERY_llp(Q;i). 
(b) The solutions to the query QUERY」Ip(ai) are also the solutions of the ‘ 
current query QUERY�Idisj(L五）when all the required variable slots ‘ 
are found. Otherwise, the instantiated variable slots wi l l be popped 
to the respective variable nodes and the next a i wi l l be examined 
using the instantiations propagated from the variable nodes. 
(c) Issue a type I query accordingly to check if the retrieved object in-
stantiation is valid. 
(d) I f only the first solution is needed, procedure can be stopped after 
the first solution is obtained. Otherwise, do the back-tracking and : 
find other answers. 
I 
! 
3. Try the virtual instance links connecting the prototypical node as in 
query processing procedure of single predicate expressions in Step 5 of ‘ j 
Section 5.5.1. 
4. I f no possible instance is found, give a "no" solution. 
The above procedure always give a complete unique set of answers to the 
query and the answer set can be found finitely. Section 6.4.2 gives the proof of 
these properties. 
Querying a Conjunction (Type II) 
While the disjunction wi l l include all the solution for its sub-expression in its 
own solution, a type I I query issued on a conjunction wi l l check for potential 
solutions by recursively issuing type I I queries. 
^ 
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Assume we have a conjunction of logical expressions LE, which can be ex-
pressed as Qfi 八 a2 八.•.八 where n is number of sub-expressions in the 
conjunction LE, the solution of a type I I query on i t can be obtained from the 
following procedure: 
Procedure Q U E R Y J I C O N J ( I / ^ ) 
1. Find the prototypical node for the conjunction LE. Proceed on the direct 
and rule instance links as in the query processing procedure of single 
predicate expressions in Section 5.5.1. Stop at the first solution i f only 
first solution is needed. i'' 
4 
2. Starting from the first sub-expression ai, i = l 
(a) Instantiate the variable slots according to the variable nodes respec-
tively. 
(b) I f the sub-expression is not fully instantiated after taking the object 
values from the variable nodes, issue a type I I query on a i wi th same 
the same constraints on t ru th value and range of degree of belief: 
QUERY」Ip(ai) or QUERY」lDisj(Q!i), wi th respect to whether a i is a : 
single predicate expression or a disjunction. While doing the above 丨 
sub-query, the testing step (issue a type I query ISTRUE / ISFALSE 
in order to verify the answer) are skipped. 
I： 
(c) After obtaining a solution from the sub-query, make the necessary 
instantiation of the variable nodes according to the different instan-
t iat ion of the variable slots. Repeat Step 2(a) for the next sub-
expression tti+i. 
(d) When a solution for the sub-query on an is found, the first solution for 
the origin query can be obtained by taking out all the uninstantiated 
variable slots in the query and the respective instantiated value of 
the variable slots after the inference. However, before we conclude 
the set of object instantiation as answer, we need to issue a type I 
query ISTRUE / ISFALSE according to the t ru th value of the original 
query required in order to check the validity of the answer. I f there 
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is any condition introduced for a variable slot, include i t into the set 
of answer. 
I 
(e) I f only first solution is required, the procedure can be stopped here. 
(f) Backtracking to a;—i i f no solution can be found for the query on a i 
or more solutions are required. 
3. Try the v i r tua l instance links connecting the prototypical node as in 
query processing procedure of single predicate expressions in Step 5 in 
Section 5.5.1. 
4. I f no possible instance is found, give a "no" solution. 
4 
As in the query for a disjunction, the procedure also gives a complete unique 
set of answer to the query and the computation also terminates finitely. The 
proof is given in Section 6.4.2. 
Example 
We wi l l i l lustrate the type I I queries on disjunction and conjunction altogether 
in a "blocks world" example. The following figure (Figure 5.6) shows a block 
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Figure 5.6: A Block Environment w i th Eight Blocks 
We are going to use two predicates, on(—2) and above{—2), to describe 
the above environment. on{x, y) is used to describe two blocks where block x 
is directly placed on block y w i th no other blocks in-between them, whereas 
above{x, y) is used to describe two blocks where block x is not directly on block 
』 
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y, but some other block(s) are in-between them and one of the in-between blocks 








Figure 5.7: Predicates on{x, y) and ahove{x^y) , 
•f 
The block world may be described using the following sentences: 
• on{A, B) is true 
• on{B, C) is true 
r 
I 
• on(C, E) is true 
• on (C, F) is true 
• on{D, G) is true 
• on{E, Table) is true •； 
• on(F, Table) is true 
• on{G, Table) is true 
• on{x, z) A on{z, y) above{x, y) 
• on (a:, z) A above(z, y) above{x, y) 
• A) is true, i.e. \/x.，on(j€, A) 
• ->3x.on{x, D) is true, i.e. D) 
• above{Hj Table)八""<on(iif, Table) is true 
^ 
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Figure 5.8 shows how PIN represents the above knowledge. Addi t ional in-
formation has been added into the inference network to further explain the 
environment. 
/ I / 1 / / ^ \ \ . b o v ^ / / 
I I M / / I V \\丨\ • \ 二 ) 1 I 丨 务 一 ) 
I ； i . 
I 1 I \ : , c ) \on(x’z) ^ ^ ( x ’ z ) a^ve(z.y)人 
o n ( A ’ B ) \ ( ^ \ ((1.0).tmeV;hr^ V>-^  iT ?b6ve(H.Table) 
I , 11 » ( X j 、 . 、零 aboveATable)A . • 
I 、 Q J ~ ^ ^ 今 t—_ not on(c2) ((1,0),certainly),, 
• . on(C.E) / i ^ ' { [ 2 ] L . - 、； ^ ( ( 1 , 0 ) , t r u e ) 、、‘ ，， • 
V T (p”力二)、-、:、 、：：，；； ’ 
1 on(|i 0) iWd.q).-) , . t onp.F) ,((=)，[=) 、、、 , • 
((0.1).nopnaly).. . y . . ^ ’ '(d.Q.tmej , Bl这)、 、、、 、 、 . 、 、 , 
乂 : : A、，、、’V。，、、BILW、、、、…''(；(:） �((1;0.-厂•、’ BI。，:b|oc晰广,:B_C), BlockCD) 、((I,。)^ e)、 BI。ck(F)、\ 、：’ 
domain 、‘（0》’Vue) (i,o),true) (1,0),true)\, ,((1,0>,的e); 、>, 、（！(1i,0),true)、、 （^’ \ , ) ^ 
,.,'' ‘\ » ‘ » “ » ‘ » ” * 、！ ‘ » ‘ ( ) 
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Note: 
In order to have a more clear representation, 
combinative link among prototypical nodes are omitted. 
Figure 5.8: PIN representing the block world in Figure 5.6 
The following query w i l l i l lustrate how type I I queries work on both con-
junct ion and disjunction and also the mechanism of the infinite looping control 
algorithm. 
E x a m p l e 5.5.2 Retrieve all possible x for the expression on[x, Table)\/above{x, 
^ 
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Table) in the PIN given in Figure 5.8. 
In this example, we wi l l need the help of information source to identify i f 
there is an infinite recursion during the inference. 
Steps: 
1. No prototypical node is found for the given disjunction. Thus, we are 
going to retrieve the object instantiat ion through two type I I queries: 
MLTR\JE{on{x,Table)) and MLJR\JE{above{x, Table)). 
2. Under the prototypical node of the first sub-expression (node [ 1 ] ) ,而 (—2 )’ . 
we can find three matching direct instances: on{E, Table), on{F, Table) ‘ 
and on{G, Table) (nodes [2], [3] and [4]). 
3. After using type I queries to check the validity, we know that the three 
instances are valid and thus obtain the three answers: {x =五}，{x = F} 丨 
and {x = G}. 
4. No other matching rule (wi th incoming combinative l ink) or v i r tual in-
stances are found. 
5. When we proceed on the prototypical node of the second sub-expression 
(node [5])，above、—2), we can find one matched direct instance above(H, 
Table) yielding the answer {x = H} after the verification using a type I 
query. 
6. Then we are going to the two matching rule instances. Assume that the 
one linked from on{x, z) A above{z, y) above(x, y) is taken first (node 
[6]). 
7. When the query is transferred to the condition node of the rule (node 
'7], w i th information source s = {above{-, Table))), the variable instan-
t iat ion {Table) is also made through the variable node. The query now 
becomes ALLTRUE(on(rr, 2;) A above[z, Table)), which is a type I I query 
on a conjunction. 
^ 
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(a) There is no matched direct and v i r tua l instance and also no rule 
instance w i th incoming rule l ink found under the prototypical node. 
(b) Thus, we w i l l find the possible instantiat ion from the sub-expressions. 
Assume we take the sub-expression ahove{z, Table) first (s = {above{-, 
Table), on(一，_)八 above(-, Table))), the sub-query at this stage now 
becomes: MlJR\JE{above{?, Table)). 
i. We start the sub-query at the respective prototypical node (node 
5]). Assume the rule instance on{x, z)Aabove{z, y) h-)- above{x, y) 
(node [6]) is selected again. 
i i . The query is passed to the condition part (node [7], w i th s — 
〈aJxrue、-, Table), on(_, _)八 a6cwe(_, Ta6k) , above{-, Table))). As 
before, no available instance is found for the conjunction repre-
sented by node [7]. Thus, we wi l l go to the sub-expressions one 
by one. 丨 
i i i . Again, we take the sub-expression above{z, Table) and the new 
sub-query goes back to the prototypical node and then to the 
condition node. The information source then becomes {above{-, 
Table), on、-, 一 ) A a 6 c w e ( _ , Table), above(_, Table), on(一, -)/\above(-, ’ 
Table)). The source is repeated. (See also Figure 5.9) 
z 一 、、、 
, 一 、 、 start Sub-query: 
Z 、、 ALLTRUE(above(?,Table)) 1 
/ 、 on(x,z)八 A i 丨 
\ above (z,Table) ^ ^ 
! 、 above(z, Table) <above(_,Table)> ^ 
； r � 二 ; \ 0分 - - ^ ^ © ^ 
； a — , ， T _ 圳 ’ . i r 二ZiTable) 
； 丄 
I i f above(z,Table) C 5 ] 
J, / <above(_.Table), K U on(x,z) 
/ on(_._) A above(_’Table)> 
above(z". Table) ( ^ ) 
oboveL,Table), \ ^ o n { x ' , z ' ) 
on(_._)八 above{_,Table), 
above(_’Table)’ 
on(_,_) A above(_Jable>> 
Figure 5.9: Repeating Information Source and Recursion 
• ^ 
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iv. According to the Inf inite Looping Control Algor i thm, we wi l l 
stop going further into the search for this branch and jump 
back to the step where the source is (above(., Table), on(_, _)八 
above{-j Table)). 
(c) Going back to the node above{z, Table) w i th s = {above{., Table), 
on、-, _) A above{-, Table)), we conclude the rule instance is failure to 
find any object instantiation. 
(d) Thus, we go to the second rule instance: on{x, z)八 on(jz,y) !->• 
above{x, y). The sub-query at the condition node (wi th s = (above(_, 
Table), on、-, .)Aabove{-, Table))) of the rule is: ALLTRUE(on(a;, 2：)八 
on{z, Table)). 
(e) No available instance under the prototypical node of the conjunction 
is found. Thus we go to the first sub-expression, say on{D, G), for 
the object instantiation. 丨 
(f) After instantiat ing the variable node，we then go to the second sub-
expression using the found instantiation. Thus, the sub-query is then 
ISTRUE{on{G,Table)). 
(g) The instantiation are then passed back through the variable node to 
the conclusion part of the rule and eventually node C in Figure 5.9. 
(h) After we have found the instantiation for the first sub-expression at 
node B {{z = G } ) , we wi l l need to find the instantiat ion for on{x, z). ! 
The sub-query here is: ALLTRUE(on(x, D)). However, this sub-query 
cannot yield any instance. 
(i) After the failure of finding an instance for on(x, D ) , we backtrack 
on the sub-expression above(z, Table) and eventually find {z — C} 
through on(C, F)八 on(JF\ Table). 
(j) Thus, we go to the second expression, where now the sub-query is: 
ALLTRUE(on(x, C)). The query expression is matched by one direct 
instance on{B, C) and thus find another answer for the in i t ia l query: 
{x = B}. 
^ 
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8. Similarly, other instances can be found and some of the answer may be 
repeated. The final answer set w i l l be: {rr =丑 }， { x = F j , {x = G}, 
{x = H}, {x = B } , {x = A}, {x = D} and {x = C}. • 
5.6 Querying an Expression with Virtual Ob-
jects 
Normally, type I queries w i l l accept only ful ly instantiated propositions only. 
However, we sometimes use the queries ( I S T R U E and ISFALSE) on expression 
w i t h quantification. For an example, we may be interested on i f al l birds can fly: 
\SJR\JE{Fly{fjL^Bird{-)))y or i f there exists a b i rd can swim ISTRUE(5iL'2m(£^Bz>d(_)))- | 
Such queries wi l l not take any range of degree of belief. 
Type I I queries in PIN allows expressions w i th unknown variables normally. > 
The variable in the expressions may be ful ly- instantiat ion or unknown in dif- j 
ferent slots. In some cases, we do not know the instantiation of a variable slot 
but i t is not needed to be found, we may use the v i r tua l object e, which repre-
sents a unknown object, to substitute the slot. For example, "What has been 
stolen?" may be converted to the query steal{e, x) in PIN, while steal [Someone, 
Something) represents someone stole something. The existential v i r tual object 
here can have a bounded domain as defined before, but the unknown object can 
be any type in default, when no special domain is defined. No universal v i r tual 
object (/i) is allowed in type I I queries. 
5.6.1 Type I Queries Invo lv ing V i r t u a l Object 
When we have a v i r tual object in our querying expression, we are in fact find-
ing an arbitrary object instance in the domain to satisfy the query in case of 
an existential v i r tual object. On the other hand, a universal v i r tual object in 
the querying expression needs every object in the given domain to satisfy the 
query. The sequence of the quantification is important and must be taken into 
account when we evaluate the inference network. Following this hypothesis, 
we can construct the following query processing procedure for expression w i th 
^ 
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virtual objects: 
Procedure QUERY」vo⑷ 
1. Find the respective prototypical node for the query expression b. 
2. We wi l l first t ry the virtual instance links under the prototypical nodes. 
(a) fjL in the querying expression must be matched by a / i in the predicate 
node, wi th the same domain of the quantification. 
(b) e in the querying expression can be matched by either a / i or an 6： 
in the node respectively, and the domain of the quantification must 
I 
also be the same. 丨 
j 
(c) The sequence of the virtual objects is not important i f there is only 
one type of virtual object (// or s) wi thin the whole expression. In 、 
such case, we wi l l take the node value of the matched predicate node | 
as a potential query answer. 
(d) I f there exists more than one type of virtual objects in the querying 
expression, we must evaluate them in the correct sequence. Only the 
matched instances with the exact order of sequence as the querying 
expression wi l l be taken as a potential query answer. 
(e) I f the virtual objects used in the query consist of existential virtual 
objects (e) only, and a match is made, a "yes" answer is returned 丨 
and the procedure stops. 
(f) I f the virtual object used in the query consist of universal virtual 
objects (/i), and if a match is made, we can only conclude that we 
have got a general answer from a default rule. A "yes" answer is 
temporarily given. However, the query processing procedure needs 
to continue. At the end, i f no other conclusion can be found, the 
"yes" answer is returned. 
3. After checking the virtual instances, we wi l l examine other instances of 
the querying expression. 
^ 
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4. According to the variable slots which are vir tual objects in the querying 
expression, find the respective objects in the given domain predicate. 
5. The objects wi l l then be paired up. The resultant fully-instantiated ex-
pression wi l l be checked by the original form of type I query. 
(a) Every possible tuple wi l l be checked unt i l the query answer can be 
found. Each time when we are try ing the next tuple, always change 
the object instantiation for the variable slots w i th the latest sequence 




(b) I f the vir tual object in the querying expression is an universal v ir tual | 
i 
object fjL, all objects in the respective domain needed to be tried and 
satisfied in order to make the expression matched. 
(c) I f the vir tual object in the querying expression is an existential vir- i 
tual object e, the expression is matched when an arbitrary matched 
instance in the respective domain is found. 
(d) I f an existential v ir tual object comes before (in the sequence of quan-
tification) other universal vir tual objects, the object instantiation of 
the existential v ir tual object wi l l be stored into the respective vari-
able node after the first instantiation of the set of possible object . 
instantiations has been made. The same object instantiation for the 
existential v ir tual object wi l l be used when the procedure is trying ‘ 
the object instantiations for the universal v i r tual objects which come 
after the fixed existential v ir tual object. 
(e) I f an existential v ir tual object comes after (in the sequence of quan-
tification) other universal vir tual objects, the object instantiation of 
the existential v ir tual object wi l l be forgotten each time so that dif-
ferent instantiation for the existential v ir tual object is possible while 
testing all the cases for the universal v ir tual objects which come be-
fore the existential v ir tual object. 
(f) I f the querying expression is completely matched through the above 
constraints, a "yes" answer is returned and the procedure stops. 
一 ^ 
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6. I f there are no matched instances found through all the possible tuples 
formed by the objects in different domain, 
• Confirm the "yes" answer i f one was obtained through the v i r tua l 
instances of the prototypical node earlier. 
• Return a "no" answer in any other case. 
The above procedure is i l lustrated by an example using the PIN in Figure 5.8. 
E x a m p l e 5.6.1 Find if all the blocks is on some other blocks in the PIN given 
in Figure 5.8. 
The above question can be expressed as yXxeBiock{x)^yyeBiock(y)on{x, y) in : 
predicate logic, or where domain for the two v i r tual object is Block{jjLi) 
and Block{£2) respectively. 
'1 
1. First, we wi l l find the prototypical node 而(—2). 
2. The v i r tual instance are checked first. 
I 
• o n ( / i , A) and onfji, D) do not match the v i r tual object e in the query-
ing expression. Thus, no matching v i r tual instance can be found 
under the prototypical node. 
3. Next, we retrieve all the objects w i th in the domains of quantifications of 
the v i r tual objects. j 
• The domain of both v i r tua l objects is Block{x), which has the fol-
lowing eight objects: {A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H}. 
4. The existential v i r tual object comes after the universal v i r tua l object. 
Thus, we can use a different instantiation for the existential v i r tual object 
each time. 
5. Test the objects in the domain using type I queries: 
• on{A, e) — matched by on{Aj B). 
• on(B, e) — matched by on{B, C). 
^ 
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• on((7，£) — matched by on(C, E) (or on(C, F)). 
• on{D, s) — matched by on{D,G). 
• on{E, e) — matched by on{E, Table) i f Table is in the domain Block{-). 
• on{F, e) 一 matched by on{F, Table) ii Table is in the domain Block{-). 
• on{G, s) — matched by on(G, Table) i f Table is in the domain Block(-). 
• on(H, e) — not matched. Thus, a "no" answer is given for the type 
I query. 
6. After al l object instantiation has been tested, we found that we can match ！ 
I 
all instances for the universal v i r tua l object. Thus, the final answer of the | 
query is "no". • 
5.6.2 Type I I Queries invo lv ing V i r t u a l Objects 
As said before, the v i r tual object s represents a "not-minded" instantiation 
for a unknown variable slot. Thus, i t matches all instantiated instance found in 
PIN i f other variable slots are also satisfied, or at least for those object instances I 
which is in the domain i f the v i r tual object is bounded. Apar t from the domain 
finding and matching part, the rest of the query processing procedure is nearly 
the same as in the normal case. 
Procedure QUERY」lvo(6) I 
1. I f the v i r tual objects in the query expression are bounded by domains, 
find the objects in the domain of quantification. Details can be found in 
Section 5.1. 
2. According to the query processing procedure for type I I listed in Sec-
tions 5.5.1 and 5.5.2, 
3. The variable slots w i th the existential v i r tual objects (£) match w i th any 
object which is in the respective domain. I f no domain is specified for the 
v i r tual object, i t can match w i th all objects. 
A 
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4. When we go through the vir tual instance links, we may find the existential 
v i r tual objects matching some variable slots in the querying expression as 
in Step 5(a)iii. in Page 139. Normally, we wi l l not consider the link. 
However, during the query processing procedure for type I I queries wi th 
v i r tual object, we wi l l consider the case as a valid match, given that the 
domain of the quantification for the two vir tual objects (in the predicate 
node and the query expression) is the same or the latter one includes the 
first one. 
In fact, the processing procedure is nearly the same as the original one. 
The only difference is that the existential v i r tual object can be matched by any 
instance. 
5.7 Chapter Summary 
In this chapter, we discussed on how the knowledge can be queried and re-
trieved from the PIN. These can be done by the two different types of queries — 
Type I concentrates on the node value of a belief and Type I I concentrates on ‘ 
the possible instantiations of different variables. Queries involving the virtual 
instances needs the retrieval of the respective objects in the domain. This is 
done by a separate searching procedure. Queries involving vir tual objects also , 
needs special handling apart from the normal type I or type I I query processing 
procedure. A l l these query processing procedure is summarized in Table 5.6. 
While we are retrieving knowledge through rules, an infinite looping control 
algorithm is used to avoid us from trapping into an endless recursion. 
^ 
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Query Form accept expres- arguments return values 
sions 
CONCLUDE ful ly instanti- n.a. node value 
T ated expressions 
Y ISUNKNOWN fully instanti- n.a. yes / no 
P ated expressions 
E ISCONTRADICT ful ly instanti- n.a. yes / no 
I ated expressions 
ful ly instanti- range of degree yes / no, yes 
ated expressions (default: all) w i th condition 
expressions wi th n.a. yes / no, yes 
vir tual object(s) wi th condition 
ful ly instanti- range of degree yes / no, yes 
ated expressions (default: all) w i th condition j 
expressions wi th n.a. yes / no, yes i 
v i r tual object(s) wi th condition 
T FINDTRUE all kinds of ex- range of degree first object in- | 
Y pressions except (default:all) stantiation for 
P those wi th fj, uninstantiated 
E slots 
II ALLTRUE di t to di t to all possible in- I 
stantiation for j 
uninstantiated 
slots 








Table 5.6: Summary of the Query Types, Forms, Expressions Allowed and etc. 
- - _ - ^ 
Chapter 6 
Uniqueness and Finite 
Termination 丨 
In this chapter, we wi l l prove that the query processing procedures given in the 丨 
previous chapter wi l l each derive a unique set of answer and the computation 
terminates finitely. The two type of queries wi l l be proven separately and those 
queries involving vir tual objects wi l l need separate proofs. Moreover, we wi l l 
need to prove that we can obtain all the objects in the domain of quantification . 
in a finite t ime before we can start the proofs on the queries involving vir tual 
objects. As we have proven that the recursive rules wi l l give a unique answer 
in a finite time in Theorems 5.2.1 and 5.2.2，assuming a non-recursive PIN wi l l 
terminate finitely and give a unique answer, we need only to prove in this j 
chapter that the queries without involving recursive rules terminate and give 
unique answer sets. Combining the result, all valid queries in PIN terminate 
finitely and give unique answers. 
159 
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6.1 Proof Structure 
Before starting the proof for the two types of queries, we wi l l need to first prove 
that the objects wi th in the domain of quantification can be found finitely and 
unique set of objects can be obtained. The proof is divided to three parts, 
which correspond to object instantiations from the direct instances, the rule 
instances and the vir tual instances respectively. After we have the proofs for 
the three different kinds of instances, we can make a conclusion that the object 
instantiation can be found finitely and the computation always yields the same 
set of objects. 
Then we wi l l come to the query processing procedures. The procedures for 
the two type of queries wi l l be proven separately. We start at the type I query 
first. We wi l l first prove the query on simple single predicate expression. The 
answer of the query can be obtained from different instances of the prototypical 
' I 
node — direct, rule and vir tual instances. The latter two can be further divided I 
into those wi th and without incoming rule links. Direct instances and rule 
instances without incoming rule links wi l l be done first. Then, the rule instance I 
links wi l l be done together wi th the general proof for type I queries for single 
predicate expressions. Using the proof for the single predicate expressions, we 
can easily draw a conclusion that type I queries on compound expressions in 
PIN also yields a unique node value and the computation terminates finitely. 
The last step is to conclude that all type I queries terminates finitely and yields 
j 
a unique answer. 
The proof for type I I queries are done differently. Using the result in the 
proof for the domain searching procedure, we can prove that type I I queries 
on single predicate expression yields a complete unique set of answers and the 
computation terminates finitely. The proof for disjunctions and conjunctions 
can be done based on the previous results. The final step is to conclude that all 
type I I queries terminates finitely and yields a complete unique set of answers. 
The completeness here refers to the known objects (universe) covered by the 
PIN on which the query is being asked. This concept of completeness wi l l be 
used throughout the whole chapter. 
Let us start w i th the proof for the domain searching procedure. 
^ 
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6.2 Proof for Completeness and Finite Termi-
nation of Domain Searching Procedure 
Normally, we retrieve the set of objects in a domain only when we are finding 
instances related to v i r tual instances. Only domain predicates linked to the 
vir tual object nodes wi th domain links are needed to be searched. These domain 
predicates are always unary. The object instantiations for those not linked by 
domain links have already been retrieved during the search in direct and rule 
instance of the respective predicate. Thus, the proofs below is specified for the 
searching procedure for unary domain predicates. 
As mentioned in Section 5.1, fining the objects in the domain of quantifi-
cation is in fact finding out all declared object instantiations of the direct and 
rule instances wi th the matched t ru th value under the prototypical node of the 
domain predicate. The ult imate node value of the respective beliefs carrying ] 
these instantiation wi l l not alter the domain membership of an object. Thus, 
by proving a complete unique set of instances under a prototypical node can be 
obtained finitely, we can claim that all the objects in the domain can be found 
completely and uniquely and the computation leads to a finite termination. 
The answer set is complete because the search for all searching procedure 
goes through the whole PIN exhaustively, i.e., the answer set is complete wi th 
respect to the scope of the PIN. 
The followings give the detail proofs for the completeness and finite termi- ; 
nation of the procedure for finding objects in a domain (PI) . Please refer to 
Section 5.1 in Pages 104-109 for the detail description of the procedure. 
L e m m a 6.2.1 A l l object instantiations of the predicate nodes connected to a 
prototypical node by direct instance links of can always be completely retrieved 
in PIN. The searching procedure terminates finitely and always yields the same 
unique set of objects for the same PIN. 
P roo f : According to Step 2(a) of the procedure for finding objects in a domain 
in Section 5.1, all direct instances wi th the instantiated variable slots in the 
querying expression matched is gone through during the domain objects finding 
procedure. 
A 
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According to Step 2(b) of the same procedure, for each matched direct 
instance under the prototypical node of the querying predicate having a matched 
node value, the respective object instantiation is a member of the objects wi th in 
in the given domain. 
The number of direct instances in a PIN is finite and the query processing 
procedure is sequential. The query processing procedure searches the PIN ex-
haustively but non-repeatedly. Thus, the search for direct instance terminates 
only when all direct instances of the respective prototypical node have been 
gone through, no matter i f any object instantiation has been found. I f there 
is no matching instance for the given expression after retrieving all direct in-
stances, the procedure wi l l proceed on to the rule instances. I t does not affect 
the uniqueness of the answer set we have obtained. The computation of direct 
instances has also come to an end i f the procedure starts to search the rule 
instances. Thus, the computation terminates finitely after the search has gone 
through the finite number of direct instances. , 
Only those instances wi th the needed node value and matched instantiated 
variable slots as the querying expression wi l l be counted into the answer. The ; 
answer is obtained by extracting the instantiation made in the domain bounding 
variable slot. Given the same set of instances in the PIN, as the matching criteria 
does not change, the same set of object instantiation is obtained. 
From the above proof, we can conclude that the set of object instantiations i 
which are retrieved form the direct instance links connecting to the respective ‘ 
prototypical node is unique and complete. The computation also terminates 
finitely. 口 
L e m m a 6.2.2 A l l object instantiations of the domain bounding variable slot 
of the predicate nodes, after fully instantiated during reasoning, which is con-
nected to a prototypical node by vir tual instance links can always be completely 
retrieved in a PIN, given that the bounding variable slot is not an existential 
v ir tual object in the respective predicate node. The searching procedure also 
terminates finitely and always yields the same unique set of objects for the same 
PIN. 
P roo f : According to step 4 of the procedure for finding objects in domain 
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in Section 5.1, for each vir tual instance l ink under the prototypical node of 
the domain predicate wi th the domain bounding variable slot matched wi th 
any instantiated object, we take the object instantiations as a member of the 
objects in the domain i f the node value is the one we are looking for. 
A n object instantiation involving the matched vir tual instance link can be 
divided into the following types only: 
1. The object instantiation directly from a vir tual instance having the re-
quired node value without any incoming rule link. (Step 4(b)i. of the 
procedure) 
2. The object in the newly found domain for the domain bounding variable 
slot when the respective slot is instantiated to a universal vir tual object 
bounded by the newly found domain, while the respective predicate node 
has the required node value. (Step 4(b)ii. of the procedure) j 
3. The object instantiation required are obtained from the predicate node 
connected to the vir tual instance links, while the node value is going to 
be verified by investigating the existence of belief w i th the required node ！ 
value for the previous node. (Step 4(c)i. of the procedure) \ 
4. The object instantiation and the node value are found and propagated 
from the previous node. (Step 4(c)ii. of the procedure) 
In the first case, all object instantiations can be retrieved because the search 
goes through all virtual instance links one by one non-repeatively. The search 
terminates finitely because the number of the vir tual instance links for a given 
prototypical node is finite. Thus, the same finite set of objects can be retrieved 
from the vir tual instance links wi th suitable node value for the domain bounding 
variable slot while other instantiated variable slots in the predicate node are 
matched by the respective slots in the querying expression. 
In the second and fourth cases, the object instantiation is given by another 
domain; while in the th i rd case, though the object instantiation is found in 
the vir tual instance directly, i t is dependent on the previous node which we 
are in fact finding matching for another variable slot applying the procedure 
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recursively. We are in fact making another call of the domain searching proce-
dure in both cases. The new domain is also given by the above four different 
ways. However, as the inference network is acyclic, the checking algorithm in 
Section 4.4.6 prevents the domain predicate to be used in a recursive way and 
no cycle can be formed. Thus, the object instantiation wi l l eventually given 
by direct instances, rule instances or vir tual instances having the required node 
value and matched instantiation directly (case 1 as stated above). 
I f the set of object instantiation is obtained from the direct instances, the 
searching procedure terminates finitely and yields a unique set of objects, proven 
< 
by Lemma 6.2.1. j 
ji 
I f the set of object instantiation is obtained from the rule instances, the rule \ 
may be a normal one or a recursive one. However, i f the rule is a recursive one, 
according to Theorem 5.2.1, i t can sti l l be reduced to a non-recursive one and 
the process terminates finitely. 
I 
In cases of simple rules and domain predicate links, as the number of both , 
kind of links is finite, and PIN is acyclic, eventually, there wi l l be no such links 
(rule or domain) and the result must be obtained from other sources: direct 
instances (proven in Lemma 6.2.1) or vir tual instances wi th a fully instantiated 
domain bounding variable slot, which is proven to terminate finitely and yield 
a unique set of answers. 
Since the PIN is a finite network and the query processing procedure searches 
the network exhaustively and non-repeatedly, the answer set obtained from a 
rule instance is also complete. 
Therefore, the object instantiation for the four cases can be retrieved com-
pletely and uniquely given the same PIN, and the computation terminates 
finitely. 
Thus, from the above proof, and as we have covered all the cases of retrieving 
answers from a virtual instance, we can conclude that all object instantiations 
of the domain bounding variable slot of the predicate nodes given by the virtual 
instances can always be retrieved completely and uniquely and the computation 
terminates finitely. • 
L e m m a 6.2.3 A l l object instantiations of the predicate nodes, after fully in-
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stantiated during reasoning, which is connected to a prototypical node by rule 
instance links, can always be completely retrieved in a PIN. The searching pro-
cedure terminates finitely and yields the same unique set of objects for the same 
PIN. 
P r o o f : According to step 3 of the procedure for finding objects in a domain in 
Section 5.1，for each rule instance under the prototypical node of the domain 
predicate w i th all instantiated variable slots in the querying predicate matched, 
the respective object instantiations for the domain bounding variable slot in 
the previous node Op w i th the suitable node value (according to Table 5.1) are 
retrieved applying the same procedure again, where the object instantiations | 
for the domain bounding variable slot of the previous node can be obtained by: | 
1. A direct instance of the prototypical node of Op, 
2. A rule instance of the prototypical node of Op，or j 
I 
3. A v i r tual instance of the prototypical node of Op (as in Step 3(d) in the 
procedure in Section 5.1) where the instantiation for the domain bounding 
variable slot must not be an existential v i r tual object (e). 1 
In the first and last cases, as we have proven in Lemmas 6.2.1 and 6.2.2, we 
can always get a unique and complete answer set from the direct and vir tual 
instances and the computation always terminates finitely. 
In the second case, as we have proven in Theorem 5.2.1, the recursive rule 
terminates finitely and is reduced to a non-recursive instance (either direct, 
v i r tual or rule). As the number of rules in the PIN is finite and the PIN is 
acyclic, the object instantiations for the rule instance wi l l finally given by a 
direct or v i r tual instance. As we have proven in Lemmas 6.2.1 and 6.2.2，we 
can always get a unique and complete answer set from the direct instances and 
v i r tual and the computation always terminates finitely. Thus, when all the 
rules are reduced to direct or v i r tual instances, the direct instances propagates 
through the links to the original node and the unique answer set is found finitely. 
Since the PIN is a finite network and the query processing procedure searches 
the network exhaustively and non-repeatedly, the answer set obtained from a 
rule instance is also complete. 
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Thus, combining the three cases, the answer set given by the rule instances 
of a prototypical node can be found finitely and a complete and unique answer 
set is yielded. • 
Theorem 6.2.1 A complete and unique set of objects in the domain of quan-
t i f icat ion can be found finitely. 
Proof: As mentioned in Section 5.1, the domain of quantification is given by 
all object instantiation which can be made under the prototypical node without 
considering any v i r tual objects. 
Following the searching procedure, i f the prototypical node for the domain j 
is not found, no object can be obtained and the procedure terminates. The | 
search thus always terminates finitely and give the same solution of null set in | 
this case. 
I 
I f the prototypical node is found, the following instances of the prototypical 
node are examined one by one: i 
• Direct instances 
• Rule instances 
• V i r tua l instances of the prototypical node of Op (as in Step 3(d) in the 丨 
procedure in Section 5.1) where the instantiation for the domain bounding 
variable slot must not be an existential v i r tual object (£)• 
From Lemma 6.2.1, we have proven that a complete and unique answer set 
for the domain searching procedure can be obtained from the direct instances 
of the respective prototypical node finitely (case 1). 
From Lemma 6.2.3，we have also proven that a complete and unique answer 
set for the domain searching procedure can be obtained from the rule instances 
of the respective prototypical node finitely (case 2). 
From Lemma 6.2.2，we have also proven that a complete and unique answer 
set for the domain searching procedure can be obtained from the usable v ir tual 
instances of the respective prototypical node finitely (case 3). 
The search for all object instantiation wi l l be a sequential exhaustive search 
for the entire PIN without repetition. As the PIN is finite, the search terminates 
finitely and a complete answer should be obtained. 
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Thus, we can conclude that a unique and complete set of objects in a domain 
of quantification can be found finitely. • 
6.3 Proofs for Type I Queries 
6.3.1 P roo f for Single Predicate Expressions 
In this section, we wi l l prove the uniqueness and finite termination of type I 
queries on single predicate expressions. I t is the basic case for the proof for type 
I queries. The details of the query processing procedure for this type of queries I 
have been given in Section 5.4.1 in Page 122. We wi l l first t ry to prove that j 
we can obtain a unique set of inputs to the query result from the instance links 
wi th no incoming rule links and the computation terminates finitely. Then, 
we wi l l make use of induction to prove that those instances with rule links ^ 
also gives a unique set of inputs to the query result and the computation also I 
terminates finitely. After that, we wi l l make use of Theorem 3.1.2 to prove that 
the selection function for the different instance links gives a unique node value 丨 
and the computation terminates finitely. Combining the above results, we can ^ 
conclude that type I queries on single predicate expressions terminates finitely 
and retrieves a unique node value for the query. 
Lemma 6.3.1 The direct instance links of a prototypical node always gives j 
the same set of inputs to the query result during a type I query on a single ‘ 
predicate expression and the computation terminates finitely. 
Proof: According to step 2 of the procedure QUERYJp in Section 5.4.1, all 
fully-instantiated predicate nodes in the PIN with all variable slots matched 
with the querying expression are included as inputs to the query result (as 
mentioned in step 4 of the procedure). 
The predicate nodes representing the direct instances have no previous node 
and next direct instance is searched after a direct instance is included as an input 
to the query result (Step 2b). 
The procedure is sequential. Given a finite number of direct instances, i t 
retrieves the instances one at a time without repetition. Thus, the procedure 
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terminates finitely when all instances are found. 
Since we seek exhaustively for all instances, it always yields the same set of 
inputs to the query result. 
Therefore, the set of inputs to the query result is unique and the computation 
terminates finitely. 
If there is no matching instance for the given expression after retrieving all 
direct instances, the procedure wi l l continue for the rule instances. I t does not 
affect the uniqueness of the set of input (by direct instances) to the query result. 
The computation of direct instances has also come to an end i f the procedure 
starts to search the rule instances. j 
Thus, we can conclude that the set of inputs to the query result given by j 
direct instance links is unique and the computation terminates finitely. • 
L e m m a 6.3.2 The virtual instances of a prototypical node wi th no incoming 
rule l ink always gives the same set of inputs to the query result during a type I i 
query on a single predicate expression and the computation terminates finitely. 
P roo f : The virtual instance links are only used when there is no input to the | 
query result from the direct instance links and rule instance links. Thus, if 丨 
inputs from the two types of instance links exists, a null set is given by the : 
virtual instance links as the input of the query result immediately. The set is 
always unique and the computation terminates finitely. 
I f there is no input to the query result from the direct instance links and 
rule instance links, according to Step 5 of the procedure QUERYJp in Sec-
tion 5.4.1，we need to find the objects in the domain of quantification for all 
fjL in order to find the inputs from the virtual instances. From Theorem 6.2.1， 
we know that a unique set of objects in the domain of quantification can be 
found finitely. As the PIN is a finite network, the number of objects in the 
domain of quantification is also finite. As the searching procedure is sequential, 
exhaustive, non-repeated and in a defined order, the step of trying all objects 
in the domain of quantification for matching (step 5(a)v.) terminates finite. 
The node values of those predicate nodes with all variable slots matched with 
the querying expression without incoming rule links are included as the inputs 
to the query result (step 5(a)vii.A). For those predicate node which can match 
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only all the variable slots but the object instantiation cannot be found in the 
domain, we can sti l l give a conditional answer finitely (step 5(a)vi.) and pass 
i t as a query result through step 5(a)vii.A. As all objects are tr ied each time, 
the set of inputs to the query result is always the same unique set. Thus, the 
v i r tual instance links of a prototypical node always gives the same set of inputs 
to the query result i f the rules invoked by vir tual instances are ignored and the 
computation terminates finitely. • 
L e m m a 6.3.3 A type I query on a single predicate expression terminates 
finitely and yields a unique node value. j 
P r o o f : When we process a type I query on a single predicate belief w i th m I 
variable slots we starts at the respective prototypical node (step | 
1 of QUERYJp procedure in Section 5.4.1 in Page 122). I f the prototypical 
node cannot be found, the computation terminates and a unique node value of ！ 
((0,0),0) is returned. j 
I f the prototypical node is found, such prototypical node may contain one I 
or more of the following instances: j 
1. direct instances, 
2. v i r tual instances without incoming rule l ink, 
3. rule instances without incoming rule link, 
4. v ir tual instances wi th incoming rule link(s), and/or 
5. rule instances wi th incoming rule link(s). 
Among the direct instances (case 1), they always give a unique set of in-
puts to the query result and the computation terminates finitely according to 
Lemma 6.3.1. 
Similar to the direct instances, the vir tual instances without incoming rule 
link(s) (case 2) also give a unique set of inputs to the query result and the 
computation terminates finitely according to Lemma 6.3.2. 
The rule instances without incoming rule link(s) (case 3) are ignored accord-
ing to step 3(a) of the query processing procedure. 
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In both cases 4 and 5, the search goes backward through a rule link and 
issues a new query. I f the rule is a recursive rule, from Theorem 5.2.1，the 
recursion is cut when the recursive rule is repeatedly called with the same 
variable instantiation. W i th the cutting process, the recursion part needs to find 
the matching instances through non-recursive part of the network eventually. 
In another words, the recursive rules are reduced to normal rules. 
In the case of normal non-recursive rules, the conclusion of a rule obtains its 
node value from a query on the condition node(s). As PIN is a finite network, 
the number of rules and object instances in the inference network is finite. In the 
extreme case, after all rules have gone through while no new object instantiation j 
can be made for the rules, the prototypical node of the condition node of the j 
final rule can only contain one or more of the following instances which can be 
matched: 
1. direct instances, i 
2. virtual instances without incoming rule links, and/or 
3. rule instances without incoming rule links. 丨 
If there is still no instance among the above with a matched variable instan-
tiation comparing with the respective conclusion node of the rule, the procedure 
backtracks to t ry another rule link in the next node, or i t goes to the other in-
stance links. Eventually, i f no instance under the prototypical can make any 
match, step 6 of the procedure stated that a unique node value ((0,0),0) is given 
and the computation terminates. 
We have proven the first two cases (direct instances and virtual instances 
without incoming rule links) wi l l give a unique set of input to the query result 
and the computation terminates finitely in Lemmas 6.3.1 and 6.3.2. The third 
case is ignored by the procedure of query processing as stated in step 3(a) in 
the procedure. Thus a unique set of input can be found finitely for the query 
corresponding to the condition of this final rule. 
According to steps 4 and 5(b), the computation function for alternative 
links is applied to obtain the node value for the querying belief. Proven in 
Theorem 3.1.2 in page 51，the computation function can give a unique answer 
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given a unique set of inputs finitely. On the other hand, conditional answers are 
given to user directly i f there exists any (step 5(b)). Thus, the node value for 
the type I query corresponding to the condition of the final rule can be found 
finitely and the node value is always unique. 
After obtaining the node value of the condition of the final rule, the input to 
the query result on the condition of the next rule from the instances containing 
an incoming rule link is found and the input is always unique. As stated before, 
other input to the query result can be found uniquely and finitely from direct 
instances and virtual instances without incoming rule links. Applying the com-
putation function again, a unique node value for the condition node of this rule 
can be found finitely. 
jl 
By induction, all instances wi th incoming rule can obtain a unique node j 
value from its condition node finitely. As the query processing procedure is ！ 
sequential, exhaustive and non-repeating, the above search is also complete ！ 
I 
and all possible inputs has been included. That makes the rule instances and j 
vir tual instances wi th incoming rule link(s) always give unique sets of inputs to 
the query result and the computation terminates finitely. 
Thus, from the above proofs, each set of instances (direct, virtual and rule) 
of a prototypical node give a unique set of inputs to the query result respectively 
and all computations terminate finitely. 
The node value for the query result are given by the inputs from the di- t 
rect and rule instances if there exists any. As the direct and rule instances | 
give unique sets of inputs to the query result and the computation terminates 
finitely, by applying the computation function for alternative links, according to 
Theorem 3.1.2, the node value of the type I query is unique and the computation 
terminates finitely. 
I f there is no inputs from the direct and rule instances, the resultant node 
value is given by the virtual instances. As the virtual instances also gives a 
unique set of node values inputs to the query result apart from those conditional 
answers and the computation terminates finitely, by applying the computation 
function for alternative links, according to Theorem 3.1.2，the node value of 
the type I query is unique and the computation terminates finitely. For those 
conditional answers, the searching procedure terminates finitely also and the 
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answers are also unique. 
Thus, a type I query on a single predicate expression always terminates 
finitely and yields a unique node value. 口 
6.3.2 P roo f of Type I Queries on Expressions w i t h Log-
ical Connectives 
According to the query processing procedure given in Section ？? in Page 128， 
type I queries on expressions with logical connectives can obtain some of the 
inputs to the query results from the instances of the respective prototypical 
node. However, there are also inputs combining from the prototypical nodes of 
the sub-expressions and we will need to prove all inputs can be found finitely 
and uniquely before a unique node value of the querying belief can be obtained I 
in a finite time. f 
. . I 
Lemma 6.3.4 A type I query on expression with logical connective(s) termi-
nates finitely and yields a unique node value. 
Proof: When we process a type I query on an expression with logical connec-
tive (s), we starts at the respective prototypical node P as in step 1 of Procedure j 
QUERY」COMP in Section 5.4.2 in Page 128. If the respective prototypical node 
is not found, the procedure gives a unique node value of ((0,0),0) and the com-
putation terminates finitely. 
If the prototypical node is found, the answer for the query can be obtained 
from the following sources: 
• Direct and rule instances of the respective prototypical node (Step 1(b) 
of the procedure), 
參 the input obtained from combining the node values obtained from the 
sub-expression using computation function for combinative links (Steps 
1(c) and 1(d)), 
• Virtual instances of the prototypical node if no computed node value can 
be obtained from the above two (Step 3). 
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The procedure in the first and third cases is exactly the same as in a simple 
single predicate expression. The computation always terminates finitely and 
yields a unique node value as proven in the Lemma 6.3.3. 
In the second case, the sub-expressions may be either single predicate ex-
pressions or compound expressions with logical connective(s) in CNF . If the 
sub-expressions are single predicate expressions, we have proven that a unique 
node value can be obtained finitely through a type I query in Lemma 6.3.3. 
In the cases of sub-expressions being compound expressions, as we are using 
C N F to expression the beliefs in PIN, the expressions are composed of single 
predicate simple expressions as the smallest atom. At the lowest level of the 
expression, the node values of the single predicate simple expressions can be � 
obtained uniquely and finitely, which is proven in Lemma 6.3.3. Using the com-
putation function for combinative links as in Step l(d)ii. of the procedure, the 
computed node values of the sub-expressions are combined and we can get a • 
unique node value as an input to the query result finitely as proven in 3.1.1 in J 
Page 47. Applying the computation function for alternative links to combine the | 
inputs, a unique node value for the lowest level compound expression combined ; 
by single predicate simple expressions can be obtained and the computation 
terminates finitely according to the proof in Theorem 3.1.2 in Page 51. 
Thus, when the node value of the compound expressions at the lowest level 
can be found, similarly the inputs to the query result of the compound expres-
sion containing the second lowest level expression will be obtained from the two 
above stated source. By applying Lemma 6.3.3 and Theorems 3.1.2 and 3.1.1 
again as above, we can show that a unique node value can be obtained for the 
new expression and the computation terminates finitely. Therefore, by induc-
tion, the computed node values for all expressions with logical connective(s) can 
be found finitely and yields a unique node value. As the expression in PIN are 
expressed in C N F 一 with two levels only, thus all type I queries issued on the 
sub-expressions of the belief of the original querying belief in the second case 
terminates finitely and also yields a unique node value. 
As PIN is a finite inference network, the number of inputs to the query 
result given by the instances of the respective prototypical node is finite and 
the number of inputs from the combinative of the respective sub-expressions is 
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also finite. Thus we have a finite number of inputs to the query result. If there 
exists any inputs to the query result, by applying the computation function for 
the alternative link (step 2 of the procedure), as proven in Theorem 3.1.2，the 
computation terminates finitely and yields a unique node value. 
In the third case, the procedure for the virtual instances is exactly the 
same as single predicate expression and thus, proven similarly in Lemma 6.3.3, 
the virtual instances also gives a unique set of answer to the query and the 
computation terminates finitely. 
If no instance is found, the default node value ((0,0),0) is given out, which 
is unique, and the computation terminates. | 
• I Thus, combining all the above cases, a type I query on an expression with 
logical connectives always terminates finitely and yields a unique node value. • 
At this stage, we have proven the two cases of a type I query terminates j 
finitely and yields a unique node value. The next step is to combine the results | 
I 
and prove the general case. | 
I 
6.3.3 General P roo f for Type I Queries 丨 
[； 
Theorem 6.3.1 A type I query in PIN terminates finitely and yields a unique j 
answer. j 
Proof: A type I query concentrates on the node value of fully instantiated 
predicate nodes. There are five query forms: CONCLUDE, ISTRUE, ISFALSE, 
ISCONTRADICT and ISUNKNOWN. 
CONCLUDE retrieves the node value of the querying expression. If the 
querying expression cannot be found within the PIN, a default node value of 
((0,0),0) will be given. The other four compare the retrieved node value with 
the predefined value. ISTRUE compares the computed node value with (1,0) 
and the defined range of degree of belief and yields a "yes" answer when the 
value matches the requirement. A "no" answer will be given otherwise. The 
other three query forms apply the computed value in a similar way as ISTRUE. 
Please refer to Table 5.2 for the comparison of the node values with different 
predefined values of each query form. 
Since, the last four forms of query use the computed node value obtained by 
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the query form CONCLUDE, if the computed node value is unique and the com-
putation terminates finitely, the answers for the last four forms of query is also 
unique and the computation also terminate finitely. Therefore, we only need 
to show that the computed node value is unique and the computation termi-
nates finitely, i.e., the query CONCLUDE yields a unique answer and terminates 
finitely, in order to prove all forms of type I query. 
We now consider the following two cases of type I query: 
1. a type I query on a simple single predicate belief (detail processing pro-
cedure in Section 5.4.1) 
2. a type I query on a belief with logical connectives (detail processing pro- ： 
I 
cedure in Section 5.4.2) 
For case 1，we have proven in Lemma 6.3.3 in Page 169 that a type I query 
on a simple single predicate belief terminates finitely and yields a unique node | 
value. I 
For case 2, we have also proven in Lemma 6.3.4 in Page 172 that a type I | 
query on a belief with logical connectives also terminates finitely and yields a 
unique node value. | 
As all the two cases of a type I query terminates finitely and yields a unique |； 
node value. The query form CONCLUDE terminates finitely and yields a unique 
computed node value. Therefore, as stated before, the other four query forms 
also yield unique answers and terminate finitely. 
Thus, a type I query in PIN terminates finitely and yields a unique answer. 
• 
6.4 Proofs for T y p e I I Queries 
A type II query finds the possible instantiations for the variable slots in a given 
predicate. The basic case queries on a single predicate expression. Queries on 
expressions with logical connective(s) can be found based on the basic case. In 
both cases, we will need to check the obtained answer using type I queries to 
ensure the consistency of the answer set. 
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Type II queries include FINDTRUE, FINDFALSE, ALLTRUE and ALLFALSE. 
The query processing procedures of type II queries have been given in Section 5.5 
in Pages 132-152. In our proofs below, we are proofing for the latter two 
cases because we can conclude that the first answer for a type II query can be 
found (for the first two forms of queries) once we know all the possible object 
instantiation can be found finitely and uniquely. The uniqueness of the answer 
for the first two forms can be ensured by the per-defined searching priority of 
different links. 
6.4.1 P roo f for Type I I Queries on Single Predicate Ex- I 
pressions 
Similar in the proof for type I，we start the proof for type II queries by the basic | 
case — single predicate expression. A type II query finds all possible object ！ 
iii 
instantiation from different instances 一 direct, rule and virtual instances 一 | 
under the prototypical node. The detailed query processing procedure is given { 
I•丨. 
in Section 5.5.1 in Page 134. We can apply similar proofs under the proof for | 
domain searching procedure mentioned in Section 6.2. | 
! j 
Lemma 6.4.1 A type II query on a simple single predicate expression in PIN can I 
always obtain a unique complete set of object instantiations as answer and the I 
computation terminates finitely. 
Proof: According to the procedure for QUERYJIp(LE) listed in Section 5.5.1 in 
Page 134, we start the proof at the respective prototypical node (Step 1 of 
the procedure). If the prototypical node is not found, no object instantiation can 
be found and a unique answer of "no" is found and the computation terminates 
here finitely. 
If the prototypical node is found, the required object instantiations are come 
from the following instances under the prototypical node: 
1. Direct instances (Step 3 of the procedure), 
2. Virtual instances where the object instantiations for the required variable 
slots are not existential virtual objects (Step 5 of the procedure), and 
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3. Rule instances (Step 4 of the procedure). 
For the first case, we can apply Lemma 6.2.1 to show that all the direct 
instances with matching variable slots under the prototypical node can be found 
uniquely and the searching procedure terminates finitely. After obtaining each 
of the possible instantiations, we check the node value of the belief by applying 
a type I query on the respective belief (Step 3(c)). As we have proven in 
Theorem 6.3.1 that a type I query always gives a unique answer in a finite 
time, we can verify those object instantiations which gives the querying belief a 
desired node value with the unique computed node value and the computation 
terminates finitely. ； 
For the second case, we can also apply Lemma 6.2.2 to show that all the vir- j 
tual instances with matching variable slots under the prototypical node can be I 
li 
found uniquely and the searching procedure terminates finitely. After obtaining | 
each of the possible instantiations, we check the node value of the respective i； 
belief by applying a type I query (Steps 5(b)i. k ii.). As we have proven in | 
Theorem 6.3.1 that a type I query always gives a unique answer in a finite time, 
we can find out those object instantiation from the virtual instances which gives 
a node value satisfying the query and the computation terminates finitely. 
For the third case, we apply Lemma 6.2.3 to show that all rule instances with 
matching variable slots under the prototypical node can give a unique set of the 
possible object instantiations and the computation terminates finitely. After 
obtaining each of the object instantiations, we check the node value of the 
respective belief by issuing a type I query (Step 4(c)iii.C). As we have proven in 
Theorem 6.3.1, a type I query always gives a unique answer and the computation 
terminates finitely. Thus, we can filter out the object instantiations which gives 
the querying belief a query satisfying node value using the computed node value 
and the computation terminates finitely. 
Combining the answers obtained from the three sources, we obtain the an-
swer for a type II query. As the answer set given by each source is unique，the 
union of the set is also unique. The computation terminates finitely also. 
If no solution is ever obtained from the above sources, a unique "no" answer 
will be given and the computation also terminates here. 
As the PIN is finite, and the procedure searches the PIN exhaustively and 
—— “ 
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non-repeatedly under the defined order, the whole PIN has been accessed and 
the answer obtained should be complete. 
Thus, from the above, we can conclude that a type II query always gives a 
unique set of complete answer and the computation terminates finitely. • 
6.4.2 P roo f for Type I I Queries on Dis junct ions 
Type II queries on disjunctions first go through all the instances under the pro-
totypical node as in queries on those single predicate expressions. In addition, 
the queries needs to go through also the instances under the prototypical nodes 
of the sub-expressions of the querying expressions. The detailed query process- ； 
ing procedure has been discussed in Section 5.5.2 in Page 143. Following the j 
above clues, the proof can be derived by the previous done lemmas. j 
Lemma 6.4.2 A type II query issued on a disjunction can obtain a complete , 
and unique set of answers and the computation terminates finitely. | 
Proof: As proven in Lemma 6.4.1，we can conclude that all object instantiations 
under a prototypical node can be retrieved completely in a finite time. Thus, 
steps 1 and 3 in the procedure QUERY�IDISJ(L五）can give the unique and 
complete set of answer directly under the prototypical node of the respective 
disjunction. 
In step 2 of the procedure, we issue type II queries on the sub-expressions 
to obtain further answers. As proven in Lemma 6.4.1, if a query on one of 
the sub-expressions gives a set of possible object instantiations for all required 
variable slots in the querying expression, the set of answer is unique and the 
computation terminates finitely. 
If there still exists some variable slots uninstantiated after a query on the 
sub-expression, further queries on the remaining sub-expression are issued. 
Whenever there is backtracking, the procedure searches for other alternatives 
for the current sub-expression first, and then the alternatives for the previous 
sub-expression, and so on. If the backtracking has been gone to the first sub-
expression and there is no more alternative, there is no more answer set to be 
retrieved. As the number of sub-expressions and the number of instances under 
every prototypical node are finite, if there exists a full set of possible object in-
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stantiations, the procedure can eventually find it out in a finite time. Moreover, 
the whole PIN is searched non-repeatedly and exhaustively, thus the complete 
set of answer should be retrieved. 
After each answer is retrieved, a type I query is issued to check the validity 
of the node value of the respective belief using the object instantiations. As 
proven in Theorem 6.3.1，the computation for a type I query terminates finitely 
and yields a unique answer. Thus, valid answers can be retrieved in a finite 
time and the obtained set is complete and unique. 
Thus, step 2 also gives a complete unique set of possible object instantiations 
from the sub-expressions of the disjunction and the computation terminates 
finitely. 
If there is no object instantiation found after searching the whole PIN exhaus- j 
tively, the procedure gives out a "no" answer and the computation terminates. jj 
I 
According to the above points, we can conclude that a type II query on 
(I 
a disjunction always terminates finitely and yields a complete unique set of |! 




6.4.3 Proo f for Type I I Queries on Conjunct ions 
Similar to type II queries on disjunctions, type II queries on conjunctions also 
examine the sub-expressions one by one in additional to the instances directly 
under the respective prototypical node. The difference is that queries on con-
junctions need recursive checking during proceeding the sub-expressions. Please 
refer to Section ？? in Page ？? for a detailed procedure on type II queries on 
conjunctions. 
Lemma 6.4.3 A type II query on a conjunction terminates finitely and yields 
a complete unique set of answers. 
Proof : As proven in Lemma 6.4.1, we can conclude that all object instantiations 
under a prototypical node can be retrieved completely and uniquely in a finite 
time. Thus, steps 1 and 3 in the procedure QUERYJICONJ(丄五)can give the 
unique and complete set of answer directly under the prototypical node of the 
conjunction if there exists any. 
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If no prototypical node can be found for the conjunction, we can still get 
answers from the sub-expressions. However, the computation terminates finitely 
if no prototypical nodes can be found for all sub-expressions. 
In steps 2(a)-(c) of the procedure, we issue type II queries to make the sub-
expression fully instantiated. If there are some object instantiations which make 
the sub-expression fully instantiated, the object instantiations can be found in 
a finite time with a unique answer set, no matter the sub-expression is a simple 
single predicate expression or a disjunction, proven by Lemmas 6.4.1 and 6.4.2. 
If no such instantiation exists for the expression, the type II query can still 
return a null set ("no" answer) in a finite time. Thus the object instantiation 
for the first sub-expression with suitable truth value can be found finitely and 
a unique answer can be obtained. Similarly, the satisfying object instantiations 
for following sub-expressions can be found finitely and uniquely. ^ 
After the object instantiations for all uninstantiated variable slots are found, 
we will check the validity of the answer set using a type I query (step 2(d)). j 
As proven in Theorem 6.3.1, we know that the checking procedure terminates ^ 
finitely and always returns the same result. The first answer among the whole 
set thus can be found finitely. Due to the pre-defined order of searching, the 
answer should also be unique. 
After obtaining the first answer, the procedure backtrack to obtain other 
solutions. As we search the inference network exhaustively, the searching pro-
cedure goes through the whole network and thus the answer set is complete. 
Moreover, due to that the PIN is a finite inference network, the procedure also 
terminates finitely. 
After the exhaustive searching of the inference network, if no satisfying 
object instantiation is found, a "no" answer is given. The computation also 
terminates finitely and the answer is unique. 
Thus, from the above proofs, we can conclude that a type II query on a con-
junction always terminates finitely and yields a complete unique set of answers. 
• 
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6.4.4 General P roo f for Type I I Queries 
T h e o r e m 6.4.1 A type II query in PIN terminates finitely and yields a unique 
set of answers. 
Proof: A type II query concentrates on the different possible object instantia-
tions for an expression with uninstantiated variable slots while the truth value 
for the expression is either (1,0) or (0,1). There are four forms of type II queries: 
FINDTRUE, FINDFALSE, ALLTRUE and ALLFALSE. The first two require only 
the first possible object instantiation for the uninstantiated variable slots of an 
expression which make the expression to have truth value (1,0) and (0,1) re-
spectively after the instantiation. The last two, instead of finding only the first ；; 
satisfying answers, find all possible object instantiations for the uninstantiated f 
variable slots which can make the expression to have a truth value of (1,0) and j 
i 
(0,1), respectively. All the above queries return a "no" answer when no object ； 
instantiation can be made for the given conditions. 
Since the last two forms are in fact getting the whole set of possible answers | 
including the first one, which the first two forms of type II query requested for, 
we will need to just prove the last two forms of the query for the uniqueness 
and finite termination, i.e., we are proving a type II query can find all the 
possible object instantiations for the uninstantiated variable slots which give 
the querying expression the required truth value and a degree of belief within 
the defined range of belief. 
We are now considering three cases of a type II query: 
1. a type II query on a simple single predicate belief (detail processing pro-
cedure listed in Section 5.5.1) 
2. a type II query on a disjunction (detail processing procedure listed in 
Section 5.5.2) 
3. a type II query on a conjunction (detail processing procedure listed in 
Section 5.5.2) 
For the first case, we have proven that a type II query on a simple single 
predicate belief terminates finitely and yields a complete unique set of answers 
in Lemma 6.4.1 in Page 176. 
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For the second case, we have proven that a type II query on a disjunction 
terminates finitely and yields a complete unique set of answers in Lemma 6.4.2 
in Page 178. 
For the last case, we have proven that a type II query on a conjunction 
terminates finitely and yields a complete unique set of answers in Lemma 5.5.2 
in Page 145. 
As all the three cases of a type II query terminates finitely and yields a 
complete unique set of answers, the query forms ALLTRUE and ALLFALSE ter-
minates finitely and yields a unique set of answers. As stated before, when 
we can find the unique complete set of answers in a finite time, we must have j 
found the first answers finitely. Moreover, as the searching sequence is defined | 
in procedure uniquely, the first answers are always the same unique ones. | 
Thus a type II query in PIN terminates finitely and yields a unique set of ！ 
answers. • 
i 
6.5 P r o o f for Queries I nvo l v i ng V i r t u a l Ob jec ts 
In fact, the proof is very similar to ones for ordinary queries. The part han-
dling the virtual objects needs retrieving all object instantiations in the given 
domain. The uniqueness of the retrieved object instantiation and the finite ter-
mination of the retrieving procedure has been proven in Theorem 6.2.1. Thus, 
using similar proofs, we can claim that type I queries with virtual objects in 
the querying expression yields a unique computed node value (except those 
cases with conditions, in which the procedure gives a unique set of computed 
node value with their respective conditions) and the computation terminates 
finitely. On the other hand, type II queries with virtual objects in the querying 
expression also yields a unique set of answers (object instantiations) and the 
computation terminates finitely also. 
Theorem 6.5.1 A type I query in PIN with virtual object(s) terminates finitely 
and yields a unique node value. Proof: A type I query with virtual object(s) 
different from a general type I query only on the need of retrieving all object 
instantiation as in the domain (s). 
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As we have proven in Theorem 6.2.1，the complete and unique set of objects 
in the domain of quantification can be found finitely. Thus, using the proof 
similar in Theorem 6.3.1 that a general type I query always terminates finitely 
and yields a unique answer, and we can conclude that a type I query with virtual 
object(s) also terminates finitely and yields a unique node value. • 
Theorem 6.5.2 A type II query in PIN with virtual object(s) terminates finitely 
and yields a complete unique set of answers. 
Proof: A type II query with virtual object(s) different from a general type II 
query only on the need of retrieving all object instantiation as in the domain(s). 
As we have proven in Theorem 6.2.1, the complete and unique set of objects i 
V 
in the domain of quantification can be found finitely. Thus, using the proof 
similar in Theorem 6.4.1 that a general type II query always terminates finitely j 
and yields a complete unique set of answers, and we can conclude that a type 
II query with virtual object(s) also terminates finitely and yields a complete 
unique set of objects. 口 
6.6 Uniqueness and F in i t e T e r m i n a t i o n of PIN Queries 
Theorem 6.6.1 All queries in PIN yields a complete and unique answer or set 
of answers, and the computation terminates finitely. 
Proof : PIN provides two type of queries for user to query on the knowledge in 
PIN — type I queries concentrate on the node value of a belief and type II queries 
concentrate on the different possible object instantiations for the uninstantiated 
variable slots in a querying expression. 
Type I queries accepts fully-instantiated expressions or expressions with 
virtual object(s) in some restricted cases. Please see Section 5.4 for details 
in type I queries on fully-instantiated expressions and Section 5.6.1 for details 
in queries with virtual object(s). 
As proven in Theorem 6.3.1，type I queries on fully-instantiated expressions 
always yield a unique node value and the computations always terminate finitely. 
As proven in Theorem 6.5.1，type I queries with virtual object(s) also yield 
a unique node value and the computations terminate finitely. 
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Type II queries accepts expressions with uninstantiated variable slot，and in 
some special cases with virtual object(s). Please see Section 5.5 for details in 
general type II queries (those with uninstantiated variable slot but no virtual 
object) and Section 5.6.2 for details in queries with virtual object(s). 
As proven in Theorem 6.4.1, general type II queries with uninstantiated 
variable slot but no virtual object always yield a complete unique set of answers 
and the computations always terminate finitely. 
As proven in Theorem 6.5.2，type II queries with virtual object(s) also yield 
a complete unique set of answers and the computations terminate finitely. 
Since, the four cases cover all the queries available in PIN, we can conclude j 
that all queries in PIN yields a complete and unique answer or set of answers, I 
；I 
and the computation terminates finitely. • 丨: 
i 
6.7 Chap te r S u m m a r y 
In this chapter, we have proven three important properties of a PIN: 
1. The domain searching procedure always retrieves the same unique com-
plete set of objects and the computation terminates finitely. 
2. A type I query yields a unique computed node value and the computation 
terminates finitely. 
3. A type II query yields a unique complete set of object instantiations for 
the uninstantiated variable slots in the querying expressions and the com-
putation terminates finitely. 
The above theorems is very important for the inference network. These 
show that all the knowledge we stored into the network can be retrieved in a 
manageable way completely and correctly. 
Chapter 7 
Lifschitz’s Benchmark Problems 
i 
i 
In the previous chapters, we have introduced the knowledge query functions 
and prove the uniqueness of the query results and the finite termination of the 
queries themselves. In this chapter, we will further show the capability of the 
query funtions using the benchmark problems for the evaluation of progress on 
nonmonotonic commonsense reasoning given by Lifschitz [Lif89]. In each case 
in set of benchmark problems, there are a list of assumptions and a suggested 
conclusion. Using PIN, we will try to work out the suggested conclusion in 
some cases, and, in some other cases, may work out a comparable alternative 
solution, which we think, is more suitable for our system. 
185 
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7.1 S t r u c t u r e 
In working out the benchmark problem using the PIN system model, apart from 
the given assumptions and conclusions, we will give the conclusions obtained by 
Prologi and the PIN in order to evaluate how the inference network works. A 
simple diagram showing the inference process of PIN will also be given in each 
problem for references. 
7.2 De fau l t Reasoning 
« I 
7.2.1 Basic Defaul t Reasoning | 
Assumptions: 
1. Blocks A and B are heavy. 
2. Heavy blocks are normally located on the table. 
3. A is not on the table. 
Conclusion: B is on the table. 
Here is the Prolog program and conclusion for the above assumptions: 
heavy (a). '/. from assumption 1 
heavy(b) . */. from assumption 1 
locate (a, table) ：- ！，fail. '/. from assumption 3 
locate(X, table) : - heavy(X). % from assumption 2 
？- locate (b, table). •/• asking if b is on the table 
yes. 
PIN will also give a truth value ((1,0), normally) for the query CONCL\JDE{locate{B, 
Table)). Please refer to Figure 7.1 for a diagrammatic illustration. 
^SlCStus Prolog 3 #5 was used to implement the problems. 
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Inference Steps: 丨: 
(1) Ask query CONCLUDE(Locate(B,Table)). i' 
(2) Inference starts at prototypical node (pointed by an arrow). 
(3) No matched direct instance is found. 
(4) Through the rule instance link, go to node 1 • 
(5) Variable node x is instantiated to B. 
(6) Information passes through rule link to node 2. 
(7) X in node 2 is instantiated to B by variable node. 
(8) New query CONCLUDE(Heavy(B)) is issued. 
(9) One matched direct instance is found for new query: Heavy(B) ((1，0), true). 
(10) No matched rule instance is found. 
(11) Sub-query CONCLUDE(Heavy(B)) obtains a result: ((1,0), true). 
(12) Result passes through the rule link. 
(13) Input from rule link for the initial query: ((1,0), normally). 
(14) Result for query CONCLUDE(Locate(B,Table)) is obtained: ((1,0),normally). 
Figure 7.1: PIN Sketching for Benchmark Problem 7.2.1 
7.2.2 Defaul t Reasoning w i t h I r relevant In fo rmat ion 
Assumptions: 
1. Blocks A and B are heavy. 
2. Heavy blocks are normally located on the table. 
3. A is not on the table. 
4. B is red. 
Conclusion: B is on the table. 
Here is the Prolog program and conclusion for the above assumptions: 
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heavy (a) . 7, from assumption 1 
heavy(b). '/, from assumption 1 
locate (a, table) ！, f a i l . •/• from assumption 3 
locate(X, table) : - heavy(X) . '/, from assumption 2 
red(b) . •/• from assumption 4 
？- locate (b, t a b l e ) . '/• asking i f b i s on the table 
yes. 
PIN will also give a truth value ((1,0), normally) for the query CONCLUDE(Zocate(B, 
table)). The inference steps are exactly the same as in Section 7.2.1. The only 
difference is that the new assumption will be represented as a node in the PIN, I 
but will not be touched during the whole inference process. Please refer to 
Figure 7.2. 
7.2.3 Defaul t Reasoning w i t h Several Defaul ts 
Assumptions: 
1. Blocks A and B are heavy. 
2. Heavy blocks are normally located on the table. 
3. Heavy blocks are normally red. 
4. A is not on the table. 
5. B is not red. 
Conclusions: 
1. B is on the table. 
2. A is red. 
Here is the Prolog program and conclusion for the above assumptions: 
heavy (a) . •/• from assumption 1 
heavy(b) . •/• from assumption 1 
locateCa, table) : - ！, f a i l . •/• from assumption 4 
locate(X, table) heavy(X). •/• from assumption 2 
red(b) : - ！, f a i l . •/• from assumption 5 
red(X) : - heavy(X) . •/• from assumption 3 
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Inference Steps: 
(1) Ask query CONCLUDE(Locate(B,Table)). 
(2) Inference starts at prototypical node (pointed by an arrow). 
(3) No matched direct instance is found. 
(4) Through the rule instance link, go to node 1. 
(5) Variable node x is instantiated to B. 
(6) Information passes through rule link to node 2. 
(7) X in node 2 is instantiated to B by variable node. 
(8) New query CONCLUDE(Heavy(B)) is issued. 
(9) One matched direct instance is found for new query: Heavy(B) ((1,0), true). 
(10) No matched rule instance is found. 
(11) Sub-query CONCLUDE(Heavy(B)) obtains a result: ((1,0), true). 
(12) Result passes through the rule link. 
(13) Input from rule link for the initial query becomes ((1,0), normally). 
(14) Result for query CONCLUDE(Locate(B,Table)) is obtained: ((1,0),normally). 
Figure 7.2: PIN Sketching for Benchmark Problem 7.2.2 
？- locate (b, table) . 7, asking if b is located on table 
yes. y, (conclusion 1) 
？- red (a) • 7. asking if a is red 
yes. '/• (conclusion 2) 
PIN will also give a truth value ((1,0), normally) for both the queries CON-
CLUDE(locate(B, table)) and CONCLUDE(rerf(A)). Figure 7.3 shows how PIN ob-
tains the result. 
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For the inference steps for CONCLUDE(Locate(B,Table)), please refer to Figure A.I • 
Inference Steps for CONCLUDE(Red(A)): 
(1) Ask query CONCLUDE(Red(A)). 
(2) Inference starts at prototypical node (pointed by an arrow). 
(3) No matched direct instance is found. 
(4) Through the rule instance link, go to node 4. 
(5) Variable node x (node 5) is instantiated to A. 
(6) Information passes through rule link to node 3. 
(7) X in node 3 is instantiated to A by variable node. 
(8) New query CONCLUDE(Heavy(A)) is issued. 
(9) One matched direct instance is found for new query: Heavy(A) ((1,0), true). 
(10) No matched rule instance is found. 
(11) Sub-query CONCLUDE(Heavy(A)) obtains a result: ((1,0), true). 
(12) Result passes through the rule link. 
(13) Input from rule link for the initial query: ((1,0), normally). 
(14) Result for query CONCLUDE(Red(A)) is obtained: ((1,0),normally). 
Figure 7.3: PIN Sketching for Benchmark Problem 7.2.3 
7.2.4 Defau l t Reasoning w i t h a Disabled Defau l t 
Assumpt ions : 
1. Blocks A and B are heavy. 
2. Heavy blocks are normally located on the table. 
3. A is possibly an exception to this rule. 
Conclusion: B is on the table. 
Here is the Prolog program and conclusion for the above assumptions: 
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heavy(a). % from assumption 1 
heavy(b). �/• from assumption 1 
locate(X, table) ：- heavy(X), X\==a. '/, from assumption 2 and 3 
？- locate (b, t a b l e ) . '/« asking i f b i s on the table 
yes. 
The exception of assumption in the benchmark problem is represented by calling 
a special infix function , which has been introduced in Definition 2.4.8 in 
Page 40. The above exception will make the network return a value of ((0,0),0) 
when we conclude the node value for the knowledge locate(A,Table). This will ！ 
be different from the conclusion given by the above Prolog program. Prolog 
will give a "no" answer due to the rule of "negation as failure". In the case 
of the suggested conclusion, refer to Figure 7.4 PIN will give a truth value 
((1,0), normally) for the query CONCLUDE(locate(B, Table)). 
7.2.5 Defaul t Reasoning in Open Doma in 
A s s u m p t i o n s : 
1. Block A is heavy. 
2. Heavy blocks are normally located on the table. 
3. A is not on the table 
Conc lus ion : All heavy blocks other than A is on the table. 
Here is the Prolog program and conclusion for the above assumptions: 
heavy (a) . •/• from assumption 1 
locate (a, table) : - ！, f a i l . •/• from assumption 3 
locate(X, table) heavy(X) . •/, from assumption 2 
？ - heavy(一），locate (_ , table) . •/• asking wheter there exists 
no. y. a hevay object on the table 
•/• Conclusion DIFFERENT 
•/, from suggestion! ！ 
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Inference Steps: 
(1) Ask query CONCLUDE(Locate(B,Table)). 
(2) Inference starts at prototypical node (pointed by an arrow). 
(3) No matched direct instance is found. 
(4) Through the rule instance link, go to node 1. 
(5) Variable node x is instantiated to B. 
(6) Information passes through rule link to node 2. 
(7) X in node 2 is instantiated to B by variable node. 
(8) Through the combinative links, we have 2 new subgoals ((i) & (ii)). 
(9) At node 3’ instantiation of x to B is made from the variable node. 
(10) New sub-query (i) CONCLUDE(Heavy(B)) is issued. 
(11) One matched direct instance is found for new query: Heavy(B) ((1,0), true). 
(12) No matched rule instance is found. 
(13) Sub-query CONCLUDE(Heavy(B)) obtains a result: ((1,0), true). 
(14) At node 4, x is instantiated to B through the variable node. 
(15) The other sub-goal (ii): function B = A needs to be evaluate. 
(16) Function returns ((1,0), true). 
(17) Using the computation function for combinative links, the computed node value 
is ((1,0).true). 
(18) Result passes through the rule link. 
(19) Input from rule link for the initial query: ((1，0), normally). 
(20) Result for query CONCLUDE(Locate(B,Table)) is obtained: ((1,0),normally). 
Figure 7.4: PIN Sketching for Benchmark Problem 7.2.4 
There is no defined query to ask the PIN exactly as in the suggested conclu-
sion. The query \SJR\JE{3x.heavy{x)八 locate(jr,tabley) will not give a 'yes' 
answer because the domain of quantification — heavy{-) has only one object 
A existing only. However, if we can make use of the default rule and an ar-
bitrary object to see if other blocks are on the table by issuing the query 
\STR\JE{locate{B, Table)) where B is representing an arbitrary object. The 
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answer will be a conditional 'yes' with condition ‘heavy(JB、,. Please see Fig-
ure 7.5. 
O ^
― V Variable Layer 
— ( - ) • \ \ 皦 一 ） 。 — _ 
\ HeavJ^ ) / . 
\ l L o c a t e ( x , T a b l e ) 、 ‘ \ 
�1 A y 
Heavy(A) 1 / 
lL1..0}.true).• — 二 I••••„ \ 
1 Object Layer 
A Table 
Inference Steps to conclude ISTRUE(heavy( e)八 locate( e, Table)): 
(1) Prototypical node cannot be found for the conjunction. 
(2) Split the query to two sub-queries. First find: ISTRUE(heavy( e)). 
(3) Start at Prototypical node Heavy(-). 
(4) Matched Heavy (A), node value: ((1,0),true) 
(5) Through variable link, instantiate variable node x to A. 
(6) Find answer for second sub-query: ISTRUE(Locate(A,Table)). 
(7) Direct instance gives a node value of ((0,1), true) 
(8) No other direct or rule instances, thus the computed node value is ((0,1),true). 
(9) Converting the node value to the final query result: "no". 
Inference Steps to conclude ISTRUE(locate(B,Table): 
(1) Start the inference at the prototypical node Locate(-2). 
(2) No matched direct or rule linstance. 
(3) Matched virtual instance, node 1: Locate(x,Table). 
(4) Through variable link, variable node x is instantiated to B. 
(5) Go to node 2. Find the domain for M under the domain predicate Heavy(-). 
(6) B is not found in the domain. Check it Heavy(B) is unknown. 
(7) Heavy(B) is unknown. Making the assumption that Heavy(B) is ((1 ’0),-). 
(8) After passing the rule link to node 1, node value of node 1 becomes ((1,0), normally). 
(9) That is the only input to the result of the query. Matching the query form, the query result is "yes". 
(10) Appending the assumption to the result: "yes, condition: Heavy(B) is true." 
Figure 7.5: PIN Sketching for Benchmark Problem 7.2.5 
7.2.6 Reasoning about U n k n o w n Except ions I 
A s s u m p t i o n s : 
1. Blocks A, B and C are heavy. 
2. Heavy blocks are normally located on the table. 
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3. At least one of A, B is not on the table. 
Conc lus ions : 
1. C is on the table. 
2. Exactly one of A, B is not on the table. 
Prolog cannot represent assumption 3，which may be represented in predicate 
logic by the following expression: 
->{locate{A, table) A locate(B, table)) 
As we cannot represent such disjunctive expression in Prolog, we have skipped 
the Prolog part here. 
To model the given assumptions, we have made the assumption 2 to a rule 
with quantification: \/x.Heavy(x) Locate[x,Table). The inference steps 
are shown in Figure 7.6 PIN will give a truth value {(I, normally) for the 
queries CONCLUDE(/ocate(C, table)). However, PIN will not give a conclusion 
as in the second suggested conclusion. We believe that there is a possibility 
that both A and B are not on the table according to the given assumptions. 
Thus, PIN will only conclude that both locate{A, table) and locate(B, table) as 
unknown ((0,0),0). 
7.2.7 Reasoning about U n k n o w n Except ions I I 
A s s u m p t i o n s : 
1. Heavy blocks are normally located on the table. 
2. At least one of heavy block is not on the table. 
Conc lus ion : Exactly one heavy block is not on the table. 
Prolog cannot represent assumption 2，which may be represented in predicate 
logic by the following expression: 
3x.heavy{x) A ->locate{x, table) 
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* The assumption "at least one..." is taken as NOT(A and B are on the table). 
Inference steps for conclusion 1 (Locate(C, Table) has a node value of ((1,0), normally) is similar to the 
steps of CONLUDE(Locate(B, Table)) in Figure A.1.’ but the rule is now becoming a virtual rule, and we 
are using C instead of B: 
(1) Issue the query CONCLUDE((Locate(C, Table)). Inference starts at the prototypical node (arrowed one). 
(2) No matched direct and rule instance link is found. 
(3) Through the virtual instance links, go to node 1. 
(4) Variable node x is instantiated to C. The instantiation is passed to node 2. 
(5) As the universial virtual object can be instantiated to all object within the domain predicate, we try the 
query CONCLUDE(Heavy(C)). 
(6) Only one matched instance ~ a direct instance with the input value: ((1,0), true). 
(7) Sub-query CONCLUDE(Heavy(C)) gives a result of ((1,0), true). 
(8) Result passes through the rule link and form the only input to the query. 
(9) Thus, result for the query CONCLUDE(Locate(C, Table)) is ((1,0), true). 
Inference steps for conclusion 2: 
(1) The rule is interpreted as "forall x . Heavy(x) -> Locate(x, Table)". 
(2) Issue the query CONCLUDE((Locate(A, Table)). Inference starts at the prototypical node (arrowed one). 
(3) Through direct instance link, we obtain a unique input: ((0,0),0). 
(4) No matched rule link is found. 
(5) As we have found a direct instance for the knowledge, we need not to go through the virtual instances. 
(6) Result for the query is obtained: ((0,0),0). 
(7) Same steps are gone through for query CONCLUDE((Locate(B, Table)) and the node value ((0,0),0) is 
obtained. 
Figure 7.6: PIN Sketching for Benchmark Problem 7.2.6 
As we cannot represent an expression with existential quantifier in Prolog, we 
have skipped the Prolog part here. 
PIN represents the second assumption as heavy(si) A ~docate(ei, table). Fig-
ure 7.7 shows the inference steps of this problem. From the query, ISTRUE 
{heavy(ei) A loacte{ei, table), which gives a 'yes' answer, we can conclude there 
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exists at least one heavy block is not on the table, but we do not know the 
exact number of blocks which are not on the table. However, we know it is a 
exceptional case from the query \STR\JE{heavy{A) A loacte{A, table), where A 
is an arbitrary object. The query will give us a 'yes' answer with the condition 
'Heavy(A) is true', which is the expected result from the rule (assumption 1). 
j C X X 公 、 1 、 
^ ^ 
1 / / Heavy(-) — 二 〈 ^ / 軟 — 
� Heavy(e2) A 1 0 ) I \^^J^te(x’Table) 
1 , 3 � � ^ 口 
^ ^ I \ Not Locate \ / \ 
Heavy(-) A i \ \ I \ 疼2, Table) L 
Not Locate(-2) 、 2、（(1,0), true) V ^ Predicate Layer 
. . . . . . . — 
——--
Inference Steps for ISTRUE(Heavy( e ) A Not Locate(e .Table)) 
(1) Start at the prototypical node of Heavy(-) A Not Locate(-2). 
(2) By searching the direct instance, we yield a node value of ((1,0), true). 
(3) Next, we have the sub-queries on the two sub-expressions. 
(4) The first sub-expression Heavy( ^ is matched by the object instance ( with truth value ((1,0), true). 
(5) The second sub-expression is also matched by the virtual instnce Locate(与 Table). 
(6) The conjunction also have the node value ((1,0), true). 
(7) The final computed node value is ((1,0), true). Converting it to the query result: "yes". 
Inference Steps for ISTRUE(Locate(A, Table)) 
(1) Start at the prototypical node Locate(-2). 
(2) The only matched instance is Locate(x,Table). 
(3) Variable node x (node 1) is instantiated to A through the variable link. 
(4) Go to node 2 and query on Heavy( ). 
(5) Search for the objects in the domain oT ^ . The domain predicate is Heavy(-). 
(6) A is not in the given domain. So assume Heavy(A) is true, with node value ((1,0), -)• 
(7) Passing through the rule link, the node value at Locate(x,Table) becomes ((1,0), normally). 
(8) The node value is converted to the query result with the condition: "yes, condition: Heavy(A) is true". 
Figure 7.7: PIN Sketching for Benchmark Problem 7.2.7 
7.2.8 Reasoning about Unknown Except ions I I I 
A s s u m p t i o n s : 
1. Block A is heavy. 
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2. Heavy blocks are normally located on the table. 
3. At least one of heavy block is not on the table. 
Conc lus i on : A is on the table. 
Prolog cannot represent assumption 3 as in Section 7.2.7, thus we have skipped 
the program and the conclusion given by Prolog here. 
As in Section 7.2.7, PIN represents the second assumption as heavy{ei) A 
~docate(ei,table). The query answer for CONCLUDE(/ocate(A,table)) will be 
given as ((1,0), normally), which matches the suggested conclusion. Please 
refer to Figure 7.8. 
j O X ( ^ 、 1 、 
々 Heavy(-) 、 〈 ” ^^L。〉ate〈-2) 
aWmi) N v ^ .((1.0). / \:^ateOc’T0ble) 
( ( 1 H e a v y { n ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ rSort^lJy) _ J 
Heavy(-)八 Table) L 
Not Locate(-2) ^ ^ 2 ((1,0), true) V ^ Predicate Layer 
—•••5: • 了 ; — 
— — -
The Inference Steps of CONCLUDE民ocate(A,Table)): 
(1) Inference starts at Locate(-2). 
(2) No direct and rule instance is found. Match the virtual instance Locate(x,Table). 
(3) Instantiate variable node x (node 1) to A. 
(4) Go to node 2 need to match A with the objects in the domain of |x j 
(5) Search for the objects in the domain of Heavy(-). 
(6) A is a memeber object in the domain. Heavy(A) has the node value of ((1,0), true). 
(7) The node value of node 2 becomes ((1,0), true). 
(8) Node value is passed through the rule link, and Locate(x,Table) then has a node value of ((1,0), normally). 
(9) This is the only matched instance. Thus the computed node value is ((1,0), normally). 
Figure 7.8: PIN Sketching for Benchmark Problem 7.2.8 
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7.2.9 Pr ior i t ies between Defaul ts 
A s s u m p t i o n s : 
1. Jack asserts that block A is on the table. 
2. Mary asserts that block A is not on the table. 
3. When Jack asserts something, he is normally right. 
4. When Mary asserts something, she is normally right. 
5. Mary's evidence is more reliable than Jack's. 
Conc lus ion : Block A is not on the table. 
Prolog takes only true information. Thus, if a piece of knowledge has been 
asserted into the program, it is assumed to be true. The priorities between 
rules in Prolog can be represented by the sequence of the rules. Thus the above 
assumptions are represented in Prolog in the following program: 
asserta( ( locate(a , table) : - ！, f a i l ) ) . % Mary's assertion 
assertz( locate(a , t a b l e ) ) . % Jack's assertion 
？- locate (a, t a b l e ) . •/• ask i f a i s on the table 
no. 
The problem should be implemented using meta-level rules. The inference net-
work can check through the inputting information source and assign a degree of 
belief in TAO to each information source. The more reliable source will be as-
signed a higher degree of belief. These belief orders will determine which source 
to be chosen in the case of contradictory or even override the computation func-
tions for the links and take the control of which belief to be selected. However, 
meta-level rules are not implemented in the present PIN, thus the priorities can 
only be represented by the different degrees of belief in TAO at this moment. 
We assign a higher degree of belief to Mary's input than John's input directly. 
The query result for CONCLUDE(/ocate(a, table)) will be {{0,1), certainly) ac-
cording to the figure shown in Figure 7.9. 
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The inference here is easy. Mary's belief is selected because of a 
higher degree of belief. 
** <...> represent the inputting information source. 
Figure 7.9: PIN Sketching for Benchmark Problem 7.2.9 
7.2.10 Pr ior i t ies between Instances of a Defaul t 
Assumpt ions : 
1. Jack asserts that block A is on the table. 
2. Mary asserts that block A is not on the table. 
3. When people assert something, they are normally right. 
4. Mary's evidence is more reliable than Jack's. 
Conclusion: Block A is not on the table. 
The situation is exactly the same as in Section 7.2.9. Please read the section 
for details. 
7.2.11 Reasoning about Pr ior i t ies 
Assumpt ions : 
1. Jack asserts that block A is on the table. 
2. Mary asserts that block A is not on the table. 
3. When people assert something, they are normally right. 
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Conclusion: If Mary's evidence is more reliable than Jack's, then block A is 
not on the table. 
In Prolog, if we do not know which clause is more important before we assert 
it into the program, a conclusion will be drawn according to the sequence of 
appearance of the clauses in the program. The one which appears first will be 
returned. If the priorities are known, we will order the clauses according to the 
priorities. 
In PIN, if two contradicting beliefs are added into the inference network with 
the same degree of belief, the computed node value of such belief should be 
((0,0), degree-of-belief) which means a contradiction. Of course, if the priori-
ties are known, we can adjust the degree of belief and the more reliable source 
will override the other one. Please also refer to Section 7.2.9 for the discussion 
of problems in priorities. 
7.3 Inher i tance 
7.3.1 Linear Inher i tance 
Assumptions: 
1. Animals normally do not fly. 
2. Birds are animals. 
3. Birds normally fly. 
4. Ostriches are birds. 
5. Ostriches normally do not fly. 
Conclusions: 
1. Animals other than birds do not fly. 
2. Birds other than ostriches fly. 
3. Ostriches do not fly. 
In Prolog, the above assumptions will produce the following program and con-
clusion: 
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f ly(X) : - ostrich(X), ！, f a i l . '/. assumption 5 
f ly(X) bird(X) . '/. assumption 3 
f ly(X) animal(X) , ！, f a i l . 7» assumption 1 
animal(X) : - bird(X) . 7. assumption 2 
bird(X) : - ostrich(X) . •/» assumption 4 
animal (annie). '/, annie is an animal but not a bird 
bird(tweety) • �/• tweety is a bird but not an ostrich 
ostr ich( l i ly ) . '/, l i l y is an ostrich 
？- f l y (annie). •/• conclusion 1 - -
no. 7, result from assumption 1 
？- f l y (tweety) . 7, conclusion 2 -一 
yes. •/• result from assumption 3 
？- f l y ( l i l y ) . y, conclusion 3 - -
no. y, result from assumption 5 
The names inside the added facts are arbitrary but unique. Thus, we can 
claim that we are proving the whole class (animals other than birds, birds other 
than ostriches and ostriches) instead of a specified name. The order of rules in 
Prolog greatly influences the result of the knowledge query. The more direct 
rules should be placed before the rules which need more inferences. However, 
the situation may not be identified as easy as in this example. 
In Figure 7.10, we still use the names in the above Prolog program and 
the assumption stated for PIN. We may not be able to determine the inher-
itance properties if the inheritance relations are believed in the same degree 
of belief. A contradiction may be returned as the answer for a query. How-
ever, we can either tune the degree of belief of the rules or cope the inference 
network with some simple inheritance reasoning characteristics in [Tou86] such 
as considering the depth of rule links the query has gone through. If we use 
suitable degrees of belief to handle the inheritance, we will obtain a comparable 
conclusion as the suggested one — where the queries C0NCLUDE(//2/(^nme)), 
CONCL\JDE{fly{tweety)) and CONClUDE{fly{lily)) will give the truth values 
of {{0,1), normally), {{1,0), normally) and {{0,1), normally) respectively. 
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7.3.2 Tree-St ructured Inher i tance 
Assumptions: 
1. Animals normally do not fly. 
2. Birds are animals. 
3. Birds normally fly. 
4. Bats are animals. 
5. Bats normally fly. 
6. Ostriches are birds. 
7. Ostriches normally do not fly. 
Conclusions: 
1. Animals other than birds and bats do not fly. 
2. Birds other than ostriches fly. 
3. Bats fly. 
4. Ostriches do not fly. 
In Prolog, the above assumptions will produce the following program and con-
clusion: 
f l y ( X ) : - ostr ich(X) , ！， fai l . '/. assumption 7 
f l y ( X ) : - b ird(X) . '/. assumption 3 
f l y ( X ) : - bat (X) . 7. assumption 5 
f l y ( X ) : - animal(X), ！, f a i l . '/. assumption 1 
animal(X) : - b ird(X) . •/• assumption 2 
animal(X) : - bat(X) . •/• assumption 4 
b i r d � : - o s t r i c h ( X ) . 7. assumption 6 
animal(annie). % annie i s an animal but not a bird nor bat 
bird(tweety) . •/• tweety i s a bird but not an ostrich 
o s t r i c h ( l i l y ) . '/, l i l y i s an ostrich 
bat (batty) . '/. batty i s a bat 
？- f lyCannie) . •/• conclusion 1 - -
no. y, result from assumption 1 
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？- f l y ( t w e e t y ) . % conclusion 2 ~ 
yes. y, result from assumption 3 
？- f l y (batty) . conclusion 3 — 
yes. y, result from assumption 5 
？- f l y ( l i l y ) . 7o conclusion 4 - -
no. 7, result from assumption 7 
The situation is similar to the previous problem (Section 7.3.1). The hierar-
chical structure has been modified to a tree shaped, but it does not affect either 
the computation of Prolog or PIN. Please see Figure 7.11. 
7.3.3 One-Step M u l t i p l e Inher i tance 
Assumptions: 
1. Quakers are normally pacifists. 
2. Republicans are normally not pacifists. 
Conclusions: 
1. Quakers who are not Republicans are pacifists. 
2. Republicans who are not Quakers are not pacifists. 
In Prolog, the above assumptions will produce the following program and con-
clusion: 
p a c i f i s t ( X ) ：- quaker(X) . �/• assumption 1 
p a c i f i s t ( X ) : - republican(X) , ！, f a i l . '/. assumption 2 
quaker(john). '/, john i s a quaker but not a republican 
republican(peter). % peter is a republican but not a quaker 
？- p a c i f i s t ( j o h n ) . % conclusion 1 
yes. 
？- p a c i f i s t (peter) . '/, conclusion 2 
no. 
— — — ^ ― — — " 
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Prolog make it as negated if a statement has not appeared in a program. 
Thus John is not a republican and Peter is not a quaker in the above program. 
However, in PIN, we need explicitly express the relation, as shown in Figure 7.12. 
Similar to the previous examples in this section, John and Peter are arbitrary 
objects which are representing a member in the class. 
7.3.4 M u l t i p l e Inher i tance 
Assumptions: 
1. Quakers are normally pacifists. 
2. Republicans are normally hawks. 
3. Pacifists are normally politically active. 
4. Hawks are normally politically active. 
5. Pacifists are not hawks. 
Conclusions: 
1. Quakers who are not Republicans are pacifists. 
2. Republicans who are not Quakers are hawks. 
3. Quakers, Republicans, pacifists and hawks are politically active. 
In Prolog, the above assumptions will produce the following program and con-
clusion: 
paci f i s t (X) : - quaker(X). '/. assumption 1 
hawk(X) : - republicaii(X). '/, assumption 2 
p_active(X) p a c i f i s t (X) . 7. assumption 3 
p_active(X) : - hawk(X) • •/• assumption 4 
hawks(X) p a c i f i s t ( X ) , ！, f a i l . •/• assumption 5 
quaker(John). % john i s a quaker but not a republican 
republican (peter) . '/. peter i s a republican but not a quaker 
hawk(alan). '/, alan is a hawk, 
p a c i f i s t (torn) . 7, torn i s a p a c i f i s t 
？- p a c i f i s t (john) . •/• conclusion 1 
yes. 
� 
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？- hawk(peter). % conclusion 2 
yes. 
？- p_active( john) . •/• conclusion 3 (a) 
yes. 
？- p_active(peter) . 7. conclusion 3 (b) 
yes. 
？- p_active(alan) . 7, conclusion 3 (c) 
yes. 
？- p_active(tom) . •/• conclusion 3 (d) 
yes. 
The conclusion of Prolog is obtained in a similar way as in Section 7.3.3. 
PIN also gets the result through similar steps in Figure 7.12, though some more 
arbitrary objects are added because we cannot directly derive the result using 
the whole class. A type II query is asked to show all are politically active. 
Please refer to Figure 7.13 for details. 
7.4 Uniqueness of Names 
7.4.1 Unique Names Hypothesis for Objects 
Assumptions: 
1. Different names normally denote different objects. 
2. The names "Ray" and "Reiter" denote the same person. 
3. The names "Drew" and "McDermott" denote the same person. 
Conclusion: The names "Ray" and "Drew" denote different people. 
The first assumption is itself contained in Prolog. The other assumptions will 
produce the following program and conclusion in Prolog: 
same (name (ray), name ( r e i t e r ) ) . •/• ray and rei ter denotes same person 
same (name (drew) , name(incdermott)) . •/• drew and mcdermott are the same 
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same(A,B) : - same(B,A) . •/• define the semantic of same 
？- same(name(ray), name(drew)). 
no. 
Note that the rule which define the semantic of 'same' may cause infinite 
looping if it is executed when fully-uninstantiated. 
As defined in Definition 2.3.2, different objects must have different unique 
names. Different names are implicitly interpreted as different objects, though 
the benchmark problem can be implemented in PIN similar to the above Prolog 
program. See Figure 7.14 for example. In fact, if the infix function ' = ' will not 
give a (1,0) answer in the cases of (Ray = Reiter) and {Drew = McDermott). 
7.4.2 Unique Names Hypothesis for Funct ions 
We have skipped this problem because the present PIN does not have the ca-
pability of implementing functions internally, though functions can be used in 
PIN as an external program call. 
7.5 Reasoning abou t A c t i o n 
We have skipped the entire part of the benchmark problems because the current 
PIN is not aimed at handling temporal reasoning. However, a further future 
extension of the inference network containing special predicates to handle the 
temporal information may be applied in these problems. 
7.6 Au toep is temic Reasoning 
7.6.1 Basic Autoepis temic Reasoning 
Assumption: Block A is on the table. 
Conclusion: It is not known whether block B is on the table. 
In Prolog, the assumption is simply represented by: locate (a, t ab l e ) . . 
However, Prolog will give a "no" answer to the query: ？- locate (b, table) .， 
^ 
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which means that block B is believed to be not on the table. Such a result 
is obtained due to that the 2-valued Prolog has taken a "negation as failure" 
rule [Cla78], which will default set the knowledge to be false if it is not found 
in the knowledge base. 
In PIN, as no information is given about if block B is on the table or not, 
if we ask an query of: CONCLUDE(/ocate(6, table)), it will give us an unknown 
truth value ((0,0),0). 
7.6.2 Autoepis temic Reasoning w i t h Incomplete In for -
ma t ion 
Assumption: At least one of the blocks A, B is on the table. 
Conclusions: 
1. It is not known whether A is on the table. 
2. It is not known whether B is on the table. 
Prolog cannot represent a disjunctive information as the one given in the as-
sumption. On the other hand, PIN can represent it and a same query result is ob-
tained for the queries CONCLUDE(/ocate(^, Table)) and CONCLUDE(/ocate(B, 
Table)) — ((0,0),0), the truth value for unknown. It matches the suggested con-
clusions. 
7.6.3 Autoepis temic Reasoning w i t h Open Doma in 
Assumption: Block A is on the table. 
Conclusion: About any block other than A it is not known whether it is on 
the table. 
Though Prolog and PIN do not allow a query about "for all except one case", 
we can see that if we have the only assumption as given in the problem, Prolog 
will always return "no" for those queries about whether a block other than A is 
on the table. In PIN, the conclusion is more precisely matched as the node value 
for the query will always be unknown ((0,0),0), as long as we are not asking 
about locate{A^ Table). 
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7.6.4 Autoep is temic Defau l t Reasoning 
Assumptions: 
1. Blocks that are not known to be heavy are on the table. 
2. Block A is heavy. 
Conclusion: Block B is on the table. 
Due to the incapability of representing unknown information, Prolog cannot 
easily implement the assumptions in the benchmark problem. 
In the case of PIN, the problem can be handled if we provided a new type 
of rule link — IF-UNKNOWN-THEN, which activates the conclusion part only 
when the condition part is unknown. The degree of belief will be determined 
as other rule links. In the problem, as heavy(B) is unknown ((0,0),0), thus 
locate{B, Table) is true {{1,0), normally) according to assumption one. The 
answer obtained by PIN is thus matched with the suggested conclusion. 
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Simplify Inference Steps for CONCLUDE(Ry(Annie)) - Annie represents Animals but not Birds: 
(1) 3 rule instances are found. 
(2) Rule instance 1 - Pass to node 4 and form Animal(Annie), which is matched by a direct instance giving ((1,0),true). Another rule 
instance at node of animai(x) also matched, but eventually gives out ((0,0),0). Thus, return value after the initial rule link is {(0,1), normally). 
(3) Rule instance 2 ~ Pass t o node 5 and form Bird(Annie), which is matched by a direct instance but can't activate the rule link. Thus the 
computed node value passing through the initial rule link is ((0,0),0). 
(4) Rule instance 3 — No instance matched at node 6. Thus node value obtained at node 3 is ((0,0),0). 
(5) Combining 3 inputs from the rule instances, obtain a node value of ((0,1),normally). 
Simplify Inference Steps for CONCLUDE(Fly(Tweety)) - Tweety represents Birds but not Ostriches: 
(1)3 rule instances are found. 
(2) Rule instance 1 - Pass to node 4 and form Animal(Tweety), which is matched by a rule instance (node 7). Pass through the rule link, we 
search for Bird(Tweety), which is matched by a direct instance giving ((1,0),true) and a rule instance which eventually gives out ((0,0),0). 
Pass back to node 7, computed node value is ((1,0),true), and then further pass back to node 1 ’ the node value is ((0,1), normally). 
(3) Rule instance 2 - Pass t o node 5 and form Bird(Tweety), which is matched by a direct instance giving it a node value of ((1,0)’tme). Another 
matched rule link eventually gives a ((0,0),0). Thus, after passing through the rule link, the computed node value at node 2 is ((1,0), strongly). 
(4) Rule instance 3 一 Pass to node 6 and form Ostriche(Tweety), which is matched by a direct instance but can't activate the rule link. Thus, 
the computed node value at node 2 is ((0,0),0) 
(5) Combining 3 inputs from the rule instances, obtain a node value of ((1,0).strongly). 
Simplify Inference Steps for CONCLUDE(Fly(Lily)) - Lily representsOstriches: 
(1)3 rule instances are found. 
(2) Rule instance 1 一 Pass to node 4 and form Animal(Uly), which is matched by a rule instance (node 7). Pass through the rule link, we 
search for Bird(Uly), which is matched by a rule instance (node 8), and then for Ostriche(Uly) which is matched by a direct instance giving a 
node value of ((1,0),true). Passing up to node 8’ computed node value is ((1.0),ture), and then at node 7, node value becomes ((1,0),true) and 
then, at the end, {(0,1),normally) at node 1. 
(3) Rule instance 2 ~ Pass t o node 5 and form Bird(Uly), which is matched by a rule instance at node 8’ and then similar to step (2) matched by 
a direct instance yielding a node value of ((1,0),tme). Passing back the node value, at node 5’ node value is ((1,0),true) and at node 2, the 
node value is ((1,0), strongly) 
(4) Rule instance 3 - Pass to node 6 and form Ostriche(Uly). which is matched by a direct instance and yields a node value of ((1,0),taie). Via 
rule link, the node value at node 3 becomes ((0,1), certainly) 
(5) Combining 3 inputs from the rule instances, obtain a node value of ((0,1),certainly). 
Figure 7.10: PIN Sketching for Benchmark Problem 7.3.1 
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Simplify Inference Steps for CONCLUDE(Fly(Annie)) — Annie represents Animals but not Birds and Bats: 
(1) 4 rule instances are found. 
(2) Rule instance 1 - Pass to node 4 and form Animal(Annie), which is matched by a direct instance giving ((1,0),true). Another rule 
instance at node of animal(x) also matched, but eventually gives out ((0,0),0). Thus, return value after the initial rule link is ((0,1), normally). 
(3) Rule instance 2 - Pass t o node 5 and form Bird(Annie), which is matched by a direct instance but can't activate the rule link. Thus the 
computed node value passing through the initial rule link is {(0,0),0). 
(4) Rule instance 3 - N o instance matched at node 6. Thus node value obtained at node 3 is ((0’0)’0). 
(5) Rule instance 9 - Pass to node 10 and form Bat(Annie)’ which is matched by a direct instance with node value ((0’”,tme) and can't activate 
the rule link. Thus the computed node value passing back to node 9 is ((0,0),0) 
(6) Combining 4 inputs from the rule instances, obtain a node value of ((O.l).normally). 
Inference Steps for CONCLUDE(Fly(Tweety)) 一 Tweety represents Birds but not Ostriches: Similar to steps shown in Figure A. 10. The rule 
instance 9 will give an input of {(0,0),0) and not affect the final node value. 
Simplify Inference Steps for CONCLUDE(Ry(Batty)) -- Batty represents Bats: 
(1) 4 rule instances are found. 
(2) Rule instance 1 - Pass to node 4 and form Animal(Batty), which is matched by 2 rule instances (node 7 & 11). For the first rule link’ inference 
passes through the rule link, we search for Bird(Batty). which is not matched by any instance. The other rule link goes is matched by a direct 
instance and yields a node value ((1 ’0)’ true). The node value is passed back to node 4 as ((1 ’0),tme) and then at node 1 as ((0,1), normally), 
(3) Rule instance 2 - Pass t o node 5 and form Bird(Batty)’ which is not matched by any rule instance and thus give node 2 a node value of ((0.0),0). 
(4) Rule instance 3 - Similar as rule instance 2, yields a node value of ((0,0),0). 
(5) Rule instance 9 - Pass to node 10 and form Bat(Batty) which is matched by a direct instance with node value ((1,0),true). Through the rule link, 
node value at node 9 becomes ((1.0),certainly). 
(6) Combining 4 inputs from the rule instances, obtain a node value of ((1,0),certainly). 
Inference Steps for CONCLUDE(Fly(Lily)) ” Lily represents Ostriches: Similar to steps shown in Figure A. 10. The rule instance 9 will give an input 
of {(0.0),0) and not affect the final node value. 
Figure 7.11: PIN Sketching for Benchmark Problem 7.3.2 
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Inference Steps for CONCLUDE(Pacifist(John)) ~ John is an abritary object representing a Quaker but not Republican. 
(1) Start at the prototypical node Pacifist(-). 
(2) 2 rule instances can be matched. 
(3) Choosing first rule instance, variable node x (node 3) is instantiated to John. 
(4) Passing through rule link, we are querying on Quaker(John). 
(5) 1 direct instance matched and gave a node value ((1,0),true). 
(6) Through the rule link, the node value passes to node 1 as ((1,0), normally). 
(7) From the second rule instance, varibale node x (node 4) is instantiated to John and we are finding Republican(John) 
after passing through the rule link. 
(8) 1 direct instance matched but cannot activate the rule link, thus yields ((0,0),0) at node 2. 
(9) Combining the 2 inputs, the computed node value for the query is ((1,0),normally). 
Inference Steps for CONCLUDE(Pacifist(Peter)) 一 Peter is an abritary object representing a Republican but not Quaker. 
(1) Start at the prototypical node Pacifist(-). 
(2) 2 rule instances can be matched. 
(3) Choosing first rule instance, variable node x (node 3) is instantiated to Peter. 
(4) Passing through rule link, we are querying on Quaker(Peter). 
(5) 1 direct instance matched but cannot activate the rule link, and thus gave a node value of ((0,1),true) at node 1. 
(6) From the second rule instance, varibale node x (node 4) is instantiated to Peter and we are finding Republican(Peter) 
after passing through the rule link. 
(7) 1 direct instance matched and gives a node value of ((1,0),true). 
(8) The node value passes through the rule link and becomes ((0,1),normally) at node 2. 
(9) Combining the 2 inputs, the computed node value for the query is ((0,1),normally). 
Figure 7.10: PIN Sketching for Benchmark Problem 7.3.1 
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Inference Steps for CONCLUDE(Pacifist(John)) -- John is an abritary object representing a Quaker but not Republican. 
Very similar to Figure A.11, instead of only 1 rule instance with incoming link found this time. 
“ I f Type II query is asked instead, there will be 3 pacifists: Steve, Joe(Quaker) and John (Quaker but not Republican). 
Inference Steps for CONCLUDE(Hawk(Peter)) - Peter is an abritary object representing a Republican but not Quaker. 
(1) Start at the prototypical node Hawk(-). 
(2) Only 1 rule instance found, respective variable node x (node 1) is instantiated to Peter. 
(3) Passing through rule link, we are querying on Republican(Peter). 
(4) 1 direct instance matched with node value {(1,0),true), and thus gave a node value of ((1,0),normally) at node 2. 
(5) As this is the only matched instance, the node value is return as the query result. 
“ I f Type II query is asked instead, there will be 3 hawks: Dick, Patrick (Republican) and Peter (Republican but not Quaker). 
Inference Steps for ALLTRUE(Active(x)) 
(1) Start at the prototypical node Active(-). 
(2) 2 rule instance links (3 & 4) are matched. 
(3) Rule link 3 leads us to the predicate node Hawk(x). Thus, our current query becomes ALLTRUE(Hawk(x)). 
(4) 1 direct, 3 rule and no virtual instances found. 
(5) The direct instance is Hawk(Dick). Check it with Type I query, the belief is valid. Thus, first answer is Dick (an ordinary Hawk). 
(5) Only 2 rule instance (2 & 5) with incoming rule found, but only instance no. 2 give us result. 
(6) Through the rule link, the current query brings to the previous node and becomes ALLTRUE(Republican{x)). 
(7) 3 direct and 1 rule instances found. 
(8) 2 direct instances matched: Republican(Patrick) and Republican(Peter). Both are valid after Type I query check. Thus, two more 
answers obtained: Patrick (an ordinary Republican) and Peter (a Republican but not a Quaker). 
(9) Rule instance link is not matched. Backtrack is needed. 
(10) Eventually, backtrack comes to the initial branch -- thus we go to the second rule instance (node 4) for the prototypical node Active(-). 
(11) Similar to the inference steps in rule instance link 3’ three more instances are found: Steve (an ordinary Pacifist), Joe (an ordinary 
Quaker) and John (a Quaker but not a Republican). 
(12) The result reflects Quakers, Republicans, pacifists and hawks are all politically active. 
Figure 7.10: PIN Sketching for Benchmark Problem 7.3.1 
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** domain for quantification for and are not shown by nodes for the sake of clearness. 
Their domain predicates are the same: same(_, p ) V same( ^ ,_) 
Inference Steps for CONCLUDE(Same(Ray, Drew)): 
(1) Start at prototypical node Same(-2). 
(2) 2 direct instances found but none matched. 
(3) 2 rule instances found, the one with no incoming rule link is ignored. The other one 
(node 1) leads to Same(Drew, Ray). 
(4) Steps for CONCLUDE Same(Drew,Ray) is similar to (2) & ⑶.Eventually, the rule 
is recaisively called and stopped by the Infinite Looping Algorithm at the first repeat, 
where solution cannot be found from the rule instance. 
(5) After trying the direct and rule instance, we go to the virtual instance. 
(6) We search for the objects in the two domain. 
(7) {Ray, Drew, Reiter and McDermott} are in the domain of both virtual objects. 
(8) The instantiated values of our query are in the domain. Thus, we obtain the node 
value of ((0,1),true). 
Figure 7.14: PIN Sketching for Benchmark Problem 7.4.1 
Chapter 8 
Comparison with PROLOG 
This chapter will make a multi-dimensional comparison between PIN and Pro-
log, a well-known artificial intelligence programming language. We will look at 
the similarities and differences at different angles — from the representation 
power to the inference efficiency, from the reasoning algorithm to the updating 
of knowledge. In many areas, PIN may present an advantage on the conven-
tional logic programming tool in the application as a knowledge system shell 
though the efficiency of our systems lags a long way. Examples are given to 
illustrate the different issues. 
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8.1 I n t r o d u c t i o n of P R O L O G 
8.1.1 B r i e f H i s to r y 
Prolog was created in the early 1970s by Robert Kowalski [Kow74], Alain 
Colmerauer, Phillipe Roussel and colleagues [CKPR73]. Their efforts leads 
the use of formal logic as the basis for a programming language. Kowalski's 
research provided the theoretical framework, while Colmerauer et al gave rise 
to the actual programming language. Modern implementation began with a 
virtual machine called the "Warren Abstract Machine" implemented by David 
H. D. Warren at the University of Edinburgh [War83]. The Prolog language is 
now defined by an ISO (1995) Standard [IS095 . 
Prolog was historically closely associated with the artificial intelligence (AI) 
world. On the other hand, Prolog has also been closely associated with expert 
systems 一 programs where typical rules are used to capture the experts' knowl-
edge. These rule bases obtained are then computable by some sort of inference 
engine, which can infer conclusions and actions from a given set of rules and 
associated data. 
8.1.2 St ruc ture and Inference 
Prolog stands for PROgramming in LOGic. It is a goal-oriented, implicative 
programming language based on predicate logic. Its program proceeds by at-
tempting to achieve a goal which is itself defined by other goals. Prolog oper-
ates in an inferential or implicative way: what you have written in a program 
are implications, and the operational flow is from one implication to another. 
Knowledge in Prolog is generally either a rule or a fact, specifying what exists in 
the knowledge base. Such rules and facts in Prolog are specified in the form of 
logical predicates called Horn Clauses. A Horn clause consists of a goal, which 
is called the head of the clause, and a set of clauses that are going to be proven. 
The head and the clauses to be proven are separated by the symbol which 
has a similar meaning as "if". A typical Prolog statement has the form: 
goal(Vg) : -clausei(Vi),…，clausem(Vm) 
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which means the goal is true for variable set Vg if the series of clauses [clausei^ 
…，clausem] are true. 
So, for an implication to succeed, all goal variables Vg on the left side of : -
must find a solution through the facts or rules in the knowledge base. 
Prolog finds solutions by unification: binding a variable to a value. When 
all clauses are examined and all variables in Vg are bound, the goal succeeds. 
But if a variable cannot be bound for a given clause, the clause fails. Prolog 
evaluates clauses from top to down and left to right. When any clause fails, 
Prolog backtracks — it goes back to previous clauses to continue trying to unify 
with alternative bindings. Backtracking gives Prolog the ability to find multiple 
solutions for a given query or goal. 
8.1.3 W h y Compare PIN w i t h Pro log 
In the history of artificial intelligence, Prolog is widely used as a programming 
language for the problems in this area. It is well-studied and gives successful 
solution in many cases. However, the low expressive power of Prolog sometimes 
makes it difficult in implementing some of the AI problems. 
In order to solve the problems brought by the expressiveness of Prolog, 
there are researches on extending Prolog so that these problems can be solved. 
PIN does it in another way. PIN uses a different inference style which gives 
it more expressive power. Though PIN is a hybrid symbolic network formal-
ism, it can also be considered as a four-valued programming paradigm and is 
comparable to Prolog, which is a programming language. 
8.2 Representa t ion Power 
8.2.1 Close W o r l d Assumpt ion and Negat ion as Failure 
The basic building blocks in Prolog are objects and predicate relations, which 
are very similar to the counter parts of PIN. However, the knowledge is rep-
resented differently. In Prolog, we express only those facts and rules that are 
known to be true. Those facts which are known to be false are either put into 
the system after converting them into a positive form or simply not included in 
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the knowledge base. To handle those facts which are known to be false, Prolog 
has taken the concept of closed world assumption [Rei78b]. Those facts which 
cannot be derived from the knowledge base will be regarded as false. If a nega-
tion is needed to be introduced as a goal (query) or sub-goal (in a rule), one can 
use a partial form of negation — not relation — which means that no solution 
for such fact can be found finitely in the knowledge base. Such negation used 
a rule called "negation as failure" [Cla78]. For example, in a Prolog program 
containing the following two clauses only: 
l ikes ( john, ca t ) . 
l ikes(mary, ca t ) . 
The query not ( l ikes (peter，cat ) ) will return an answer 'no' because l ikes 
(peter , cat) cannot be found in the Prolog program. 
On the other hand, PIN allows user to define facts and rules in whatever truth 
value. All those things that a user knows can be stored for further inference 
during a query. The "negation as failure" rule is thus not necessary. Moreover, 
PIN has a different view of the close world assumption. All facts are either true 
(in the knowledge base) or false (out of the knowledge) in a Prolog program. 
However, the four truth values of PIN enable the inference network to take 
unknown and inconsistent knowledge. When PIN cannot find a fact, it will take 
it as "unknown" to the network. So the world within the inference network is a 
"known" world, while the world outside the inference network is an "unknown" 
world to PIN. 
8.2.2 H o r n Clauses 
As stated in the introduction, Prolog represents its knowledge in Horn clauses 
—which allows only one conclusion for a conjunction of whatever number of 
conditions, linked by the ' , ' symbol which has a similar meaning of AND. Rules 
with disjunctive conditions can still be expressed in Prolog using separated rules 
with the same conclusion. However, this kind of representation still limits the 
expressiveness of Prolog greatly. Though a rule having a conjunctive conclusion 
can be expressed by dividing the conjunctions into sub-expressions which are 
then become the head of separated rules, a rule with disjunctive conclusion as 
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the following examples cannot be expressed in Prolog as a single rule simply: 
IF someone X is the parent of Y 
THEN either X is father of Y or X is mother of Y. 
The same rule can be expressed in PIN as the following sentence, or graphi-
cally as Figure 8.1: 
parent(X, Y) i-^ father{X, Y) V mother{X, Y) 
Variable Layer < 1 ^ 
Predicate Layer ^ , 2 ^ ^ 
P a r e n t ( . 2 ) _ ) 八 ！ 
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Father(x,y) V 1 u / 
Mother(x,y) 
Father(x,y) 
Figure 8.1: A rule with disjunctive conclusion expressed in PIN 
The similar things applies to facts in Prolog. Facts in fact are rules without 
any conditions. Thus, we cannot put a disjunction of facts directly into a 
Prolog program. Meanwhile, PIN does not have this problem because all logical 
expressions which can be expressed in Conjunctive Normal Form ( C N F ) [BM77, 
Sho67] can be expressed in PIN. 
8.2.3 Quant i f icat ion 
In Prolog, variables used in a fact are implicitly universally quantified. For 
example, the fact love (god, X) means that "God loves X for all X" or simply 
"God loves everyone" • On the other hand, variables in queries are existentially 
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quantified. Thus, a query father (john，X) means that "does there exists an X 
such that John is father of X?". If variables appear in a rule, the variables in 
the head are universally quantified as in a fact, whereas those variables in the 
body (conditions) part are existentially quantified. For example, we read the 
following rule: 
grandparent(X,Y) : - parent(X,Z), parent(Z,Y) . 
as "For all X and Y, X is the grandparent of Y if there exists an Z such that X 
is the parent of Z and Z is the parent of Y." 
Quantification is limited to the above cases in standard Prolog. However, 
in PIN, user can define a fact, a rule or a query with whatever quantification 
they liked. The variables are universally quantified in rules and facts as default. 
Quantification other than the default one will need to use the virtual objects 
in the representation in PIN. A special domain of quantification is given to 
indicate the relation holding possible answers. One can refer to Section 2.3.1 
on the details on the representation of quantifications in PIN. 
8.2.4 Bu i l d - i n Funct ions 
Prolog provides a series of build-in predicates which enables user to do some 
arithmetic calculations, term comparison, input/output and control handling 
and etc. Some of these predicates enable a procedural-program-like environ-
ment for Prolog. Some enhanced the representation power of manipulating the 
numeric system we are using in everyday world. Others may do some object 
manipulation and return another object as the answers. 
At present, we are not using PIN as a programming language mainly and 
thus pick the control part out of users' alterable area. Thus the first portion of 
predicates mentioned just now may considered as not affecting our expressive-
ness. However, the failure of bringing a complete arithmetic system within our 
inference network is one of the weak point to be solved in near future. Although 
numbers may be considered as special objects and arithmetic calculations can 
be done in terms of external program calls, the relations among the numbers 
are sometimes very complex and the present representation cannot give a good 
coverage. 
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The function calls at present only return a truth value which, frankly speak-
ing, is not enough to express our daily life. Take a simple example, when 
we are doing natural language processing, we may like to define a function 
firstJetter{Word) which retrieves the first letter of a word. The function gives 
out an object (an alphabet) as the output. A future extension of PIN may allow 
the existence of these functions, but we must first handle exceptions and error 
which may be generated by the functions. One may note that such functions 
may appear in a rule also, such as: 
capital-letter {first .letter (Word)) proper jnoun{W or d) 
Special precaution must be taken in the future extension if the function appears 
in the conclusion part of the rule, which may lead to problems in variable 
matching during processing query and re-definition of the function. 
8.2.5 Other Representat ion Issues 
Obviously, PIN has less restriction on representing knowledge than Prolog. The 
four-valued inference network takes care of knowledge with different truth val-
ues. Expression with logical connectives in conjunctive normal form can be 
represented by PIN. Moreover, PIN enables users to have user defined relations, 
which is out of the scope of predicate logic and Prolog. Though, Prolog provides 
a special element — list — that makes Prolog capable to do complex proce-
dures in a program, PIN does not need such function at this moment as the 
network is not designed for implementing procedural programs. By the way, 
PIN may include some external function calls to manipulate the list operation 
while taking list as an abstract data type, such as member(X，L). At this point, 
we can conclude that PIN has an advantage on Prolog in the representation 
power except on the issue of functions calling. 
8.3 Inference and Query Processing 
In general, Prolog applies unification and resolution to prove the knowledge in 
a program. The order of the statements in the program is important as Prolog 
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is a computation procedure dependent. Different statement sequences may lead 
to different results which are unexpected. On the other hand, PIN does not need 
to have a fix order of nodes during reasoning. Though we have an order of links 
in searching, but a different order generally will lead us to a different order of 
answers in the answer set only. However, the query processing procedure must 
be fixed and the steps in the procedure must be followed strictly in order to 
have a sound, complete and consistent result. We call PIN a proof-procedure 
dependent paradigm. 
8.3.1 Un i f i ca t ion 
Prolog obtains the answers to queries by pattern matching. The Prolog inter-
preter scans through a Prolog program and matches the goal set by the query 
pattern. The matching process is called unification. Variables if exist are instan-
tiated by unification. Unification succeeds under the following circumstances: 
1. The predicate name in the query is the same as the one in the program 
(knowledge base). 
2. The two predicates have the same number of arguments. 
3. Each argument satisfies one of the following conditions: 
(a) A variable in the query can unify with any other term including 
another variable. 
(b) Two identical instantiated terms (atoms or numbers) or structures 
can unify. 
In PIN, instead of unification, we apply a similar pattern matching algorithm. 
We first check if the predicate name and the number of variable slots is the same 
for the querying expression and the predicate node at the searching tree. Then, 
we will claim a querying expression is being matched when each variable slot in 
the querying expression satisfies the followings: 
1. The variable slot in the querying expression and the branch has the same 
object instantiation, or 
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2. The variable slot in the querying expression is a variable (uninstantiated) 
and the one at the branch can be any object, or 
3. The variable slot in the querying expression is a virtual object and the 
one at the branch is an object within the domain of the virtual object. 
The instantiated object matched at the variable slot will be popped to the 
respective variable node and then pass to other predicate node so that the same 
instantiation are made for all the same variable used in the sentence. 
Due to the property of unification, using a same Prolog query with variables 
in different argument, or even with all argument instantiated by terms, we can 
find out possible instantiations of the different variables or check the existence 
of a knowledge with a similar query format. However, in PIN, we need to handle 
the queries in two different types of queries. 
8.3.2 Resolut ion 
Soundness 
Resolution is a technique for proving theorems in classical logics. Its cornerstone 
is the inference rule called the resolution principle introduced by J. A. Robinson 
Rob65]. A special strategy for resolution theorem proving called SLD 一 Linear 
resolution for Definite programs with Selection rule 一 is applied to definite 
programs. Using the SLD-resolution principle, the soundness (correctness of 
answers) of the conclusions are proven to be always stand [Cla79, Llo93, NM90 . 
Though Prolog applies the SLD-resolution as the basis to obtain the goal 
to the queries, the correctness of the query answers are not guaranteed. The 
problem is due to the omission of occurs check in Prolog's implementation. Here 
is an example from [Llo93]: 
test : - p(X,X). 
p(X, f a ) ) . 
Prolog will mistakenly give a "yes" answer to the query "test". The term 
"X" unifies with "f (X)" due to the leaving out of the occurs check. After the 
following modification, 
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t e s t p ( X , X ) . 
p(X, f ( X ) ) ：- p ( X , X ) . 
The soundness problem has been restored after the alternation. However, the 
Prolog system will go into an infinite loop this time as the second clause will 
be evaluated recursively. No answer can be given out in this case. 
In PIN, as all the variable slots must be instantiated by simple objects, we 
do not have the above problem. In general, PIN always gives a unique cor-
rect answer and the computation terminates finitely, proven in Theorems 6.3.1 
(Page 174) and 6.4.1 (Page 181). However, due to necessity of giving consistent 
answers, the answers to query cannot be given out until thorough exhaustive 
checking through the whole network has been made, the efficiency and quickness 
of PIN is comparatively weaker than Prolog. The issue will be further discussed 
in Section 8.3.3. 
Completeness 
It is proven that SLD-resolution always gives a complete conclusion for a definite 
program [Cla79, Llo93, NM90； • 
Prolog's execution mechanism is obtained from the abstract interpreter by 
choosing the leftmost goal instead of an arbitrary one, and replacing the non-
deterministic choice of a clause by sequential search for a unifiable clause and 
backtracking [SS94]. Due to the fixed order for trying clauses in a Prolog pro-
gram, which is forced in order to obtain efficiency, the completeness result is 
not applicable to Prolog systems [Llo93]. Here is an example illustrating the 
problem of incompleteness in Prolog: 
p ( a , b ) . 
p ( c , b ) . 
p(X,Z) ：- p ( X , Y ) , p ( Y , Z ) . 
p(X，Y) ：- p (Y ,X) . 
If we issue a query of " p ( a , c ) •，，，the searching tree will match the third 
clause which becomes: 
p(a,c) : - p(a,Yo), p(Yo ,c). 
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The first sub-goal can be matched by the first clause p (a ,b ) . . The second 
sub-goal will be matched with the third clause again and again by unifying and 
generating the sub-goal p(b,Yn) recursively, instead of matching the fourth 
clause. Figure 8.2 illustrates the SLD searching tree of the Prolog program. 
Due to going into infinite loop, the search will not yield any answer i. 
P(a,c). 
X X 
p(a,YO), p(YO,c). p(c’a). 
p(b,c). ... … 
p(b,Y1),p(Y1,c). p(c,b) 
j y ^ � � 力 
p(b,Y2), p(Y2, Y1), p(Y1,c) ... success Key 
八 • to be continued 
( 3 y • other matched path 
infinite ... 
Figure 8.2: Searching tree illustrating the problem of infinite looping 
In PIN, similar problems are tackled by Infinite Looping Control Algorithm. 
The search in PIN also has a defined ordered (FIFO, first which come into the 
network will be searched first), thus there is also a probability for the searching 
tree to go into a recursive dead loop. When the search has gone to the recursive 
part, the algorithm can check from the information source pattern to rule out 
the infinite loop when the same query on a predicate with the uninstantiated 
variable slots unchanged. Please see Section 5.2.1 in Page 110 for more details. 
In general, a query in PIN can yield the complete set of the answer because 
it searches the whole inference network exhaustively in a defined order. The 
answers are also unique and the computation terminates finitely, with the In-
finite Looping Control Algorithm keeps track on the dead loops, though the 
iThe expected answer should be "yes" in this problem 
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exhaustive search with repeat checking through the entire network for each 
answer make the procedure very time-consuming and inefficient. The complete-
ness and uniqueness of the answer have also been proven in Theorems 6.3.1 
(Page 174) and 6.4.1 (Page 181). 
8.3.3 Compu ta t i on Eff iciency 
During an influence process, while Prolog tries proving a goal, it always develops 
a depth-first search tree and selects the leftmost term. A stack of goals and 
subgoals keeps track on the progress of the proving procedure. When goals or 
subgoals are generated throughout the process, it will be pushed into the stack. 
The goals will be popped out of the stack either it is found success or failure. 
When the last element of the stack is popped out as a successful goal, the prove 
finishes successfully; otherwise, if the last popped out item is failure, the query 
is proven to be false. 
In some other cases, while Prolog is trying to find the instantiation for 
variables, the possible instantiation will be given out through out the depth-
first search when other searching process is exactly the same as described above. 
Using the ordered (from left to right) depth-first search, Prolog's implemen-
tation is very simple and efficient, but has the disadvantage that each same call 
will invoke its alternation in the exactly same order before. This brings along 
the problem of infinite looping stated before. Some successful branches of the 
searching tree may have been skipped. 
In PIN, a similar depth-first searching tree is generally employed. However, 
the efficiency of the searching algorithm is much lower than Prolog. This is due 
to the exhaustive property of the query processing procedure in PIN and the 
node value checking steps. 
In a type I query in PIN, we are not just finding the first predicate node 
which satisfies the query requirement, but we need to search the entire infer-
ence network for all matching predicate nodes. The entire search is needed 
to ensure the consistency and correctness of the query result. Take an exam-
ple, we have two exactly same predicate nodes with different node value, say: 
Her (John) ((0,1), slightly) and lier(John)((l, 0), certainly). We will not accept 
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the procedure to answer us ((0,1), slightly) but ignoring the second predicate 
node which has a higher degree of belief. Neither we will accept the procedure 
giving us different answers at different time. Searching the entire inference net-
work and let the alternative links to determine the final outcome ensures the 
correctness and uniqueness of our answer. However, this add a heavy load to 
the efficiency of our query processing procedure. 
For a type II query, both PIN and Prolog searches the entire world to locate 
the complete set of answers. However, similar as the case in type I queries, 
as PIN allows the co-existence of contradicting inputs of a predicate node, the 
answers obtained through the depth-first search will need verification through 
issuing a type I query to ensure the retrieved knowledge was not overridden by 
other stronger knowledge. Thus, when each time a set of object instantiation 
(which is the potential answer of the query) is obtained from the query pro-
cessing procedure, we will need to invoke a type I query for verification. The 
processing time will be n times longer than just a simple object instantiation 
retrieval without checking if n answer sets can be found for the type II query. 
PIN's efficiency is thus greatly lower than that in Prolog. 
Moreover, the controversial control facility offered by Prolog — cut — also 
increases the efficiency of Prolog programs if it is used sensibly. A cut does 
not affect the semantics meaning in a Prolog program, but reduces the search 
space of Prolog computations dramatically by pruning the computation paths in 
which the programmers knows no result can be obtained. However, misplaced 
cut usually brought the incompleteness of answers by skipping the searching in 
the computation paths which yields the answers. This kind of incompleteness 
is a different problem comparing to that brought by the infinite loop. By the 
way, PIN does not provide such control facility. Instead, PIN expects a complete 
set of answers available in the known world of the inference network than the 
computation efficiency at the present stage. 
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8.4 Knowledge U p d a t i n g and Consistency Is-
sues 
Prolog uses the predicate assert and retract to update the knowledge kept 
within a Prolog program after it has been loaded into the Prolog interpreter. 
You may also add or remove anything you like when you are editing the Prolog 
program file in a text editor, of course. However, the resultant knowledge base 
are not guaranteed to be consistency after the alternation of the knowledge. 
In fact, the initial knowledge is consistent and correct only if we have placed 
the rules and facts in an appropriate order of importance. Look at this simple 
example: 
f l y ( X ) : - b ird(X) . 
bird(tweety)• 
f l y ( twee ty ) ！, f a i l . 
Generally, all birds can fly. However, we know that a bird called "Tweety" 
doesn't fly. According to the description order, we have the Prolog program as 
given above. However, if we put it in that order, we will have a wrong answer 
for the query: f l y ( tweety ) . Prolog scans down the program from the top to 
the bottom and it will obtain the answer for f l y ( twee ty ) from the first clause. 
A "yes" answer will be returned, which is contradict to our expected answer. 
This problem can be solved by placing the clauses in a better order initially: 
bird(tweety) . 
f l y ( tweety ) ！, f a i l . 
f l y (X ) bird(X) . 
This is the characteristic of Prolog's computation procedure dependent prop-
erty. This shows the importance of the initial ordering of the statements. Not 
being designed for inconsistency reasoning, assert and retract simply add 
and delete things in the knowledge base and will not make any updating other 
related knowledge. Give an example, we are adding the following statements: 
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bird (X) ：- penguin(X). 
f l y ( X ) penguin(X), ！, f a i l , 
penguin(pingu). 
f l y ( p ingu ) . 
If we are adding these statement all at the top or all at the bottom, we may 
not be able to get our expected "yes" when we have the query f l y (pingu). 
The above is simply because Prolog is not designed for inconsistency rea-
soning. In the area of inconsistency and belief updating issues, it may be more 
fair to compare PIN with other formalism (Please see the following subsection). 
PIN, being a difference approach in reasoning, also put efforts in maintaining 
the knowledge kept in the network consistent. We have several methods to 
handle the contradicting knowledge and keep consistent solutions to queries in 
PIN. The facts and rules have their degree of belief such that the more direct 
and provable statements will have a greater degree of belief assigned, such as 
bird(x) f l y ( x ) may have a degree of normal but f l y {Penguin) may have a 
degree of strongly. The degree of belief directly reflects the desired answer for 
a query. So, the expected answer, which has the greatest degree of belief among 
the inputs, will be selected through the computation function for alternative 
links. Another thing the PIN can do to keep its consistency works through the 
consistency maintenance process mentioned in Section 4.7. 
8.4.1 PIN and A G M Logic 
PIN keeps track on the network consistency whenever the belief is being updated 
through the operations — ADD, REMOVE and REVISE. Logical suppression is 
made to maintain a weak notion of consistency — W-consistency [Won97] — for 
the inference network. The consistency maintenance procedure is comparable 
to AGM logic [Won97]. The three forms of belief change stated in [AGM85] are 
operations on the sentences in the belief set (those which are currently believed). 
However, PIN in this stage works on the knowledge themselves, no matter they 
are believed (1,0) or disbelieved (0,1). Though we can always retrieve the belief 
set in a PIN, we operates on the independent knowledge instead so that we 
can accept multiple inputs with different views (positive or negative) of the 
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knowledge. 
8.4.2 Knowledge Merg ing 
During a knowledge merge, we concatenate different knowledge bases from dif-
ferent sources to form a large knowledge base. Such process will produce a large 
amount of contradicting knowledge and cycles of rules which potentially turn 
into inconsistencies. Using Prolog to merge different sources of knowledge may 
simply mean "consult" different files in the same time. However, the problem 
of inconsistencies has never been followed. The merged knowledge thus cannot 
give reasonable answers with necessary support to user's queries. 
At present, if we are doing knowledge merging in PIN, we need to add the 
new sentences one by one into the network. This keeps the consistency, through 
the consistency maintenance and rule cycle checking procedures. However, the 
adding process is very inconvenience and not practical. In future, the network 
will provide a batch input by using a special formatted text file. The adding 
process will then simplify but the consistency issue can still be kept. 
8.5 Chap te r S u m m a r y 
In this chapter, we have scanned through the similarities and the differences 
between our inference network system PIN and another well-known artificial 
intelligence programming language Prolog. We have also compared our system 
with AGM Logic briefly on the consistency issues. We can see that our system 
has some advantages against Prolog at certain specific points. Though PIN is not 
efficient as Prolog, the inference network performs better in many other ways as 
an intelligent system shell. The advantage is most significant at the point that 
it keeps consistent upon network update operations. Further evaluation on the 
inference network will be given in the Appendix. In the appendix, we will use 
PIN in implementing the benchmark problems stated by Lifschitz [Lif89] and 
show how PIN can handle the problems giving comparable conclusions. 
Chapter 9 
Conclusion and Discussion 
In the previous chapters, we have introduced the predicate inference network 
PIN and had discussions on its structure, computation, query operation, sound-
ness and completeness. We have also compared it with a common artificial 
intelligence language — Prolog. In this chapter, we will summarize the capabil-
ities and features of the inference network and have further discussions on some 
special issues, which may be redefined by user during implementation, applica-
tions of the network on everyday world and possibility for further extensions. 
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9.1 Conc lus ion 
In the introductory chapter, we have stated a number of objectives which lead 
to the development of the predicated inference network (PIN). Here, we will 
have a brief look back on how some of these objectives are achieved in this 
summarized section. 
9.1.1 General S t ruc ture 
PIN, developed on the basis of NLBN [LF94a], represents predicate level knowl-
edge for non-monotonic commonsense reasoning. PIN consists of three different 
layers of directed acyclic network, each handles different part of a knowledge — 
predicate layer holds the core of knowledge, whereas the variable layer takes all 
the variables and handles the instantiations during inference and object layer 
takes all objects appeared in the knowledge and these objects can be grouped 
into different domain, which help us in doing typed quantification. 
The knowledge are stored in the predicate layer in terms of predicate nodes. 
Each ordinary predicate node has their respective prototype called prototypical 
nodes. PIN represents beliefs in the predicate nodes under the prototypical with 
four different truth values (in fact, three different node values with different de-
grees of belief)—TRUE, FALSE, UNKNOWN and CONTRADICT. Combinative 
links are used to represent the relations between different pieces of beliefs, such 
as logical AND and OR. Alternative links represents uni-directional implication 
rules of the four different types: IF-THEN, IF-THEN-NOT, IF-NOT-THEN and 
IF-NOT-THEN-NOT. Using the different truth value, with the different proce-
dures for handling different queries, we can represent different views of a single 
knowledge, including those derived from the rules and combination among the 
beliefs, even if the views are contradicting. 
9.1.2 Representat ion Power 
As an automated reasoning system, PIN shows the strength on its representa-
tion power by giving user a great flexibility in defining knowledge. Self-defined 
human-biased relation can be used to simulate the voting and weighted voting 
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system which yields a final conclusions from the weighted inputs. Rules can have 
multiple conditions and conclusions, with the respective reasoning also brings to 
the sub-expression if necessary. The development of the virtual objects, which 
corresponds to the quantifiers in predicate logics, makes quantifications shown 
in a network possible. We can always determine the sequence of the quantifica-
tion by checking the index of the virtual objects without any ambiguity. The 
quantification in PIN has also been extended to a typed level, so that we can 
limit the domain of a default rule and also do simple inheritance reasoning. 
Despite of the above different advantage in representation, PIN still lacks of 
some important functions. The most important functions which are currently 
lacking are the numeric system in the network and the external function call. 
Without a sound numeric system, we may have great difficulties in representing 
some very general human commonsense knowledge. However, adding a numeric 
system into our system may also brings problems on the query processing pro-
cedures, making them even more complex and may also the soundness and 
completeness of the whole network. 
The external function call facility, similarly, may affect the soundness and 
completeness issue in our PIN. By the way, the current system has actually 
included some external function calls at the present stage. However, the in-
cluded function calls only give return values of truth value which acts as simple 
predicate beliefs. Those function calls which give out object value may lead to 
undefined answers and dead loops due to infinite waiting for result. Inadequate 
calls may even break the soundness and completeness of the query processing 
procedure. Special cautions should be made in further development. 
9.1.3 Inference 
A belief obtains its node value either from the input or the propagation of pre-
vious nodes. The node value propagation is done by the computation functions. 
The two type of links each has its own set of computation function. 
When we want to know the node value of a specified belief, or the possible 
instantiation of uninstantiated variable slots with a given node value, we need 
to make queries on the PIN. The queries are handled by a number of query 
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processing procedures. Generally, we have divided the knowledge queries into 
two types — type I concerns the node value of a belief and type II works on the 
possible object instantiations for the uninstantiated variable slots. When the 
query involves the instances which contain virtual objects, we will need to know 
what the virtual object is actually representing. In such case, we will need to 
retrieve all the object instances under the given domain, which is dealt by an 
independent procedure. 
9.1.4 Dynamic Upda te and Consistency 
Unlike the assert and retract predicate used in Prolog, PIN provides the 
three knowledge updating operator — ADD, REMOVE and REVISE — to do 
not only adding or removing of knowledge, but also maintain the consistency 
of the whole PIN. The three operators work on both simple beliefs, rules and 
also human-biased relations (for ADD and REMOVE only). In another words, 
the operators are the basic constructors of any inference network PIN. 
The knowledge in our inference network are always kept consistent. The con-
sistency we are using is a weak notion of consistency, called W-consistency [Won97 . 
The importance of keeping such consistency can be seen when we are required 
to give unique, consistent and sound answers to the knowledge queries. The 
consistency are kept through a consistency maintenance procedure which are 
executed every time after an updating operation has been called. Those nodes 
which bring inconsistency will be suppressed and those which was suppressed 
will be released when the conflicting beliefs have been removed. 
9.1.5 Soundness and Completeness Versus Eff iciency 
A knowledge system will only work if it always provides a sound, i.e., correct 
answer to every knowledge query. The completeness issue is also important 
when we want to find all the possible answers in the knowledge base. 
We have compared the query processing procedure of PIN with the search of 
SLD-resolution and Prolog in this thesis. The query processing procedure has 
proven to be sound and complete without going into infinite looping, which is 
the contribution by the Infinite Looping Control Algorithm. This is comparable 
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to SLD-resolution — which is also complete and sound with no specific order 
in searching the different branches in a node in a searching tree. However, 
Prolog shows deficiency comparatively as it may go into a infinite loop when 
reasoning through a recursive rule, which affects the completeness of the query 
answers. The ordering also becomes too important, especially after asserting 
or retracting, which makes the order of clauses more uncontrollable — Prolog 
sentence in a different order may lead to undesired query answers. 
The deficiency of Prolog may be considered as a kind of sacrifice in the 
sake of efficiency and effectiveness. The omission of the time-consuming occur 
check and consistency check, though leads to the chance for infinite looping and 
occasionally unsound answer, promotes Prolog above the PIN in the efficiency 
and effectiveness side. On the other hand, PIN may need to search through the 
whole network for many times in order keep track on the consistency of answer 
and the infinite looping. PIN also needs more time in adding or removing beliefs 
from the inference network as it needs to maintain a W-consistency. 
However, we opt to have a sound and complete system over the efficiency 
and effectiveness issues as we consider soundness and completeness is more 
important the latter ones under the fast development of the computer systems, 
which is more capable to work on complex computation in a fast pace. 
9.2 Discussion 
After summarizing the whole thesis in the previous section, we have seen how 
our objectives has been completed. We have also selected some issues which are 
fixed in our PIN by some subjective reasons, but can be altered to a user-defined 
mode during implementation. 
9.2.1 Di f ferent Selection Cr i te r ia 
At present, the computation function for the alternative links selects the input 
with the maximum degree of belief among the inputs to the respective knowledge 
under the prototypical node. This setting based on a human heuristic that the 
most believed one among a group of inputs will override other beliefs. Take 
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an example, we read a reliable newspaper and it said that tomorrow will rain. 
Even I have heard other people saying that tomorrow will not rain, I may still 
think that the newspaper is a more reliable source and believe that tomorrow 
will rain. 
However, the situation may be different every time. Sometime, we may use 
other human heuristic in thinking. Maybe after hearing twenty people saying 
that tomorrow will not rain, you will ignore whether the newspaper is more 
reliable but believed that tomorrow will not rain instead. In fact, in some situ-
ations, people may simply think that when a thing is believed by the majority, 
the thing is true. In PIN, we can simply implement this heuristic by changing 
our computation function for alternative link. We can define "majority" in our 
own choice — may be greater than a half, or more than 60%. We may even 
used the two different selecting ideas in a single PIN simultaneously. 
Similarly, by altering our computation function for alternative links once 
again, we may also change our reasoning system from a four-valued one to a 
classical two-valued reasoning system. The computation function for combina-
tive links and the query processing procedure need only minor amendments, if 
not remaining unchanged. 
The above is only some of many choices of the selection functions. Users can 
define their own style of selection function by altering the computation function 
during implementation in order to suit for their application. 
9.2.2 L i nk Order 
We have defined a particular searching order of the links during the inference 
—direct instance links first, and then rule instance links, and lastly, the virtual 
instance links. This preference makes the most direct answers come out from 
the PIN first, which is a desired result. 
Inside each type of instance links, we also introduced a searching order of 
FIFO (first-in-first-search). This order is commonly used in many everyday 
system. However, user may in fact like to stick to some other ordering prefer-
ences instead. PIN provides the flexibility for user to change the searching order 
within the same type of instance links. Though we have change the searching 
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order of the network consistency, soundness and completeness. W-consistency 
is order independent [Won97] and thus will still be kept even the sequence of 
the links and nodes has been modified. The query processing procedures are 
also not affected because the procedures search the PIN exhaustively. 
There may be situations that the most direct answers we claimed are not the 
ones which the users need most. The link order is thus alterable according to 
the user-defined priority. Given that the new searching preference covers all the 
links non-repeatedly, the proof for completeness and soundness of the answer 
of the procedure should still stand. 
9.2.3 Inher i tance Reasoning 
In this thesis, we have not mentioned how inheritance reasoning can be worked 
in a PIN explicitly. However, one can easily use the rule links to represent 
the inheritance relation and do simple inheritance reasoning. In fact, we have 
also used the inheritant idea in implementing the domain definition in typed 
quantification. 
Touretzky's Inheritance Graph PIN 
Inheritance Link Notation Rule Link Link Weight 
IS-A link ^ I F - T H E N link ^ 
IS-NOT-A link ""川…丨丨"l> I F - T H E N - N O T link ( -1 ,0 ) 
NO-CONCLUSION link ^^^^^^^ no link n.a. 
Table 9.1: Comparing Links in Inheritance Graph [Tou86] and PIN 
When we work on inheritance reasoning in a system where multiple inheri-
tance exists, contradiction may occur. Though we may leave the contradiction 
as they are, the contradiction can also be resolved by implementing additional 
procedure such as keep-tracking the number of rules gone through to find the 
most direct inheritant link instead of others. 
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9.3 F u t u r e W o r k 
Though many of the established objectives has been achieved, deficiency of the 
present PIN and the necessity of other functionalities and development leads us 
plan for the following extensions on the current system. 
9.3.1 Imp lementa t ion 
The inference network is now being implemented on the basis of a propositional 
inference network, INKS\ written by Java. The implementing version is ex-
pected to be accessible online through World Wide Web. The first version will 
omit the virtual objects part for the ease to implement. Afterwards, the facil-
ities for quantification will be added with the implementation of function calls 
if possible. The external function calls should be able to have return values of 
truth values or objects and can be treated as an independent predicate node or 
a term within the predicate node respective to different situations. 
9.3.2 App l i ca t ion 
After implementing the theoretic PIN into a knowledge system, we will apply 
the system on some real world situation. A possible application is on a financial 
advisory system. Rules and facts are extracted from the newspaper in the past. 
Degrees of belief are determined by the reliability of the news source and the 
confidence of the source itself. Using the current market situation, we may 
deduce a strategy based on the past experiences. Contradicting knowledge are 
left to be resolved during the inference. 
In fact, PIN can be applied on many real world environment which requires 
us to reason or deduce a possible solution based on some defined rule or past 
cases and these are the purpose of developing a commonsense reasoning system. 
1 Introduction and trial version can be found on the web at this URL: 
http://www.se.cuhk.edu•hk/~ inks 
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9.3.3 Probabi l is t ic and Fuzzy P I N 
Furthermore, we are considering to combine the fuzziness [Zad91, Zet88] or 
probability [Pea88] concepts into our system. The degree of belief can be 
changed to numeric value. The computation functions are needed to cope with 
the probabilistic or fuzzy functions in order to propagate the modified degree 
of belief. The query processing procedure will also be altered to cope with the 
modified computation functions. 
9.3.4 Tempora l Reasoning 
Another direction PIN can be extended to cover will be the area of temporal 
reasoning. Time will be treated as time-intervals in the temporal PIN. When 
the time-interval is extremely small, it becomes a time-point. If we can use the 
two time definition simultaneously in our formalism, we can take the advantages 
from the two different groups of major views of time representation 一 viewing 
time as discrete points like situation calculus [MH69, Rei96] and STRIPS [FN71； 
and as intervals like event calculus [Bor85] and Allen's work [A1184]. Generally, 
only a single world will be kept in the formalism. The causal beliefs will be 
expressed in modified rules in PIN. Special predicates will be included to handle 
the time-related operations. The systems will be kept consistent through the 
dynamic updating operators. 
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